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An Experimental Study of the Development of Gaseous Ionization at Ultra 
High Frequencies 
by R'. E. Long 
Abstract 
The work i s concerned with the study of ionization and related 
processes occurring during the t r a n s i t i o n to breakdown at u l t r a high 
frequencies. Electrons are. injected into a p a r a l l e l plate gap through 
holes i n one electrode and d r i f t towards the other under a small uni-
dir e c t i o n a l f i e l d . A stronger u l t r a high frequency f i e l d is superimposed 
upon t h i s d r i f t f i e l d to give c o l l i s i o n ionization i n the gap. Measurements 
of the number of electrons crossing the gap show that as the high frequency 
f i e l d increases the gap current decreases i n i t i a l l y and then rises as break-
down i s approached. A theory i s presented to explain the i n i t i a l drop 
quantitatively i n terms of a back dif f u s i o n current to the emitting electrode. 
An extention of t h i s theory to the subsequent rise show that the electron 
density i n i t i a l l y increases exponentially across the gap but as breakdown 
is approached th i s changes to a sinusoidal form. A quantitative treatment 
of the f i r s t case i s presented. 
Provision i s made to modulate the emitted electron stream with the 
object of measuring t r a n s i t times. Preliminary measurements have demon-
strated the f e a s i b i l i t y of the method. I t is shown that, as a consequence 
of d i f f u s i o n , the time measured i n such experiments i s that f o r the propaga-
t i o n of the pulse of electrons rather than the time i t would take individual 
electrons to d r i f t across the gap. 
I n s t a b i l i t i e s and d r i f t of gap current have been traced to the 
presence of p a r t i a l l y insulating f i l m s on the electrodes. I t i s shown 
experimentally that i n combined d r i f t and u l t r a high frequency f i e l d s , 
the d r i f t f i e l d may be progressively reduced by the charging of these 
f i l m s . Methods f o r measuring film'constants and calculating the 
resultant d r i f t f i e l d s are given. Firm evidence i s presented that such 
f i l m s are b u i l t up by discharges from impurities i n the gap. 
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L i s t of Prlnci-rjpL^ Symbols 
effective radius of the electrodes 
radius of the holes in the emitting electrode 
gap width 
electron diffusion coefficient 
unidirection or dri f t f i e l d in the ihterelectrode gap 
E^kf u.h.f. f i e l d in the interelectrode gap 
f' frequency of the modulating voltage 
i ^ total electron current emitted by the filament 
i total current collected by the far electrode a 
i i n i t i a l gap current: the current flowing to the 20 
collecting electrode in the absence of a u.h.f. 
f i e l d so that a d r i f t f i e l d only acts 
i current collected by the internal collecting plate 
3 
of the far electrode 
ig back diffusion current: the current flowing from 
the interelectrode gap to the front face of the 
emitting electrode 
§ o 
JO 
? 8 
H 
CO 
Pd 
0) <D 
CO 
fir - * ] 
n the electron density 
t time 
tj^ mean lifetime of an electron in the interelectrode gap 
tip transit time: the mean time taken by an electron to cross the 
interelectrode gap 
H 
a 
cvi 
<u 
9) 
to 
U n.e**2 
V applied unidirectional voltage between the filament 
and the emitting electrode shell 
V applied unidirectional voltage across the inter-a 
electrode gap 
V applied unidirectional voltage between the collecting 
plate and the collecting electrode shell 
V d c the actual unidirectional voltage across the inter-
electrode gap 
V the polarization voltage: the voltage across the two films 
In series 
u.h.f. voltage across the interelectrode gap 
¥) the number of. secondary electrons produced at the cathode 
per an electron in the gap 
a Townsend's f i r s t ionization coefficient: the number of ionizing 
collisions per an individual electron, per unit distance drifted 
»* Edc 
D 
r\ ionizing efficiency: T» = % for discharges, under pure unidirec-
Edc 
tional fields 
tjr^  ionization rate per an individual electron 
ijr recombination rate per an individual electron & 
t 3 attachment rate per an Individual electron 
i|f ijr - ijr - = the net ionization rate per an individual electron l a 3 
Tp relaxation time (of thin films) 
u electron mobility 
CD 2nf s angular frequency of the modulating f i e l d 
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1. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Several attempts have been made to elucidate the mechanism of 
conduction in gases both before and after breakdown. For unidirec-
tional fields, this mechanism has been widely investigated notably 
by Townsend and his school and later by Llewellyn Jones. They have 
demonstrated that collision ionization i s an important phenomenon and 
a considerable number of experiments have been performed to measure 
ionization coefficients over a wide range of conditions. The signifi-
cance of ionization has also been demonstrated for alternating fields 
but direct measurements have been of very limited extent. Few, i f 
any, measurements have been made of ionization before breakdown for 
the case when electrons may move back and forth in the gas without 
colliding with the electrodes. The present experiment i s designed to 
extend measurements of ionization into this region, and follows the 
experiments by which Townsend measured his coefficient, a, with uni-
directional fields. The method i s to measure the amplification of an 
electron stream crossing a region over which there i s a high frequency 
field. 
1.1 Conduction Processes 
Electrons drifting through a gas collide with gas molecules and, 
as a consequence, move with a random movement superimposed upon their 
d r i f t motion. Hence their flow i s by diffusion as well as drift. 
t i . 
& ..... - . . ' • !.:.. / - v . * 
Gap tTi&th 0 & 0 
K 
•© 
(from LiowelS^i Joaosc 19511) 
2. 
Further, these collisions leave the electrons vith a range of energies 
(Druyvesteyny 1930). 
An electron whose random energy exceeds the ionization energy of 
an atom or molecule may, on collision, generate other electrons by 
collision ionization (Townsend, 1900, 1903, 1915)* 
e.g. e + A-» e + A + + e i 1.1 
Both the original and generated electron may then ionize other atoms 
or molecules and so on, to give an electron avalanche. Townsend showed 
that i f a current, 1Q, i s injected at the cathode of a parallel plate 
gap, width, d, a c r o s B which there i s a dr i f t f i e l d , E ^ , the current 
reaching the anode i s o 
where <X i s the number of ionizing collisions per cm drift , per an 
electron. 
The value of CC depends on the number of electrons with energy 
greater than the ionization energy and thus depends oh the electron 
dc 
energy distribution which i s a function of ——• A typical experimen-
1 ^ Edc t a l plot of Amplification, A =» r — , against gap width for constant — -
o P 
(figure l . l ) shows i n i t i a l l y the exponential rise of amplification 
with gap width resulting from collision ionization. At larger gap 
widths, this line departs from the simple exponential and has been 
Interpreted by Townsend in terms of secondary processes by which 
positive ions and photons formed by electron-gas molecule collisions, 
cause emission of electrons on striking the cathode. This leads to 
,€•^0 
o 
a.dx 
1 =» i.e^o 1.2 
5-
the equation: 
where v i s the number of secondary electrons produced a t the cathode 
per an electron i n the gap. 
1.2 Balance of electron generation and removal processes 
Electrons may be l o s t from a discharge by d r i f t i n g t o an electrode 
or d i f f u s i n g to the boundary. In addition, they may be l o s t i n the 
volume of the gas by recombination v i t h p ositive ions or attachment t o 
neutral molecules. 
A discharge, i n general, represents a balance between these loss 
processes and the generation processes (including both the i n t e r n a l 
generation processes described above and those due to an external 
agency e.g. photoemission or photoionization e t c . ) . From a considera-
t i o n of an elemental volume of the discharge, t h i s balance may be 
expressed by the equation of continuity f o r electrons i n a gas 
(Townsend, 1925)* 
* < » • » > - T 8 * • I f • • » • « - & i - * 
where 
n =» electron density 
D a d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t of electrons 
u » mobility of electrons 
E 4 c = d r i f t f i e l d directed along the z-axls 
x a r&te of generation of electrons by an external agency per un i t 
volume. 
I t , 
and represents the net rate of generation of electrons per an 
individualelectron by c o l l i s i o n ionization and i s given by 
* - t x - t a - * a 1-5 
where, ^ <= ionization rate per an individual electron 
a recombination rate per an individual electron 
2 
ljr^ «= attachment rate per an individual electron. 
I n equation 1. the terms represent respectively, the rate of loss of 
electrons by d i f f u s i o n , the rate of loss by d r i f t , the net rate of 
generation by c o l l i s i o n ionization, the rate of volume generation by an 
external agency and the rate of change of electron density, vhich i s 
zero when equilibrium has been established. 
I f the loss rate exceeds the Internal generation rate (inclusive 
of secondary emission), then generation of electrons by an external 
agency i s necessary f o r the discharge to be maintained. The electron 
current reaching the boundaries of such a discharge i s then proportional 
to the injected current, the constant of proport i o n a l i t y being dependent 
on the ionization c o e f f i c i e n t and thus on the applied f i e l d (e.g. equa-
t i o n 1.2 f o r unidirectional f i e l d s i n p a r a l l e l plate gaps). 
I f the t o t a l generation rate exceeds the loss r a t e , equilibrium can 
no longer be established between the current injected and that l o s t from 
the discharge. The equilibrium set up i s then one between the i n t e r n a l 
generation and loss processes. The onset of t h i s breakdown condition 
occurs at a d e f i n i t e voltage known as the breakdown voltage. 
1.5 Breakdown i n unidirectional f i e l d s 
Here the structure of the discharge i s an electron avalanche 
5-
o r i g i n a t i n g at the cathode. Secondary emission provides a means of 
generating electrons to r e t a i n the avalanche independently of any 
external agency. Hence a t breakdown the general conditi6nn that the 
system be self-maintaining i s s a t i s f i e d . This condition i s thus given 
by equation 1.3 when, 
x _ 2 6 ( a d - l ) m Q 1 > 6 
and i becomes independent of iQ, the current emitted i n t o the gap by an 
external agency. 
Equation 1.6 i s known as Tovnsend's c r i t e r i o n f o r breakdown i n 
uniform unidirectional f i e l d s . From thiB i t follows that breakdown 
f o r a given gap 1b dependent on w and a, which are both functions of 
Edc 
— T h u s the breakdown condition (equation 1.6) may be s a t i s f i e d 
independently of the current flowing, provided no space charge effects 
occur. This has been tested experimentally by Llewellyn Jones and Parker, 
1950, 1952, who showed that the maintaining p o t e n t i a l of a self-maintain-
ing discharge was independent of the current f o r low current densities 
but decreased at higher current densities 
/when space charge effects became appreciable. 
1.k Breakdown i n Alternating Fields 
At low frequencies and low gas pressures, electrons are swept 
alternately t o each electrode. Each half cycle may then be considered 
as a unidirectional discharge and has Bimllar characteristics. 
At higher frequencies the electrons can move t o and f r o i n the gas 
without c o l l i d i n g with the electrodes. The predominant loss mechanism 
i s then d i f f u s i o n rather than d r i f t . Thus the v i b r a t i n g electrons 
diffus e through the gas u n t i l they come close enough to a boundary t o 
6. 
be swept t o i t by the f i e l d . Such are known as d i f f u s i o n controlled or 
u l t r a high frequency (u.H.f.) dischargee, and were recognised by G i l l 
and Donaldson, 1951> as a decrease i n the breakdown stress t o about half 
the unidirectional or low frequency f i e l d value ( f i r s t observed by 
Gutton and Gutton, 1928). 
The present work i s concerned with t h i s l a t t e r type of.discharge. 
Following Townsend, ionization studies under such conditions, are 
attempted using a small d r i f t f i e l d t o sweep out the electrons. Varnerin 
and Brown, 1950, have shown that i n such discharges, where a small d r i f t 
f i e l d i s superimposed upon the u.h.f. f i e l d , the d i f f u s i o n theory applied 
to pure u.h.f. discharges i s applicable. This w i l l therefore be dis-
cussed further. 
The breakdown condition f o r d i f f u s i o n controlled discharges has been 
widely studied, notably by Sanborn Brown and h i s collaborators who have 
worked out a detailed theory. The condition f o r breakdown i s that on 
the average each electron must generate another electron by c o l l i s i o n 
ionization before being l o s t from the gap by d i f f u s i o n . This i s the 
condition that the discharge be self-maintaining and stable. Herlin 
and Brown, IShQe,, have expressed t h i s condition i n terms of the equation 
of continuity (equation l.k) applicable t o these conditions 
The f i r s t term represents the rate of loss by d i f f u s i o n and the second 
the rate of formation of electrons. 
By solving t h i s equation, the breakdown condition may be deduced 
as:-
D. V ^n + ijni a 0 1.7 
a 
1.8 
Here A , the d i f f u s i o n length f o r the gap, i s a function of the shape 
and dimensions of the vessel containing the discharge. 
From the condition f o r breakdown that one ionization c o l l i s i o n 
occurs i n the l i f e t i m e of each electron, the mean electron l i f e t i m e 
A 2 
i s from equation 1.8, ~ . I t i s of interest here t o note that consid-
eration of the random walk of an electron shows that the mean time t o 
r a 
diffuse a distance, r , i s proportional t o - j j - . This suggests that A i s 
a measure of the mean distance an electron must diffuse t o reach a 
boundary. 
For the case of a c y l i n d r i c a l vessel, length d and radius a, 
where the f i r s t term represents loss to the ends and the second loss 
to the curved surface. 
Equation 1.8 suggests that vessels of d i f f e r e n t Bhape, but of the 
same d i f f u s i o n length, have the same breakdown f i e l d . This has been 
demonstrated by He r l i n and Brown 19kQb showing the v a l i d i t y of the 
d i f f u s i o n theory. 
As In the unidirectional f i e l d case the value of depends on the 
^uhf 
electron energy d i s t r i b u t i o n and thus on , where E^, Is the r.m.8. 
value of the u.h.f. f i e l d and p i s the gas pressure. Since D i s also 
Ejhf 
a function of ^ , Prowse and Clark (1958) were able t o show from the 
c r i t e r i o n f o r breakdown (equation 1.8) that the r e l a t i o n between pA and 
Eyj^A should be unique f o r any given gas. MacDonald and Brown, 19^ 9* 
showed by dimensional analysis that these were proper variables f o r the 
1.9 
100 f*—. 
a £100 
10 
10 
pA ( « m " IQeD« Hgo) 
Figo 1 o2s E/\ » p A p l o t f o r hydrogen (Taker, from Browns 
"Basic Data of HLasma Fhyoios/ 1959) 
8. 
discussion of u.h.f. breakdown. 
The many measurements of u.h.f. breakdown f i e l d s i n microwave 
cavities have been shown (Brown, 1956) t o form unique EA> pA pl o t s 
f o r a given gas (e.g. Fig. 1.2 f o r hydrogen) and thus t o be compatible 
with the d i f f u s i o n theory. Frowse and Clark tested the theory a t 
5 Mc/s f o r c y l i n d r i c a l gap of varying dimensions and found unique 
E|lhfA-p/V plo t s f o r the u.h.f. region. 
Thus i t may be concluded that the d i f f u s i o n control of the 
discharge i n t h i s region i s we l l established. 
Varnerin and Brown (1950) have shown that when a small unidirectional 
f i e l d , E d e, i s superimposed upon the u.h.f. f i e l d , the d i f f u s i o n theory holds 
provided that A i s replaced by a modified d i f f u s i o n length, Au, given by 
Employing A m i n the condition f o r breakdown they obtained values of the 
mean electron energy and the r a t i o of electron mobility, y., t o the 
d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , D, f o r d i f f u s i o n controlled conditions. 
1.5 Surface Phenomena 
As shown i n section 1.5, surfaces play an Important part i n dis-
charges under unidirectional f i e l d s . Llewellyn Jones and Davies, 1951a 
and b, found a marked difference i n the unidirectional breakdown Btress 
f o r clean and oxide coated electrodes. This they interpreted as a change 
I n secondary emission processes (Da Boer, 1955)* 
A similar experiment (Llewellyn Jones and Morgan, 1951)> with 
a l t e r n a t i n g f i e l d s showed that the u.h.f. breakdown stress was indepen-
2 An A 
1.10 
dent of the cleanliness of the electrode surfaces. Hence they concluded 
that surfaces played a negligible part i n u.h.f. breakdown. 
Her l i n and Brown, 1948a, showed that i n d i f f u s i o n controlled dis-
charges, the d i f f u s i o n length would have t o be modified i f secondary 
processes were important. The f a c t that experimental data, obtained by 
several workers, and f o r a range of variously shaped vessels, i s com-
pati b l e w i t h a unique E u h fA,pA p l o t , suggests that no such modification 
i s required and that secondary processes are negligible. 
I n general, surfaces have been found to have negligible e f f e c t on 
the breakdown stress f o r the d i f f u s i o n controlled region. However, t h e i r 
e f f e c t when a small d r i f t f i e l d i s superimposed upon the u.h.f. f i e l d 
does not appear to have been Investigated. I n the l a t t e r part of t h i s 
thesis some attempt i s made to elucidate the ef f e c t s of surface phenomena 
under such conditions. 
1.6 Ionization i n u.h.f. f i e l d s 
H e rlin and Brown, 1948a, suggested, as a consequence of equation 1.7, 
that |j was the proper ionization c o e f f i c i e n t i n purely d i f f u s i o n controlled 
systems. Considering the random walk of an electron, the time taken t o 
1 • 
diffuse u n i t distance i s proportional t a g, so that ^ i s proportional t o 
the number of ionizing c o l l i s i o n s per u n i t distance the electron has 
diffused. I t i s thus analogous to Townsend's o, the number of ionizing 
c o l l i s i o n s per u n i t distance an electron has d r i f t e d , which i s applicable 
to d r i f t controlled discharges. H e r l i n and Brown found i t convenient t o 
define a c o e f f i c i e n t , f a j f'ja 1 , t o be analogous t o the ionization 
D ^uhf *> _„. . , . , , „ _ a . Measurements of c were made effic i e n c y defined by Townsend as I ™ *r*-^ 
**dc 
i 
>2 10. 
10" 
& 
10 
10 
ft* 10 1 1 
Volts E 
em mm of hgo <#• P 
JiacDo-Tcld and 
Brown 
Thompson . 
KLgo 1,3 Ejcporimental '§ ourv»a of Thompson (1937)» Githens 
(19M) and MaoDonald,e.nd Broxm (1949)<> The data covers a 
frequency range of 5 to 3000 Mo/s and a range ot 
diffusion lengths from A= 0o0505 em to A= °°50 om 
(tolcen from MaoDonald and Broxm (1949) 
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a t breakdown using the c r i t e r i o n of equation 1.8 expressed as 
£ = ^ . Figure 1.3 i s a summary of results f o r hydrogen. 
Varnerin and Brown, 1950, extended t h i s work t o conditions where a 
small d r i f t f i e l d was superimposed on the u.h.f. f i e l d . 
These measurements of Ionization have been confined t o breakdown. 
No measurements had been made of ionization c o e f f i c i e n t s before break-
down, as had been done f o r unidirectional f i e l d s by Townsend i n his 
measurementa of a. 
ThereTownsend was able t o analyse the condition a t breakdown from 
the increase of conduction by the gas as the d r i f t f i e l d approached that 
ion 
f o r breakdown. Similarly measurements of conduct/with u.h.f. f i e l d s 
before breakdown are thought t o provide a useful approach to the analysis 
of u.h.f. breakdown as we l l as to provide useful data on the conductivity 
of gases under such conditions. Such an experiment i s that described i n 
t h i s thesisc 
Bnlttl&g 
elootroda 
Colleotlng 
elaotro&e 
CP 
3 
V. » 
Collecting 
plate Backing 
plate 
4 
3 
W,go 2.1 Diagram of tho Sleotrode and Current 
measuring system 
This f i g u r e i s also available on the back cover f o r reference 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE PROBLEM, ITS PRACTICAL AMD THEORETICAL ASPECTS 
2.1 General Description of Apparatus 
The apparatus was basically that developed by Nicholls (1960), 
with certain improvements and modifications which w i l l be described 
i n d e t a i l i n the :next chapter. 
Figure 2.1 shows diagramatically the electrode assembly, which 
consists of two hollow, perforated, Rogowski-profiled electrodes. A 
stream of electrons derived from an oxide coated filament, i s drawn 
to the back of the emitting electrode by a d r i f t f i e l d provided by 
the unidirectional voltage, V f applied between the backing plate and 
the electrode shell. A f r a c t i o n of these electrons i s injected i n t o 
the gap through holes i n the electrode. These electrons are allowed 
to d r i f t across the inter-electrode gap under a d r i f t f i e l d , E i c, 
provided by a voltage, V , applied across the gap. 
' 8 
A f r a c t i o n of the electrons incident on the c o l l e c t i n g electrode 
flow through the holes and are drawn t o a c o l l e c t i n g plate by a d r i f t 
f i e l d r e s u l t i n g from a voltage, V , applied between the c o l l e c t i n g elec-
3 
trode s h e l l and the i n t e r n a l c o l l e c t i n g plate. 
The currents measured are (Figure 2.1);-
a) The t o t a l current emitted by the filament, i . 
b) The current collected by the c o l l e c t i n g electrode system, i . 
e 
and c) The current collected on the i n t e r n a l c o l l e c t i n g plate of the 
f a r electrode, i . 
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The f i r s t two are measured by galvanometers G and G , and i (and also 
1 2 3 
i g i f required) by an electrometer method. 
Provision i s made f o r the application of a U,h.f. f i e l d between 
the electrodes, which i s superimposed upon the small d r i f t f i e l d , V . 
2 
2.2 Theumethods of measurement 
In the absence of a u.h.f. f i e l d a stream of electrons fibow across 
the interelectrode gap under d r i f t f i e l d only. The current then 
received by the c o l l e c t i n g electrode system w i l l be referred to as the 
i n i t i a l gap current, i . 
BSC a Q 
When the u.h.f. f i e l d i s applied, t h i s electron flow w i l l be 
modified so that the current t o the c o l l e c t i n g electrode system changes 
to a value, i . The ef f e c t of the u.h.f. f i e l d i s then measured as the 
2 
amplification of t h i s electron stream, defined as: 
1 
A = 2.1 
20 
The mean time taken f o r an electron t o cross the interelectrode gap 
w i l l be referred t o as the mean t r a n s i t time, t^,. The measurement of 
t r a n s i t times i s attempted by use of a method similar t o that of 
Bradbury and Nielson (1936). The electrons are sent across the gap 
i n puffs and gated on the f o r side t o provide a resonant system. For 
t h i s purpose' the electrodes bounding the ionization region are perforated 
and hollow to accommodate the electron generation and gating system. 
2.5 The Theoretical Aspects 
I t may be shown that i n the present apparatus, the electrons o s c i l l a t e 
13-
about 100 times as they move across the gap. Thus the electrons are 
o s c i l l a t i n g under u.h.f. conditions. 
I n pure u.h.f. conditions, i.e. i n the absence of a d r i f t f i e l d , 
d i f f u s i o n has predominant control of electron l i f e t i m e so that an 
electron has an equal p r o b a b i l i t y of flow to either electrode. Under 
these conditions no unidirectional current i s expected so that ioniza-
t i o n would have to be measured i n terms of the u.h.f. current 'Slow 
across the gap. This has, i n p r i n c i p l e , been used i n tuned cavities t o 
study the decay of plasmas (Brown and Biondi, 19^*9, and others). How-
ever, such measurements are not easy t o perform nor i s i t easy t o 
derive expressions f o r the ionization rate. To overcome these d i f f i -
c u l t i e s the application of a small d r i f t f i e l d provides a unidirectional 
component i n the system. Hence currents may be measured i n terms of 
t h e i r unidirectional component. Further the d r i f t f i e l d provides a 
concept of di r e c t i o n a l flow i n the system which si m p l i f i e s the physical 
picture of the mechanism and electron flow patterns i n the gap* How-
ever, i f the ionization observed i s to be the r e s u l t of energy communi-
cated by the u.h.f. f i e l d rather than the d r i f t f i e l d , i t i s necessary 
that t h i s d r i f t f i e l d be small. 
I f the Townsend approach to the process of amplification i s t o be 
followed, i t i s necessary to assume that d r i f t i s predominant i n con-
t r o l l i n g the electron flow pattern. Then, as i n the unidirectional 
f i e l d case, i t i s possible t o define a coe f f i c i e n t s £, which corresponds 
to Townsends a, and to derive the amplification of an electron stream 
crossing a gap of width d as e^"1. Alt e r n a t i v e l y by a similar argument, 
Ik. 
the amplification may be derived i n terms of the mean t r a n s i t time, t T , 
and the ionization rate, \|r, as e 
In d i f f u s i o n controlled systems the amplification i s controlled by 
the l i f e t i m e of electrons I n the ionizing f i e l d rather than the distance 
t r a v e l l e d during t h e i r l i f e t i m e . Hence i)r rather than £ i s the proper 
variable f o r measurement of ionization. Further, i n the present 
experiment, £ i s dependent on the d r i f t f i e l d and i s therefore not a 
unique function of the u.h.f. f i e l d . On the other hand the net ioniza-
t i o n rate, ty, may be expected t o be dependent solely on the electron 
energy and thus predominantly on the u.h.f. f i e l d . Hence measurement of 
\|f i s attempted i n the present experiment. 
As suggested by the Townsend-type r e l a t i o n , A =» g , i t was o r i g i -
n a lly thought t h a t \|r could be calculated from simultaneous measurements 
of amplification and t r a n s i t time. However a f u l l e r t h e o r e t i c a l t r e a t -
ment, prompted by preliminary measurements of amplification, suggests 
that d i f f u s i o n i s comparable t o d r i f t so tha t t h i s simple equation i s not 
applicable. I n the present experiment the electron energy i s supplied by 
the u.h.f. f i e l d rather than the d r i f t f i e l d as i n the unidire c t i o n a l case 
considered by Townsend. Hence the r a t i o of d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t t o 
d r i f t v e l o c i t y i s greater and d i f f u s i o n may be expected t o have greater 
control of electron flow* The present view i s that both amplification 
and t r a n s i t time experiments can i n d i v i d u a l l y give values of if provided 
some theory of electron flow i n the gap i s assumed. These experiments 
are therefore treated separately i n what follows. 
Nicholls (1960) has obtained preliminary measurements of amplifica-
15-
t i o n with the present apparatus. I n p a r t i c u l a r he has established 
that there i s a rapid growth of ionization as breakdown i s approached. 
The problem remaining i s therefore to elucidate the mechanism which 
can explain these results i n terms of d r i f t , d i f f u s i o n and ionization 
coefficients and thus obtain acme accurate measurements of the ioniza-
t i o n rate. 
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CHAPTER 5 
APPARATUS 
3.1 Details of .the Electrode System 
The electrodes^rere^ those used by Mich o i l s , 1960. The perfora-
tions were confined to the f l a t face as indicated i n figure g . l . I n 
the emitting electrode t h i s face i s .076 cm thick and i s d r i l l e d with 
Q.9it»+. holes of 0^ 38 cm diameter, countersunk on the inside to a depth of 
.038 cm. I n the c o l l e c t i n g electrode there are about 50 holes of twice 
the diameter to provide a greater transmission of electrons to the 
inner c o l l e c t i n g plate. To prevent positive ions s t r i k i n g the filament 
no holes are d r i l l e d i n the centre of the emitting electrode f o r an 
area of 0.6 cm diameter. 
The electrode system i s contained i n a chamber connected to a 
vacuum and gas pipetting system. This enables a i r to be removed, by 
attaining a vacuum of better than 1CP* mm. Hg. and the chamber may then 
be f i l l e d v i t h the required gas at a given pressure. I n i t i a l l y the 
vacuum system was that used by Nicholls and i s shown i n figure 3.1. 
Later a modified form was used (Figure 11.1, Chapter 11')• The 
pressure of gas was measured using a d i f f e r e n t i a l bellows gauge c a l i -
bratedegainst a mercury column. The range of pressure was between 
3 and 10 mm. Hg. and the impurity content, estimated from observations 
on the a b i l i t y of the system to r e t a i n a vacuum, was better than 1 
part i n 10 4. The system was outgased by leaving under vacuum for a t 
l e a s t a week before measurements were made. 
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A u.h.f. f i e l d may be applied between the electrodes by 
attaching them to the open end of a tuned ^ transmission l i n e 
(Figure 3.2). An o s c i l l a t o r , of frequency 106.8 Mc/s, vas loosely 
coupled to the closed end of t h i s l i n e . The amplitude of the 
oscillationsand thus the voltage acrosB the inter-electrode gap vas 
adjusted by use of a Variac transformer which a l t e r e d the h.t. 
voltage applied to the o s c i l l a t o r * 
A diode voltmeter, capacitatively coupled across the l i n e a t 
points A of figure 3.2, vas used to indicate voltages across the 
gap. I t vas not possible to c o s s e t a direct-reading voltmeter to 
the electrodes, but t h i s i s not e s s e n t i a l so long as a means i s 
available of c a l i b r a t i n g a loose-coupled indicating meter i n terms 
of gap voltage. For t h i s c a l i b r a t i o n an e l l i p s o i d fieldmeter vas 
used. 
3.2 The e l l i p s o i d fieldmeter 
This instrument consists of a Wood's metal bead hung on a quartz 
f i b r e midway between the electrodes. I t may be shown (Maxwell, 190k), 
that the frequency of t o r s o l n a l o s c i l l a t i o n , R , i s dependent on the 
f i e l d i n the gap, E, according to the r e l a t i o n , 
£ - K(n^ a - n o B)» 3-1 
where K i s a constant and n Q i s the natural frequency of o s c i l l a t i o n 
i . e . that f o r which the f i e l d i s zero. 
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This instrument has been used by Thornton and Thompson, 1 9 3 2 , 
f o r measurement of high unidirectional f i e l d s and by Bruce, 19kf, 
f o r high alternating f i e l d s . The inaccuracies dealt with by Bruce, 
1 9 ^ 7 , can be neglected when the instrument i s d i r e c t l y calibrated. 
Nicholls, 1960, has shown that equation 3.1 holds f o r u.h.f. f i e l d s 
and that K i s independent of frequency. Thus the instrument may be 
used as a change-over instrument between unidirectional and u.h.f. 
f i e l d s . 
The frequency of the bead was measured with a stop-watch, 
using an electro-mechanical counter operated by a Morse key to count 
the o s c i l l a t i o n s . I t was found necessary to l i m i t the i n i t i a l ampli-
tude of the o s c i l l a t i o n to some predescribed value and to time a con-
stant number of o s c i l l a t i o n s i n order to get compatible repeatable 
r e s u l t s . I n t h i s way a c a l i b r a t i o n accuracy of about 1 $ was obtain-
able. 
The r e l a t i o n between the indication of the diode voltmeter, 6, and 
the actual voltage, VV^, across the electrodes was found to depend on 
the gap width, d. For a given gap width, 9 was found to be proportional 
t o Vuhf' 
Nicholls suggests that t h i s v a r i a t i o n of voltmeter s e n s i t i v i t y i s 
attributable to v a r i a t i o n of the position of the voltmeter on the 
standing wave pattern alien® the l i n e . As the gap width i s Increased 
the capacitance across the end of the l i n e i s decreased. To compensate, 
the l i n e i s retuned by increasing the tuning capacitance on the other 
side of the voltmeter. This e f f e c t i v e l y moves the voltmeter allong the 
standing wave closer to the gap, with corresponding larger reading on 
19. 
the voltmeter for a given gap voltage. 
Following t h i s suggestion a quantitative approach has been 
attempted* 
I t may be shown (Jackson, 19kk) that f o r a l i n e of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
impedance, Z . terminated with an impedance, 2>~, the voltage, V , a t a 
distance, y, from the termination i s related to the voltage, V^ ,, a t 
the termination by 
Z 
V y a V T (cosh Py + ~ . sinh f>y) 3 » 2 
where P i s the propagation constant. 
Applying t h i s to the present case, i s the voltage across the 
gap, V ^ , = E u h f , ( i ' l s t n e v o l t a 6 e across the l i n e a t the point of 
coupling of the diode voltmeter and y i s the distance from gap to 
voltmeter along the l i n e . In the above c a l i b r a t i o n , the terminating 
impedance, Z^, was that of the gap capacitance only, so that the v o l t -
Bensix,ivit-y, ^ 
3 . 2 ) : 
meter s n s i t i t y _ •• , i s related to the gap width, d, by (equation 
Euhf 
d. cos Py Z a) e A 
tb r-^ - -Sr 2- •sln n s-» 
uhf 
where A = area of the electrodes, 
and K •= voltage s e n s i t i v i t y of the diode voltmeter, defined by 
V = K.Q. 
y 
Q 
Thus a plot of r; against d i s expected to be a straight l i n e with 
uhf 
an Intercept on the d-axis a t 
d = Z -03 e A. tan Py $.h 
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An experimental plot f o r the Instrument used I s shown I n figure 
3*3 and has an intercept a t d a 1,8 mm. An approximate value of ZQ 
may be obtained by treating the l i n e as a pair of p a r a l l e l cylinders, 
remote from other objects. This gives Z Q = 3 0 0 8 , and allows the 
point of intercept to be calculated from equation 3.1+ as d a 2 mm. 
approximately. This i s close enough to the experimental value to 
afford support to the theory. 
I t should be noted that equation 3.2 shows that the s e n s i t i v i t y 
of the diode voltmeter depends on the gap impedance, Z^. This, how-
ever, can only be obtained d i r e c t l y from the geometrical gap capaci-
tance when the gap i s empty. When the gas i s conducting, the imped-
ance of the discharge must be taken into account. 
I f i t i s assumed that the c o l l i s i o n frequency, v, of electrons 
in the gap i s independent of electron vel o c i t y (approximately true 
for hydrogen) the conductivity of the discharge maybe considered to 
be (Margenau, 1 9 4 6 ) 
where, n =» mean electron density i n the gap, 
e and m are the electronic charge and mass respectively 
and ub «= angular frequency of the applied u.h.f. f i e l d . 
Calculationsf rem t h i s , suggest that the admittance of the d i s -
charge i s of the order of that of the gap capacitance for the highest 
electron densities used in the experiments to be described. Thus a t 
[ i - 'J e n 1 + (v/to) a • may 
higher electron densities (higher amplifications) some deviation i n 
the c a l i b r a t i o n of the diode voltmeter i s to be expected. However, 
of 
i n the lowsr range/gap amplifications upon which the work to be 
described i s concentrated, a c a l i b r a t i o n accuracy of 5$ i s to be 
expected. 
3*3- The Current Measurement and Voltage Supply Systems (Figure j.lQ 
The voltages V , V and V are provided by batteries B , B and B 
1 8 3 1 8 8 
varied by potentiometers RV , RV and RV respectively. They are 
1 2 a 
measured a t the points indicated i n figure 3.U. The s e n s i t i v i t y of 
these voltmeters vas such that the v a r i a t i o n i n voltage vhich provided 
a change of 1% In the corresponding current vas e a s i l y detectable. 
This enabled these voltages to be manually s t a b i l i s e d so that t h e i r 
v a r i a t i o n would cause l e s s than 1$ v a r i a t i o n i n the currents flowing. 
Currents are measured with galvanometers where possible, but 1 and 
s 
i n c e r t a i n cases i , were so small that an electrometer method was found 
2 
necessary. A Wolf s t r i n g electrometer i n a EJaailfiS. c i r c u i t was found sat-
isfactory. 
The electrometer wa.6 b a s i c a l l y used to measure the voltage dropped 
by the current on passing through a large r e s i s t o r . The r e s i s t o r was 
chosen to make t h i s voltage about 10 v o l t s . Since these r e s i s t o r s , R^ 
and R , are necessarily in s e r i e s with the voltage sources V and V a 2 3 
when measuring 1 and i respectively, the voltage applied to the 
3 3 
electrodes w i l l be reduced by the voltage dropped across the corres-
ponding r e s i s t o r . Further these voltages w i l l then vary with current 
2 
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flowing. To overcome t h i s d i f f i c u l t y the system was made into a n u l l i 
device by including a reverse< voltage source i n s e r i e s with the 
r e s i s t o r . The electrometer then measured the voltage across the 
sourse and r e s i s t o r i n s e r i e s and thus the difference between the 
source voltage and that dropped across the r e s i s t o r by the current 
being measured. The voltage source was then adjusted to give zero 
voltage difference as observed on the electrometer. Thus provided t h i s 
n u l l l position i s achieved, there i s zero voltage across the r e s i s t o r -
source combination and thus no va r i a t i o n i n the voltage applied to the 
electrodes. The voltage dropped across the r e s i s t o r and thus the current 
may then be measured as the voltage of the. source by the use of an 
ordinary voltmeter. 
Toe complete c i r c u i t i s shown i n figure $.k. There R^ and R^ 
are the r e s i s t o r s and B and B provide the voltage sources which may 
8 4 
be varied by using potentiometers RV and RV respectively. A switching 
S 4 
device, S, i s provided f o r connecting the electrometer across e i t h e r 
combination. 
When no current i s flowing between the electrodes, there are 
ce.rtain currents flowing i n the measuring c i r c u i t s due to leakage 
through the insulation. The voltage dropped when these flow through 
R^ and R^ may be backed off using potentiometers RV^ and RV^. The 
voltages read across RV and RV are then those due to gap current 
S 4 
only. 
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The values of R ( l O 1 3 ^ ) and R ( l O l 2 f l ) determine the s e n s i t i v i t y 
0 M ^ e . A „ ™ ^ « ^ through R can r e a d i l y 
s 
be detected. 
To reduce the flow of leakage currents, leads i n the system are 
are 
coaxial cables whose screens!/ a t the potential of the inner core. 
The earthing point (figure J.k) eliminates leakage flow v i a the f i l a -
ment control system through the measuring c i r c u i t s of i and i . Thus 
s 3 
the filament control system i s isolated from the current measuring 
c i r c u i t s of i and 1 as f a r as leakage to earth i s concerned. The 
2 3 
large body of apparatus attached to the filament with i t s consequent large 
leakage currents to earth, can therefore not a f f e c t the measurement of 
the small currents i and 1 . 
2 3 
3»4 Protection of the Galvanometer, 0^ 
In an experiment to measure the amplification, i t i s considered 
desirable to make frequent checks of the I n i t i a l gap current, i . 
so 
However, I f during these experiments breakdown should occur, the 
resultant large current caused the aero of the galvanometer measuring 
the gap current to d r i f t . The extent of t h i s d r i f t could only be 
estimated by reducing 1 to zero and thus changing the experimental 
so 
conditions. Thus to r e t a i n continuity of conditions i n these experi-
ments and to enable fluctuations in i to be recorded, i t WEB con-
so 
sidered desirable to provide a protection device against large currents 
occuring a t breakdown. The basic requirement was to operate a relay from the spot of a 
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s e n s i t i v e galvanometer, so that i n the event of an abnormally high 
current occuring the galvanometer vas automatically shorted. The 
rate of r i s e of t h i s current vas found to be such that the speed with 
which the spot passed a phototranslstor vas too great to develop a 
pulse of s u f f i c i e n t length to bring i n a high speed relay. I t was 
thus not possible to employ s e l f holding relay techniques. A r e l a -
t i v e l y f a s t photosensitive bistable c i r c u i t was therefore developed 
to operate the shorting relay. The further requirement that the 
unit be i s o l a t e d from earth so as to reduce leakage from the galvano-
meter leads to earth, necessitated the use of t r a n s i s t o r s . The com-
plete c i r c u i t i s shown i n figure 3»5« 
A bistable c i r c u i t of t h i s type has been treated by Wolfendale, 
1957* f o r non-phototransistors. He has shown that both stable states 
are controled by T l , one with T l bottomed and the other with T l cut 
off. I t remained to modify the design equations when T l i s a photo-
transiBtor. This has been attempted (Appendix l ) , and i t has been 
concluded that the c i r c u i t may be r e l i a b l y triggered from the state 
with T l cut \6fi> by the incidence of a galvanometer spot on T l , the 
l e v e l of illumination required depending on the emitter resistance 
(RVl). Further i n the triggered state ( T l bottomed) the c i r c u i t may 
be made ins e n s i t i v e to illumination or temperature fluctuations. 
The relay, RLA, i s energised during the l i g h t s ensitive state, when 
i t i s arranged to leave the galvanometer unshorted. The relay i s then 
25. 
released and the galvanometer short c i r c u i t e d e i t h e r by a l i g h t 
pulse incident on TR1 or by f a i l u r e of the supply batteries. The 
c i r c u i t thus has a right side f a i l u r e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . 
The battery supplies f o r the c i r c u i t are switched with the 
galvanometer range. In the 'shorted' position of t h i s switch, the 
supply bat t e r i e s are switched off, so that the galvanometer i s 
short c i r c u i t e d both by the galvanometer range switch and by the 
relay. As a consequence of the right side f a i l u r e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , 
on switching on, the relay contacts remains closed and the galvano-
meter cannot be released u n t i l the c i r c u i t i s r e s e t by the pp&sfc 
button (figure 5«5)» F a i l u r e of the relay to short the galvanometer, 
I n i t i a l l y , indicates a c i r c u i t f a u l t , whereas f a i l u r e to reset 
indicates e i t h e r a c i r c u i t f a u l t or an incorrect setting of the 
background compensation control, RV1. The switching on process thus 
provides a check on the working of the protective device. 
The background illumination may be compensated by adjusting the 
triggering l e v e l of the bistable. This adjustment may be achieved 
by adjusting RV1 so that the c i r c u i t j u s t triggers with background 
illumination only and then turning RV1 to increase the trigger l e v e l 
s l i g h t l y to provide a safety margin. 
This procedure corrects f o r long term va r i a t i o n s i n background 
illumination and temperature. The s e n s i t i v i t y of the c i r c u i t i s 
then limited by the short term fluctuation i n background illumination 
and temperature. In the present case the former i s thought to be the 
most Important. To ensure t h i s causes no f a i l u r e s a lens was used to 
26. 
concentrate the spot onto the sensitive area of the phototransistor 
and thus provide a greater signal to noise r a t i o i n the incident 
l i g h t . This greatly reduced the s e n s i t i v i t y of the c i r c u i t to 
background fluctuations and made the setting of RV1 much l e s s 
c r i t i c a l . However, i t has been found quite r e l i a b l e to use t h i s 
c i r c u i t i n sunlight provided that variations In illumination are 
not too great. 
The phototransistor i s mounted a t the f o r end of the galvano-
meter scale so that the deflection i s l i m i t e d to the range of the 
scale. 
3*5' S t a b i l i s a t i o n of Current emitted into the gap 
3.5.I Introduction 
I d e a l l y the current emitted into the gap during amplification 
measurements, should be constant, independent of gap conditions. 
P r i o r to some theory of emission of electrons into the gap, through 
the hole i n the emitting electrode, i t i s assumed that the c r i t e r i o n 
f o r constant emitted current i s a constant current flow to the inside 
of the emitting electrode s h e l l , i . Thus the s t a b i l i t y of the current, 
i ^ , flowing from the filament to the emitting electrode s h e l l i s 
regarded as the c r i t e r i o n f o r constant emitted current. 
This current ( i ^ ) was, however, found totte susceptible to short 
and long term d r i f t s ; the l a t t e r r e s u l t from decreasing emissive 
power of the filament. I n the measuring system large capacitors are 
charged by small current giving long time constants so that the e f f e c t 
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of variations of i tends to be masked. Hence some stabilisation of l 
i vas considered desirable, l 
A system-shown diagrammatically in figure 3.6 was therefore 
developed. Two phototransistors placed close together on the scale 
of the galvanometer measuring i , feed currents into a difference 
amplifier vhich depend on the position of the spot and thus on the 
value of i . The amplified difference signal i s applied to a trans-
istor In series with the filament. As a consequence of the characteris-
t i c s of this system, the filament current, I , i s a function of as 
shown diagrammatically in figure 3«7« The filament warms up under a 
variable i n i t i a l current, I v , until the spot i s caught by the photo-
transistors and held on portion, A, of the curvet Since with high 
current amplification the slope of A i s high, and the filament 
emission i s c r i t i c a l l y dependent on I , a high degree of stabilisation 
of i i s obtained. 1 
3.5;. 2 The circuit (Figure 3»8) 
The circuit may be divided into three sections, the pick-off unit 
which i s mounted on the galvanometer scale, the difference amplifier, 
and the power amplifier which feeds the filament. The pick-off unit 
consists of two phototransistors, 0CP71, in a long tailed pair cir c u i t 
with provision (RV1 and RV2) for balancing the circu i t for a given 
background illumination. 
The advantages of long t a i l pair circuits in both this and the 
difference amplifier are two fold. F i r s t l y a balanced system enables 
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background illumination to be balanced out. Secondly, d r i f t , one 
of the chief problems in direct coupled, temperature variant systems, 
i s reduced in these early 3tages -where signal amplitude i s small. 
Pie balance of background illumination; 
The pick off unit may be balanced to compensate for a vide 
range of background illumination. The c r i t e r i o n for balance i6 
judged by monitoring the output current of the difference amplifier. 
This current i s passed through a 6ft resistor (Blk) and measured as the 
voltage acrosB i t by means->of the centre zero galvanometer, G (when SWJ 
i s suitably switched). 
In the absence of a difference signal from the phototransistor 
pair, there i s a steady current through Blk, which w i l l be referred to 
as the zero current. A bias current i s provided by across R12 and 
RV5 to back off this zero current, to allow the f u l l range of the 
galvanometer to be used and to f a c i l i t a t e the adjustment of balance as 
a gradual approach to a zero value. 
The variable resistor, KV3, allows the bias current to be set so 
that the zero current corresponds to the zero of the meter, G. At 
balance the phototransistor, when exposed to the same illumination, 
provide equal inputs in opposite phase into the difference amplifier 
so that the resultant difference signal i s zero. Since the range of 
outputs of the two phototransistors are equal, i t i s convenient i f 
the zero level of the output current of the difference amplifier be 
in the centre of i t s range. This i s arranged by finding the limits 
by exposing each transistor in tans, to a bright l i g h t , and then 
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estimating the centre of these limits and adjusting RV3 so that 
this centre corresponds to the zero of the meter, G. 
The actual balancing process may now be carried out using the 
balance controls RV1 and RV2 and two light sources of differing in-
tensities. The criterion for balance i s that the output current of the 
difference amplifier remains at i t s zero value, when the ambient light 
intensity changes, provided the intensity at both transistors changes 
equally* Thus the phot otrans i s tors are exposed to a light source and 
one of the balance controls used to adjust the reading of G to zero. 
This i s repeated with the other light source and the other balance 
control* Repetition of these adjustments results in a gradual reduction 
in the change in output current upon changing the light Intensity, even-
tually reaching the zero level. 
The Power Amplifier: 
With Swla and SWlb (Figure J.8) in position ( i ) , the current 
through the filament i s manually controlled by adjustment of RV5 and 
RV8. When SW1 i s switched from this condition so that the control 
system i s operative, the output transistor operates with a maximum 
possible current, J^t of the value observed with SW1 in the manual 
position. Thus RV5 i s used to arrange a safe limit to the current 
which can be passed through the filament. 
Since emission from the filament i s only appreciable over a 
small current range, i t i s not necessary that the difference amplifier 
should drive the output transistor over i t s f u l l range of output 
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currents. Thus, for economy, the difference amplifier controls the 
output current over a small current range (Figure 3* 9a). Ehe posi-
tion of this range over the f u l l range (0 to 1^) i s controlled by 
HVU, which effectively controls the zero level of the output current, 
V 
The filament i s vanned up by raising this zero level, 1^ ., using 
RVl+. I n i t i a l l y the emission current, i , i s too small for the spot 
to impinge on the phototransistors and the filament varms up under 
the current, I . When, however, the spot Impinges on the phototransistors 
there i s an i n i t i a l increase of I causing slight acceleration in the rise 
of i . When the control region i s reached there i s a rapid decrease of I 
(figure 3* 9b) and the movement of the spot i s rapidly damped and held 
at some point on this region which w i l l be referred to as the control 
point. 
The position of the control point over the range of the control 
region may be observed using G to measure the input current to the 
power amplifier and may be adjusted using Wfk to adjust 1^. Ideally 
the control point should be at a value of filament current equal to 
1^ ( i . e . the control point should be adjusted so that the galvanometer, 
G, reads zero). Under such conditions failure of the system by which 
the spot no longer Impinges on the phototransistors (e.g. galvanometer 
lamp failure) w i l l leave the zero current flowing and the spot remains 
close to i t s stabilised position. 
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I f I be excessively increased during the vanning up period, the 
trough following the control region (figure 3*9c) may be insufficient 
to damp the motion of the spot, so that the spot f l i e s past. However, 
this does not result in an excessive current flowing through the f i l a -
ment I f correct adjustment of I (HV5) has been made* 
m 
Instabilities in the system; 
For a given position of the phototransistors, the actual stabilised 
current w i l l depend on the shunt across the galvanometer measuring i ^ . 
For higher sensitivities oscillations of 1^  are observed. Overdamping 
of the galvanometer has reduced these to small amplitude and they jbecome 
completely absent for lover sensitivities. Loss of sensitivity due to 
the large damping required i s no disadvantage since the apparatus i s used 
with lower sensitivities only. 
The mechanism responsible for the generation of these oscillations 
i s as follows. The large momentum obtained as the spot passes through 
the maxima or transition region (figure 3*7) carries the spot into the 
minimum. Here the filament cools rapidly to below emission level while 
the motion of the spot i s damped out. The spot, therefore, drifts 
back well into the region of the maximum before the filament warms up 
again and the process i s repeated. 
The amplitude of these oscillations depends on the maximum current 
available, I ^ . Observations of this amplitude Is thus a useful Indica-
tion of the difference between the stabilised and maximum currents. 
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The filament 1b run at a temperature somewhat below that of 
fusion, nevertheless on the grounds of safety i t i s thought 
advisable to adjust the maximum so that the difference between 
stabilised and maximum currents i s as small as i s practicable. In 
practice this condition was met when the amplitude of the osci l l a -
tion had been reduced, by reduction of I , to be just undetectable. 
m 
Measurement of filament temperature i s made possible by including 
a bridge circuit in the load of the output transistor. The variable 
arms.3 are provided by RV6 and RVT while R13 i s a standard resistance 
and the filament completes 'the bridge. The filament i s of platinum 
wire and thus an absolute measurement of the temperature on the 
platinum resistance scale i s possible. However, this has not been >..' 
found necessary and in general the bridge i s used simply as an indicator 
of filament temperature. In particular as the emission decreases, the 
temperature w i l l be increased by the stabiliser in an attempt to restore 
the emission. Thus variation in temperature becomes a measure of the 
variation in emission. 
Provision i s made for charging the accumulator block B . A switch 
4 
i s provided (SW2) to sfeiteh B into a suitable position for charging 
4 
from an external source applied between the points indicated in figure 
5.8. A Rheostat RV5 limits the current, which i s indicated by the 
ammeter, A. This also indicates filament current, thus indication of 
a current by A i s not necessarily an indication that there i s a f i l a -
ment current flawing. Hence a pilot lamp,P i s incorporated, which 
lights only when power i s available across the filament. 
d i a l ana 
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3.0'3« The Optical System 
Although the background illumination can be largely balanced 
out, any change in the distribution of this over the two photo-
transistors gives rise to a zero drift. Thus fluctuations in posi-
tion of objects in the room can affect the stability of i ^ . Funda-
mentally the problem i s to arrange a large signal to noise ratio at 
the phototransistors, which implies that the background intensity be 
much less than that of the spot. 
This i s achieved by the use of an efficient projection system 
(figure 3*10) which i s conventional except for the lens L . Since 
2 
the sensitive area of a phototransistor i s small considerable Increase 
in signal to noise ratio can be obtained by converging the spot onto 
the sensitive area, by L^. In addition a box covers the galvanometer 
system, open only at the end near the scales, limiting the general 
intensity of ambient light. 
The Sensitivity of the -Pick-off system. 
The output current from a phototransistor depends on the total 
flux of light incident on the sensitive area. The principle used to 
detect spot movement i s to arrange the edge of the spot to sweep 
across the light-sensitive areas, to expose more of one and less of 
the other. 
The output current of an 0CP71 as a straight edge i s moved across 
i t i s shown in figure 3* 11* I t w i l l be seen that the most sensitive 
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region for the spot edge to l i e i s at A. Thus maximum sensitivity 
i s obtained by arranging the spot diameter to be the distance between 
the positions, A, of the two phototransistors. SEnis i s achieved by 
suitable adjustment of the position of L ? an adjustment which i s 
a 
found to c r i t i c a l l y control the sensitivity of the system. 
I t w i l l be realised that the focussing of the spot onto the 
phototrausistors by L , i s accompanied by a reduction in the movement 
s 
of the spot, for a given mirror rotation, by a factor of m, where m i s 
the linear magnification introduced by L . However, i t leads to an 
2 
increase in the intensity of the spot by a factor of ~ so that the 
ma 
change of light flux incident on the phototransistor for a given 
rotation of the mirror increases as spot size i s reduced, Improving 
the sensitivity of the system. Hence the phototransistors were placed 
as close together as possible. 
As the galvanometer mirror rotates, a disc of light, the image of 
L , moves across L . The intensity of the spot Impinging on the photo-
transistors i s then dependent on the fraction of this disc striking L . 
'. a 
Thus the rotation of the mirror has been translated into modulation of 
the Intensity of the spot as shown diagrammatically in figure 3.12. 
I t w i l l be seen that the greatest sensitivity of this translation. 
process occurs in regions, B. However, the disc of light only half 
f i l l s L in this region, giving a decrease in Intensity of the spot 
2 
by a factor of about \» Since the sensitivity for actual movement of 
the spot over the phototransistors i s dependent on this intensity, i t 
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i s necessary to find a compromise. Thus the position and misalignment 
of L i s adjusted from optimum sensitivity. 
2 
variation of 1^  may be achieved by moving the phototransistors 
along the galvanometer scale. The adjustment of L in relation to 
2 
the galvanometer mirror and the phototransistors i s then retained 
by mounting L and the transistors on an arm (figure 3*10) pivoted 
2 
directly below the axis of the galvanometer suspension. Rotation of 
this arm provides a simple means of adjusting 1^  to the required value. 
3.5'.^  The Accuracy of Stabilisation 
No variations of i ^ are observable on -the galvanometer scale. 
Assuming this may be read to within + . 2 mm. the accuracy for a 
typical deflection of 20 cms. i s therefore better than + . 1$. 
The oupput current of the difference amplifier i s a measure of 
position of the spot over about .2 mm* of the scale. With the meter, G, 
used, a variation in i ^ of + .001$ could be detected. However, there was 
a d r i f t of i ^ attributed to the decreasing emissive power of the filament. 
I f use i s made of RV4 to retain the control point at the zero of the 
meter G, this d r i f t may be easily held to within + .02$ of 1^ . This may 
thus be regarded as the overall accuracy of the system. 
The current emitted into the gap i s measured as the i n i t i a l gap 
current, i . This degree of stabilisation of 1 should, by considera-ao 1 
tion of the variation of i as a function of i , correspond to a 
20 1 
stabilisation of 1 to within + .05$. However, certain fluctuations 20 
and drifts of i have been observed despite this stabilisation of i . 
20 x 
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These w i l l be discussed in later chapters, where they are interpreted 
as the result of a variation in conditions in the interelect!jjode gap 
rather than a variation in the current flow through the holes. Thus 
i t i s likely that stabilisation of i , has resulted in a stabilisation 
of the current emitted from the holes, but variation of the d r i f t 
f i e l d in the gap alters the fraction of this current which reaches 
the collecting electrode, forming i . 
20 
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CHAPTER k 
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUBEMEMTS OF AMPLIFICATION 
l»..l She method of measurement 
When the filament current has s t a b i l i s e d , a current ( i ) flows 
eo 
between the electrodes under d r i f t f i e l d only and i s measured by the 
galvanometer 0 ( f i g u r e 3*4). This current i s defined as the i n i t i a l a 
gap current. Has u.h.f. f i e l d i s then applied gradually (since abrupt 
switching of the f i e l d often causes breakdown) whenthere i s i n general, 
a corresponding change i n the current reaching the c o l l e c t i n g electrode, 
i . 
a 
The amplification, A, i s given by 
i 
so 
and i s unity f o r zero u.h.f. f i e l d . 
Hydrogen was used i n a l l the experiments t o be described. 
U.2 The preliminary work of Nicholls (1960) 
This work was carried out without s t a b i l i s a t i o n of 1 t o the extent 
1 
of l a t e r measurements, and i n general the c a l i b r a t i o n of the various 
Instruments was only approximate. 
However, several curves of Amplification against u.h.f. f i e l d , 
E u h f ' a t v a r i o u s d r i f' f c f i e l d s and gas pressures were obtained f o r 
hydrogen. Figure U.l i s a t y p i c a l curve. I t w i l l be observed t h a t , 
f o r a given d r i f t f i e l d E d c, the curve i n i t i a l l y f a l l s and then rises 
as breakdown i s approached. The v e r t i c a l l i n e s on the r i g h t of the 
fig u r e represent experimentally determined breakdown f i e l d values. 
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The amplification curves were found to be asymptotic t o these l i n e s ; 
This work f i r m l y establishes the presence of an i n i t i a l drop i n 
the amplification curve and a reduction i n t h i s drop with increased 
d r i f t f i e l d . Further the rapid r i s e of amplification t o breakdown i s 
established and has been considered t o be the r e s u l t of c o l l i s i o n 
ionization. 
If. 3 Further Amplification Measurements 
Following t h i s work of Nicholls an attempt has been made t o make 
more accurate measurements of ampl i f i c a t i o n , with s t a b i l i s a t i o n of 
emitted current. 
k.3,1 Precautions taken 
I t was found that the i n i t i a l gap current, 1 , showed v a r i a t i o n , 
20 
despite the s t a b i l i s a t i o n of the t o t a l current emitted by the filament 
and incident on the back of the emitted electrode, i . These variations 
1 
were of two types:-
a) A slow decrease over periods of days. 
b) An apparent r i s e , followed by a decay (of time constant 1.5 
t o 2.0 minutes) a f t e r breakdown or large gas amplification. 
An analysis of these effects and t h e i r possible cause w i l l be 
attempted i n l a t e r chapters. 
To reduce as f a r as possible the effects of these variations on 
measurement of electron a m p l i f i c a t i o n , experiments were carried out 
• 
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In which i was measured before and a f t e r an amplification measure-
so 
ment. I t s value a t the time of the experiment was then determined by 
interpolation. 
To bring t o l i g h t any time dependency the points f o r any given 
amplification curve were measured a t random intervals of time and i n 
random order. The d i s t r i b u t i o n of points on the p l o t i s then an 
indication of any time dependency. The more randomly d i s t r i b u t e d 
they are about the curve the more l i k e l i h o o d of there being some time 
dependent factor present. I n f a c t t h e i r d i s t r i b u t i o n gave some 
indication of such a fac t o r but t h i s was by no means conclusive. 
4.3.2 Results 
By t h i s technique a series of plots of amplification, A, as a 
function of u.h.f. f i e l d , * were obtained f o r a pressure of 5.58 
mm Hg. of hydrogen with a d r i f t f i e l d of 32 V/cm, and a range of gap 
widths from 6.25 cms t o .9U8 cms. These are shown I n f i g u r e k.2. 
I t w i l l be recalled that measurements of amplification as a 
function of gap-width a t constant ionizing f i e l d , corresponds closely 
to the method used i n the measurement of Townsends f i r s t ionization 
c o e f f i c i e n t , a. Plots of amplification against gap-width with 
as parameter are shown i n f i g u r e h.J. These curves suggest that f o r 
a given u.h.f. f i e l d , the amplification i s an exponential function of 
gap-width of the form: 
A = A £ < * d + b> - A • e 5 d o o 
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where A Q, A q 1 and b are constants independent of 
(A a .84, b = .50 cms and A 1 = A e b ) ' o 0 0 
ad 
This i s similar t o the equation, A = A q e , derived by Townsend f o r 
an electron avalanche i n a unidirectional f i e l d only. 
However, extrapolation of these curves does not go through unity. 
Regarding, the i n i t i a l drop of the amplification curve as a progressive 
decrease i n the f r a c t i o n of emitted electrons crossing the gap, i t 
follows that e f f e c t i v e l y the stream of I n i t i a l electrons crossing the 
gap and thus the e f f e c t i v e i n i t i a l current i s less the higher E u h f. 
Under such conditions these curves would be expected t o cross the 
axis a t a value of A somewhat below unity. Some attempt t o correct 
f o r t h i s decrease i n the e f f e c t i v e i n i t i a l current, w i l l be discussed 
i n d e t a i l i n a l a t e r chapter. 
Figure 4.4 shows an enlarged p l o t of the i n i t i a l drop of the 
A-Eyj^ curves of f i g u r e 4 . 1 . From t h i s i t may be concluded that the 
i n i t i a l drop i s independent of gap-width. Further the sudden break 
i n the curve a t point A suggests that the onset of c o l l i s i o n ioniza-
t i o n i s w e l l defined ( f i g u r e 4 . 5 ) . 
Toe results of these measurements indicate that f o r low electron 
energies ( A ~ l ) the amplification i s independent of the injected 
current and thus of the i n i t i a l gap current, i , but f o r higher 
20 
energies the amplification .is found t o increase with increasing i . 
Die range of i n i t i a l currents was from 10~ L OA t o 2 x lCT^A. There i s 
uncertainty as t o the precise cause of t h i s . I t would be expected 
that the charge densities were too small f o r space charge to control 
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the electron flow appreciably. However, there may be some e f f e c t 
associated with the flow of electrons from the holes i n t o the 
larger concentrations of ions and electrons which are i n the i n t e r -
electrode gap at higher amplifications. Further there may be an 
e f f e c t due to polarization of the electrode surfaces. This w i l l be 
investigated i n a l a t e r chapter. 
The measurements described here were found t o be subject t o 
several long time constant phenomena and certain i n s t a b i l i t i e s . On 
investigation, these appeared t o be associated with the charging and 
discharging of aa insulating filmson the electrodes. Hence t h i s 
series of experiments -wasa terminated pending a f u l l investigation 
of t h i s phenomenon, which w i l l be dealt with, i n d e t a i l , i n the l a t e r 
part of t h i s thesis. I t w i l l s u f f i c e , a t t h i s stage, t o point out 
that t h i s work has thrown considerable doubt on the ef f e c t i v e value 
of the unidirectional f i e l d i n the experiments described i n this, 
chapter. For example, i n the curve of f i g u r e 4.2 which corresponds 
to a gap-width of .770 cms, the f i e l d i s probs/uly the geometrical 
f i e l d of J2 v o l t s per cm over the i n i t i a l region, but the breakdown 
stress reveals that t h i s reduces t o about 20 v o l t s per cm a t high 
amplifications. Thus, t h i s v a r i a t i o n must be removed before r e l i a b l e 
amplification measurements7 imay be made. Attempts to remove t h i s f i l m 
have not been completely successful. 
k2. 
CHAPTER 5 
A THEORETICAL STUDY OF ELECTRON FLOW IK THE INTERELECTRODE 
GAP j IN THE ABSENCE OF IONIZATION 
3.1 Introduction 
I n the results described I n the previous chapter, I t was observed 
that there was an I n i t i a l drop In the ampl i f i c a t i o n - curves 
(figure 4.2). From the expanded p l o t of fi g u r e k.K i t appears that 
t h i s drop i s independent of gap width. Previous work (Nicholls, 1960) 
has shown that t h i s drop i s less f o r larger d r i f t f i e l d s . Present work 
has confirmed t h i s . Further i t i s expected that no ionization occurs 
i n t h i s region. 
I n the present chapter some explanation w i l l be given f o r t h i s 
drop, i n terms of variations i n the electron flow pattern i n the gap. 
Electrons moving i n the gap are acted upon by both u.h.f. and 
d r i f t f i e l d s . Since the u.h.f. f i e l d i s predominant i n supplying the 
electron energy, t h e i r random velocity i s important as well as t h e i r 
d r i f t velocity. Hence the flow i s one i n which d i f f u s i o n and d r i f t 
play comparable parts. 
Of a given electron stream entering the gap, the f r a c t i o n reaching 
the f a r electrode w i l l be reduced by an increase i n random ve l o c i t y , 
which may account f o r the f a l l i n gap current when the u.h.f. f i e l d i s 
increased. Nicholls, I96O, has considered a hypothetical case of a 
p a r a l l e l plate gap of i n f i n i t e extent i n which there i s a uniform flow 
of injected electrons acrosB the emitting electrode. He deduced the 
r e l a t i o n between the electron consentration, n, a t some point, x, y, z, 
i n the gap and that over the plane of the emitting electrode (z- a 0 ) , 
, u/D.Edc.z u/D.Edc.d, 
n - n_ „ , L 5.1 o 1 _ ^ . E i c - d 
where u/D i s the r a t i o of mobility t o d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t f o r electrons 
at the energy of those i n the gap. From t h i s he concluded that, i n the 
absence of ionization, 
i 
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where u i s the mob i l i t y when the u.h.f. f i e l d i s applied (and the gap 
current i s i i ) and a i s that under d r i f t f i e l d only (when the i n i t i a l a 0 
gap current i f""-*vs). ao 
Values calculated from t h i s equation d i f f e r from the experimental 
ones by a fa c t o r of 2, but do describe the general trend. 
I n the following sections the existence of descrete sources over 
the emitting electrode and the dimensions of the electrodes w i l l be 
taken i n t o account. 
5.2 The Physical Picture of Electron Flow 
The emitting electrode may be regarded as a large electron sink 
with small electron sources d i s t r i b u t e d , largely a t random over the 
electrode surface. The proximity of source and sink suggests that a 
considerable flow of electrons from source to -sink must take place, 
without the electrons having a very large excursion i n the gap* 
The electron cloud enters from a hole by a mechanism involving 
both d i f f u s i o n and d r i f t . I n the absence of any large concentration 
J l f f o 5 . 1 D i f f u s i v e f l o w o f e l e c t r o n s front a b o l e 
i 
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of electrons i n the gap ( i . e . i n the absence of i o n i z a t i o n ) , the 
net d i f f u s i v e flow w i l l be directed outwards from the hole i n a l l 
directions ( f i g u r e 5 - l ) . The presence of the sink i s expected t o 
give a larger concentration gradient i n region A ( f i g u r e 5.1) so 
that larger electron flow may be expected i n t h i s region. This 
Implies a large r a d i a l current flow, most of which i s l o s t t o the 
boundaries. 
The d r i f t f i e l d tends t o draw the electron cloud away from the 
surface and thus Increases the current flowing i n t o the gap i t s e l f . 
This, therefore modifies the concentration pattern round the hole by 
displacing i t In the f i e l d d i r e c t i o n , as shown i n f i g u r e 5.2. 
From fig u r e 5'2, i t w i l l be observed that there are concentra-
tions of electrons opposite the holes, but between the holes the 
electron density f a l l s . Thus the electron d i s t r i b u t i o n i s expected 
t o be f a r from uniform over the region close to the electrode surface. 
However, a t f u r t h e r distances from the electrode, the electron concen-
t r a t i o n may be expected t o become, as a consequence of l a t e r a l d i f f u -
sion, more and more uniform over a plane p a r a l l e l t o the electrode 
surface. 
In the work that follows i t w i l l be assumed that the holes behave 
as an assembly of point sources d i s t r i b u t e d over the conducting elec-
trode. 
1\ 
^5-
5.3 Solution of the equation of continuity f o r Point Sources over the 
Emitting Electrode. 
I n the steady state the equation of continuity f o r a continuous 
stream of electrons moving under a d r i f t f i e l d , E^c, directed along 
the z-axls i s ( i n the absence of ionization) (Townsend, 1925, 
Pidduck, 1925) 
5.3 
where n represents the electron density a t the point, x, y, z, and 
SK = p f o r the case when the electron energy at the point x, y, z i s 
such that the m o b i l i t y i s u and the d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t D. I n the 
present experiment "h i s about 20 cm""1. 
On entering the gap, emitted electrons w i l l , i n general, take a 
f i n i t e time to gain t h e i r equilibrium energy (Compton, 1923, Compton 
and Langmuir, 1930). I n the present case i t i s l i k e l y that there i s 
f i e l d penetration Into the holes so that the f r a c t i o n of t h i s time, 
during which electrons are i n the gap i t s e l f , may be expected t o be 
small. I t w i l l therefore be assumed that the time taken f o r an 
electron t o gain i t s equilibrium energy on entering the gap i s small 
compared t o i t s l i f e t i m e i n the gap. The electron energy and hence 
u, D and A, are then independent of gap p o s i t i o n , and can be regarded 
as constants dependent only on the energy supplied by the combined 
d r i f t and u.h.f. f i e l d s . 
Huxley, 19k0, has applied t h i s t o derive an expression f o r the 
electron density d i s t r i b u t i o n due to a point source on a conducting 
plane, emitting i n t o a region of i n f i n i t e extent. Using an i n f i n i t e 
\ 
; 
t 
I j£S«nt souroe 
l 
1*6. $.3 
he. 
number of these pointssources d i s t r i b u t e d along the z-axis , he derived 
the e lect ron density d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r a po in t source a t the o r i g i n 
( f i g u r e 5.5) and i n the surface of one electrode of a p a r a l l e l p la te 
gap, w i th the condit ion tha t n = 0 over the electrode surfaces, as the 
i n f i n i t e series, 
+ (z+2d) _d_ A - * * * 
r a J 
J 
vhere, 
r a m p 2 + z a { r 2 » p 2 + (z-2d) a 5 r 2 » p a + (z+2d)a 
1 8 
r s = p 2 + (z- l»d) a etc. 5.iia 
3 
p a m x a + y 8 
and B i s an In tegra t ion constant, representing the strength of the 
source. 
I f the e lec t ron source i s displaced r e l a t i v e to the axis i n the 
x , y plane over the electrode surface, equation J.k s t i l l holds w i t h a 
modif ied r . However, a l l such equations are solutions of equation 5.3 
and thus the solutions are add i t ive . Tbe electron density a t any 
po in t i s then the sum of the separate con t r ibu t ion made by each source. 
Thus, i f we regard the holes i n the emi t t ing electrode as aggregate 
po in t sources or single po in t sources and i f N i s the t o t a l number of 
such po in t sources, the t o t a l e lect ron density a t a po in t x , y , z i s : -
vr. 
N 
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The un id i r ec t i ona l current density vector, f , a t some point , f o r the 
case when d r i f t i s superimposed upon d i f f u s i o n i s (Varnerin and 
Brown, 1950): 
r = n . \i E d c - D.Vh 5.6 
Separating the component i n the z -d i r ec t ion and expressing 
n i n terms of the i nd iv idua l po in t sources using equation 5.5, 
equation 5«6 becomes: 
r
2 = r , v E a c - D - K i i t ) 5-7 
At the surface of the c o l l e c t i n g electrode, z = d, n «= 0 i s the 
boundary condi t ion so tha t , 
N 
The vector r incident on an area dx.dy of the electrode surface, z 
makes a con t r ibu t ion t o the col lec ted current , i , of 
2 
d i = T . dx.dy 2 a ^ 
Thus in tegra t ing and introducing r from equation 5.8 the current 
z 
f l o w to the f a r electrode assembly i s 
W over x , y , a 
electrode 
surface 
Hence, i i s the sum of the current densit ies due to each of the holes 
a 
considered separately* 
1*8. 
Consider a single po in t source a t the o r i g i n . The con t r ibu t ion 
of t h i s source t o 1 i s (equation 5.9) 
2 
over x » y » u 
electrode 
Wr i t i ng t h i s i n terms of p ( p a m x a + y a , see f i g u r e 5.3) g ives : 
a 
A i m -D /(W 2itp.dp 5.11 
2 pi 
where a i s the e f f e c t i v e radius of the electrode* Since r a = p a + d a 
and d, the gap wid th , i s a constant, pdp a rd r and equation ^ . l lmay 
be integrated, using equation 5.V, t o g ive : 
A i = - I * B.D. «** + . . . 
2 L r a r a a 
-M -A3d J 5.12 d.. 3d 
where, s u f f i x ' a ' re fe rs toquant i t ies defined i n equations 5. ka. w i t h 
p ss a and z = d. 
I n p rac t i ce , A « 20 c m - 1 , d « .8 cmr and a « 1.5 cms, thus 
£ fc — 
Hence, a l l but the — j — term of the bracket of equation 5.12 are 
neg l ig ib le and 
A i » —•=— 5.1^ 
2 1 1 
Since terms envolving a are neg l i g ib l e , I t fo l lows that the equation 
i s not c r i t i c a l l y dependent on the boundary condi t ion, p =» a, from 
vhich these terms or ig ina te . Physical ly t h i s implies tha t the 
current density vector decreases rap id ly as p increases* Thus most 
of the current f l o w , i s t o the cen t ra l region of the electrode. I t 
i s therefore proper t o make the approximation that a l l the holes l i e 
at the centre of the emi t t ing electrode. Thus the sum of equation 
5.9 may be evaluated from equation 5.13 t o g ive , 
1 = W.A i 
2 2 
= N.lfn. B .D. /d 
= B ' . D/d . . . . . . 5-14 
vhere, B ' = Un.fl.B. 
The d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t , D, of equation 5.14 depends on the 
e lect ron energy, hence 1 i s a f u n c t i o n of the- u . h . f . f i e l d . The 
2 
a m p l i f i c a t i o n , i n the absence of i on i za t i on , i s therefore , 
*-£ -$S 5.15 
ao 0 0 
•where the s u f f i x , o, re fe rs to the case when the d r i f t f i e l d only 
i s applied. 
Equation 5.1*- suggests tha t the In tegra t ion constant, B, repre-
sents the strength of the sources, since i t controls the e lect ron 
density a t a l l poin ts . Thus B* may be expected t o depend on the 
nature of e lect ron f l o w from the holes. 
The a r b i t r a r y assumption that the strength of these sources i s 
Independent of gap conditions gives B ' * B Q and A <= D / D 0 » leading t o 
5 0 . 
an Increase of A w i t h u . h . f . f i e l d , whereas experimentally A I s 
found to decrease* This suggests tha t the e f f e c t i v e po in t source 
has a strength which decreases as the energy of electrons i n the 
gap increases. 
The study of e lectron f l o w w i t h i n the holes has been found 
in t rac tab le . Thus Instead of pursuing the consequences of the 
theory by the evaluation of B 1 i t has been found more sa t i s fac tory 
t o consider the subdivision of the e lec t ron currents i n the gap. 
I f i i s the t o t a l current emitted from the holes, i t i s l o s t from e 
the gap by : 
a) d i f f u s i o n back t o the emi t t ing electrode; the resul tant 
f l o w across t h i s boundary being defined as the back 
d i f f u s i o n current , i f l . 
b ) the current col lec ted by the f a r electrode assembly, 1 , and 
2 
c) l a t t e r a l f l o w from the gap, which from equations 5.4 and 5.6 
may be shown to be neg l ig ib le . 
Hence: i = i + i _ 5.16 
e s o 
A convenient quanti ty I n which t o consider the f r a c t i o n of i 
e 
reaching the f a r electrode i s the gap transmission c o e f f i c i e n t . T^. 
which i s defined by, 1 = T 1 . This c o e f f i c i e n t depends only on gap 
9 g © 
conditions and w i l l be evaluated Independently of the nature of the 
f l o w from the holes, provided tha t emission from them may be regarded 
as the r e su l t of an assembly of po in t sources. 
1 
Using equation 5.16, T w i l l be evaluated from T - - — 3 , 
g g l + i n 
which requires ca lcu la t ion of i ^ . This may be obtained by an argument 
51. 
s imi la r t o that above by which 1 i s derived. 
2 
Following through t h i s argument, pu t t i ng z = 0 i n equation 5*7 
gives the z-component of the current density vector over the emi t t ing 
electrode surface. Further, t h i s surface i s an electron sink so that 
n m 0 over the electrode. Thus 
P.0W.O) - -D J M 7 
fc=l 
The current , may be obtained by in tegra t ing t h i s vector over the 
electrode surface* Assuming again tha t a l l the holes may be considered 
a t the centre of the electrode and t o have a radius, b , equation 5.1? 
may be integrated t o g ive , 
p=a 
*b - -D- T I d ? ) 2 n p d p 5 - 1 8 
pr rb 
Evaluating ^ from equation 5*4 and in tegra t ing the L.H.S. of equation 
5»l8 gives: 
+ \ + . . . 
= -2 |TT" , 2s- > > r la r l a 
V - 1 5 , 1 9 •] 
Where the s u f f i x e s a ana b r e f e r t o quant i t ies defined i n equation 5.**a 
w i t h p = a, p ss b respectively and z = 0. 
As before, ^ - » - ^ - , ^ - » ^ j j - and — « - ^ - etc . 
e -*b 
Hence a l l but the * r — term of the bracket may be neglected so tha t , 
b 
5 2 . 
1 B " 2 — 5 , 2 0 
From equation 5.16: 
i - 1- + 1 
e TJ a 
-Ab 
~ T - + 6 = I 5.21 
Hence, the gap transmission f a c t o r may be evaluated as: 
T = - 2 = 5.22 
Since A w 20 cm*"1, b » .02 cms and d « .8 cms, i t f o l l ows tha t T » .02. 
6 
Thus of the electrons '.emitted less than 2$ cross t o the c o l l e c t i n g 
electrode. 
Normalising t o u n i t y f o r A = A x , gives 
the s u f f i x , n , ind ica t ing a normalised value. Since — e" » 1 , 
t h i s may be approximated t o 
T « e - b ^ X - 5.23a 
gn 
i i / i By d e f i n i t i o n T = 7 S , and thus T = T 2 / T 2 0 where i and i g i gn i / i „ a e 0 e ° ^ . e ' eo K 
correspond t o A = A and i , i t o A » A , . ThuH. T may be expressed 
20 eo J j gc 
i n terms of the a m p l i f i c a t i o n , A, defined as A a ^ , by 
20 
T g n = s A ^ 2 
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provided corresponds t o the electron energy under d r i f t f i e l d 
only. Hence, T i s only equivalent t o A i f i e Q = i f i i . e . the 
emitted current i s a constant. I n f a c t , however, some v a r i a t i o n 
of i g may be expected due t o var ia t ions i n the electron f l o w and 
density pa t terns in the gap* 
I t , therefore , becomes necessary t o define a hole transmission 
c o e f f i c i e n t , T^, defined by i Q = J. , where i ^ i s the measured t o t a l 
current emitted by the f i l amen t . Since 1^ i s s t ab i l i z ed the normalized 
hole transmission c o e f f i c i e n t I s 
1 / i 1 e / eo __e 
1 / 1 = K 
1 ' 10 e 
^ i V f ^ r , 5.25 eo 
Thus s t r i c t l y the a m p l i f i c a t i o n , as measured i s 
A - V T g n 5.26 
I t has been pointed out tha t evaluation of Tg from d i f f u s i o n and 
d r i f t theory has not yet been found possible. Thus i t i s assumed tha t 
T ^ i s un i ty i . e . there i s no v a r i a t i o n of i Q w i t h the energy of 
electrons i n the gap. (This does not imply tha t B i s constant, since 
B controls the electron density pat tern I n the gap. not the f l o w of 
electrons through the holes) . Under these condit ions, T ^ , as given 
by equation 5.23, i s d i r e c t l y comparable w i t h a m p l i f i c a t i o n over the 
i n i t i a l par t of the A - curves. Figure 5.4 shows a p l o t of T 
f o r the case of Figure 4.4 w i t h the experimental curve superimposed. 
The ca lcu la t ion of T ^ was based on values of ^ derived from H a l l (1955) 
and Varnerin and Brown (1950). I t w i l l be seen tha t these curves are i n 
close agreement. The resul ts therefore a f f o r d considerable support f o r 
the theory. 
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CHAPTER 6 
A THEORETICAL STUDY OF ELECTRON FLOW IN THE IHTERELECTRODE GAP, 
WHEN IONIZATION OCCURS. 
I n t h i s chapter the theory by which the i n i t i a l drop of the A - E u h f 
curves may be explained i s extended to a study of the electron f l o w 
pat tern i n the case when ion iza t ion occurs. From t h i s study a method 
of ca lcu la t ing the ion iza t ion rate from the a m p l i f i c a t i o n curves i s 
suggested. 
6.1 The physical p ic ture of e lectron f l o w when ion iza t ion occurs. 
I t has been shown i n the previous chapter t ha t , as a consequence of 
the superimposition of d i f f u s i o n upon d r i f t , the f r a c t i o n of the emitted 
current crossing the gap i n the absence of ion iza t ion i s dependent on 
the u . h . f . f i e l d . This suggests tha t the v a r i a t i o n of the current 
col lected by the f a r electrode, ± s , on applying the u . h . f . f i e l d may, 
i n general, be expected t o have two components. The f i r s t i s due t o a 
decrease i n the number of i n j ec t ed electrons crossing the gap, as 
suggested by the preceeding chapter. The second component i s due t o the 
onset of c o l l i s i o n ion iza t ion by t h i s e lect ron stream to give an 
increase In current t o the f a r electrode. The problem i s to separate 
these components so tha t the amount of i on i za t i on occurring, and thus 
the ion iza t ion rate may be derived. 
Following Townsend the simple view, based on the assumption that 
d r i f t i s the predominant transport mechanism (Chapter 2) 1B that a 
continuous stream of electrons crosses the gap, ion iz ing the gas 
as i t f l ows , t o give an exponential increase of current across the 
55* 
gap* Tbls assumes tha t the i n i t i a l e lectron stream Is there independ-
en t ly of the presence of ion iza t ion . I t may now be seen tha t as a 
consequence of d i f f u s i o n , t h i s i s an overs impl i f i ed p i c tu r e . F i r s t l y , 
the stream of i n j ec t ed electrons crossing the gap i s energy dependent, 
as suggested i n the previous chapter. Secondly the onset of Ion iza t ion 
changes the e lect ron f l o w pat tern so tha t the p a r t i t i o n of electrons t o 
each electrode i s l i k e l y to be a l te red . Thus the presence of ion iza t ion 
i t s e l f may be expected t o a l t e r the stream of i n i t i a l electrons, so tha t 
the assumption tha t the stream i s present unchanged when ion iza t ion 
occurs i s u n j u s t i f i e d . Further t h i s Implies tha t fihe two components of 
1^ mentioned above are both dependent on the e lec t ron density and f l o w 
patterns, and thus are interdependent and not separable. 
Thus t o estimate the ion iza t ion c o e f f i c i e n t I t i s necessary t o 
derive an expression f o r e lectron f l o w when ion iza t ion occurs. I n the 
present case pos i t i ve ions, as w e l l as electrons, contr ibute t o the gap 
current. Assuming there are no space charge e f f e c t s , electrons and 
pos i t i on ions w i l l move Independently of each other. Thus the t o t a l 
charge f l o w i n the gap may be represented as an electron f l o w pat tern 
wi th a pos i t ive ion f l o w pat tern superimposed upon i t . These f l o w patterns 
may therefore be derived separately, and the current vectors due t o • 
the two types of ca r r i e r s added t o give the net charge f l o w a t any 
required poin t i n the gap. 
6.2 The Electron Density D i s t r i b u t i o n 
When ion iza t ion i s small itspresence may be regarded as a small 
per turbat ion superimposed upon the in j ec t ed e lect ron density pat tern. 
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From such a simple p i c tu re , an exponential r i se of e lect ron density 
across the gap r e su l t i ng from c o l l i s i o n ion iza t ion ( c . f . Townsendfe 
treatment of the electron avalanche) i s t o be expected. 
©n the other hand, a t very high ampl i f i ca t ions the predominant 
e lect ron source i s no longer a t the emi t t ing electrode but i s d i s t r i b u -
ted throughout the gap. As a consequence, the e lect ron density d i s t r i -
bu t ion i s expected t o be s imi l a r t o tha t f o r pure u . h . f . discharges 
(which i s a sine func t i on as shown i n f i g u r e 6.1) but deformed as a 
r e su l t of d r i f t . 
Varnerin and Brown (195 )^ have analysed the e lectron density pat tern 
f o r the present f i e l d system under conditions of breakdown and without 
In jec ted current . They obtained f o r the c y l i n d r i c a l gap of f i g u r e 6.2: 
n = B.e* z . s in ^ * z^. J Q (k^p) 6.1 
2. kOh where k m — — and J 1B the zero order bessel f u n c t i o n . Here the 1 a o 
exponential f a c t o r represents a deformation of the simple sine f u n c t i o n 
applicable t o pure u . h . f . discharges, t o give a density d i s t r i b u t i o n 
across the gap as shown i n f i g u r e 6.3-
The presence of i n j ec t ed current might be regarded as a small 
per turbat ion of t h i s density pa t te rn so tha t the density f u n c t i o n should 
approach equation 6.1 a t higher amplif icat ions* Hence as ion iza t ion 
increases a change from an exponential density d i s t r i b u t i o n t o one of 
s inusoidal form i s to be expected. This concept i s f u r t h e r analysed 
mathematically i n the next section. 
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6.2.1 The Electron Flow Pattern as a Consequence of the 
Equation of Continui ty 
The equation of con t inu i ty (equation 1.4) f o r the present case. 
expresses the scalar e lectron density i n terms of d r i f t , d i f f u s i o n 
and ion iza t ion (Townsend, 1947) as 
v* .n - 2?v | | + | . n = 0 6.2 
where 2X = E, . 
u dc 
D r i f t i s cont ro l led by E ^ , which i s a vector d i rected along the 
z-axis . The d r i f t term i s thus asymmetrical i n space co-ordinates and 
i s a f u n c t i o n of z only. However, t h i s term may be transformed i n t o a 
symmetrical space func t i on using the transform n a U,e^ 2 , when 
v^.U --1-5=0 6.3 
where, = A 2 - | 
The p a r t i c u l a r so lu t ion of t h i s equation, which i s applicable t o a 
given set of boundary condit ions, i s dependent on whether v i s r ea l or 
unreal and thus on the value of \Jr. 
By solving the equation of con t inu i ty , Varnerin and Brown have 
derived the condi t ion f o r breakdown when a small d r i f t f i e l d i s super-
imposed upon the u . h . f . f i e l d , as 
V. . 1 6.4 
where the modif ied d i f f u s i o n length , A f f l , i s given by 
m 
The value of \jr given by equation 6.4 corresponds t o breakdown and 
therefore represents the upper l i m i t obtainable i n the present experiment, 
so that the range of i|r i s 
Ths gap l a real space 
3 
Ilgo 6D£f Tto exponential deformation 
of spaoe„ 
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0 < y < D | + AaJ 6.6 
2 , 
Remembering tha t ^ = A a - ^ , the range of v a i s then: 
^ > 5 e > - i « 6 -T 
where 7v^  corresponds t o a 0, when the i n i t i a l gap current i s 
f l o w i n g . 
Over pa r t of t h i s range v s < 0 so that v i s unreal . Then p u t t i n g 
— x a r ~ = ^ j | - -Jvj- equation 6.3 becomes: 
v ? 
^ U + ^ U - O 6.8 
Solutions of equation 6.8 ( v a < 0) are of sinusoidal form, whereas 
are 
solutions of equation 6.3, v 2 > 0, /exponential func t ions . Thus v = 0 
represents po in t a t which the form of the density d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n 
changes. 
The s ignif icance of t h i s change i n terms of the f l o w pa t te rn may 
be seen i f equation 6.3 i s w r i t t e n : 
D.v^U - DAaU + \|>U = 0 6.9 
Here, U i 3 re la ted t o the e lect ron density, n , by the r e l a t i o n 
~Kz 
n = Ue * Thus U represents the e lec t ron density i n an exponential ly 
deformed space which w i l l be re fe r red t o as U-space, f i g u r e 6,\, The 
three terms of equation'6.9 may then be seen t o represent, i n U-space, 
the rate a t which electrons d i f f u s e i n t o a region, the rate of loss by 
d r i f t and the rate of generation by ion iza t ion respect ively. 
Here d r i f t i s represented as a loss of electrons i n the volume of 
the gas, and may be considered i n a s imi la r manner t o recombination i . e . 
as the presence of a p a r t i a l e lect ron sink d i s t r i b u t e d over the gap. 
Thus the scalar c o e f f i c i e n t , DA 2 , represents the loss rate due to d r i f t 
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per Individual electron* 
In place of \Jr, vhich is the net volume generation rate f o r electrons 
in real apace ( i . e . the ionization rate less the attachment and recombi-
nation rates), we introduce to have similar properties in U-space. 
I n U-space there is the d r i f t rate, as v e i l as the attachment and 
recombination rates, to be subtracted from the ionization rate to give 
the net volume generation rate. Thus, 
v* = * - D^ e 
and may be positive or negative according to the relative values of 
ionization and d r i f t rates. In the steady state these electrons must 
be removed by d i f fus ion . Thus the electron density pattern i n U-space 
is essentially d i f fus ion controlled, so that the theory of d i f fus ion 
controlled discharges may be applied to discharges i n U-space. 
A similar conclusion may be obtained by comparing the equation 
of continuity f o r electrons i n U-space (equation 6.8), with that f o r 
real space in the absence of a d r i f t f i e l d (Herlln and Brown, 19kQ), 
$Pn + | j . n s 0 
For v x =0, as DA2 and the rate of loss of electrons by d r i f t 
i s equal to the rate of gain by ionization so that the difflusion rate 
from any given point is zero (D.v?U «= 0). For lower values of 
(v 2^0) the amount of ionization is not suf f ic ient to balance the flow i 
rate, and d i f fus ion thus maintains the balance by providing a net 
rate of flow into the region. I f , however, ijr increases so that > 0, 
di f fus ion is re l ied upon to remove the excess electrons so that d i f fus ion 
must be outwards from the region. For a net inward f low to any point, 
l i g 0 6o5 Arrows represent d i f fus ion rates aorosa boundaries indieatodo 
Thair leagths are an indication of the i r magnitude,, 
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the gradient of U must increase with U i . e . U must form a concave 
surface i n space. Dius the equation of continuity may be solved 
f o r v 2 < 0 ( v a > 0 ) , i f U is an exponential function of space co-
ordinates (figure 6.5 a and b) . 
On the other hand f o r v 2 > 0, there must be a net outward flow of 
electrons and U must be a convex* surface to satisfy the condition of 
continuity (figure 6.5c)* Positive parts of sinusoidal functions 
sat isfy this condition, exponential functions do not. Thus = 0 
represents a basic change i n the density pattern in the gap. 
So f a r attempts to obtain satisfactory values of the electron 
dis t r ibut ion pattern f o r v 2 > 0 ( v 2 < 0) have not been successful. 
The following sections are therefore confined to a discussion of the 
case v* < 0 ( v 2 > 0) f o r •which quantitative estimates of the electron 
distr ibut ion pattern are made* 
6.3 Calculation of the Electron Flow Pattern f o r y 2 > 0 
This w i l l be derived along similar lines to the case in the absence 
of ionization and follows Huxley's method of solution of the equation of 
continuity. 
As already seen this equation (equation 6.2) may be transformed 
using n a g .U, into the equation 
V 8!! = £ w 6.J 
Hjixley operated i n the same way on the equation of continuity, 
applicable when there is no ionization (equation 5*3) * to obtain 
Tp\J a "hPU 6.10 
Comparing equations 6.3 and 6.10 shows that any solution of 6.10 w i l l 
2 
be a solution of 6.3 provided A 2 be replaced by £ s , where £s a 
D 
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Hence a solution may be obtained from equation 5« kf to give the electron 
density distr ibution due to a point source on one electrode of a parallel 
plate gap as, 
-Jr. 
+ z-ka J '--,r-
r 3 
d / t - ' r a \ 
- ] 6.11 
Hie electron current flowing to the collecting electrode, i , and the 
electron back d i f fus ion current, i ^ _ , may then be derived as f o r the non-
ionization case, as 
[' a " » r a r a a -£d e € 
d " Jd 
-^z > d 
6.12 
and 
i 5" 
*B- " " 2 
r a r i a 
^ 2. 6.13: 
r ib 
•where suffixes a and b refer to the quantities defined i n equation 5.Ua 
with p = a and p = b respectively* and B 1 1 = kit. N.B.D. 
With values of a and b f o r the present experiment (b « .02 cm:, and 
a » 1.5 cm;.;) these equations may be approximated to within I70, provided 
/T 
) ( an ionizing col l i s ion 
Fig. 606 
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d >-6 cmf and £ > 5 caTx, to give 
c(*-<e)a 
i . B". — 6 . i i* 
a- 4 
B-
^ = 2 • " b ~ 6 , 1 5 
6.k The Positive Ion Flow Pattern 
As with electrons, positive ions can have the random motion of 
d i f fus ion superimposed upon their d r i f t motion. Thus there is a flow 
of positive ions to each electrode i n the same way as with electrons. The 
cases of f igure 6.6 showr that as a consequence, co l l i s ion ionization 
close to an electrode need not provide any contribution to the flow of 
gap current. In the case of the f a r electrode th is may be allowed f o r by 
saying that the net current collected, i , i s composed of an electron 
2 
current, i a _ , and a positive ion current, l^+t so that 
i = i - i . . . . . . 6.16 
2 a- a+ 
Positive ions w i l l be generated i n the volume of the gap and move 
by d r i f t and d i f fus ion towards the boundaries. I t w i l l be seen that 
positive ion flow w i l l obey similar laws to electron f low and thus be 
controlled by the r a t io , p>for positive ions. I t may be shown that th i s 
ra t io is a factor of 100 greater than that f o r electrons, which suggests 
that d i f fus ion is less prominent i n the flow of positive ions than in 
the flow of electrons* 
Consider the hypothetical case of a sheet source of positive ions of 
density, n , i n the centre of a paral le l plate gap. The ra t io of the s 
current f low to the anode to that to the cathode may be shown to be 
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l m - l* V D • d 
' u E d c /D . d 
1 - € + 
which is of the order of 1 0 ~ l o ° . For an electron source under similar 
conditions, the ra t io of the current to the cathode to that to the anode 
is of the order of 10~ l. Thus i t is concluded that the d i f fus ion of 
positive ions against the d r i f t f i e l d (back d i f fus ion) i s much less than 
with electrons. I t is therefore considered Just i f ied to assume 
i g « i f i , when equation 6.l6 reduces to i s = i f i _ . 
6.5 Evaluation of the Gap Transmission Coefficient 
Since only the resultant gap current is measured in the external 
c i r cu i t , i t i s convenient to define the gap transmission coeff ic ient , 
T 1 i n terms of the net current, i , collected by the f a r electrode. 
6 a 
Thus as i n the non-ionization case we define: 
i 1 - i 
T « - a = - 2 = - — 2 * 6.17 
g *e 4e 
Here, T is again a function purely of gap parameters and indepen-
s 
dent of the nature of the electron f low through the holes. I t represents 
the net f low of charge carriers across the gap f o r a given injected 
current and i s an expression of the various processes (d i f fus ion , d r i f t 
and ionization) occurring i n the gap. 
The value of i may, on the principle of continuity, be calculated 
as the difference between the t o t a l electron current los t from the gap 
and the t o t a l rate of generation within the gap* I f r n represents the 
electron current density vector normal to the boundary of the discharge, 
the electron current leaving the gap is ^J~rn«dS integrated over a l l the 
6k. 
boundaries of the discharge but omitting the holes. Since the net 
rate of generation must be ^/JJJn " v o v e r ^ e 6 aP "the principle of 
continuity may be expressed as: 
i e + iJJJn dV . JJrnQ3 6.17 
I f i g i s the current los t from the sides of the discharge, 
f f r dS » 1_ + i + 1 6.18 
and 
This relation is quite general and leads to a general expression f o r 
T of 
S i - i 
T - r-^rrr—8=5 ^ 6.20 
g ( - • / | /n .dV • ^ • V • y) 
I t may be shown from equation 6.11 that i n the present case the current, 
i , is negligible compared with i and i _ , . Further i t i s shown i n 
section 6,k that the assumption,! » i i s Just i f ied. Hence equation 
a- 2+ 
6.20 reduces to 
i 
T ?a—m< 6.21 
and i t remains to evaluate yfjjn.dff* 
Since there is cyl indr ical symmetry about the z-axis, dV may be 
expressed in terms of p and z so that 
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z=& p=» 
yJjJa.&V a y J Jn. 2np.dp.dz 6.22 
over z=0 p=0 
Evaluating n from equation 6.11 and remembering there are W sources 
vhlch may be assumed to be at the centre of the emitting electrode, 
the second integral may be evaluated to give, a f t e r the elimination 
of negligible terms: 
Znd 
f . B " f ( - e - ' z + - e - ^ z + 2 d ) ) d z 6.23 
s=0 
This may be integrated to give 
B M | & + £ } - 2 £ e ( V i ) dJ 6.21* 
af te r elimination of negligible terms. 
The gap transmission coeff ic ient , T , may now be evaluated. 
S 
Using the approximate expression f o r i and i „ derived above (equations 
2- °~ 
6.1k and 6.15), a value of T applicable to the range £ > 5 cm"1 and 
d >. 6 cm$may be obtained from equation 6.21 as: 
T g = £ ( ^ ) d ^ ( ^ ) d ( 1 + 2 & < L ) m d ( M £ ) + £ 6 > 2 5 
Normalising to the case when "h = ^ and there is no ionization: 
v = { i + £ - e " v h <-« 
where T is given by equation 6.25. S 
As in the case when no ionization occurs, f o r constant emission 
current from the filament, i , the amplification as measured i s 
•S 
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Again i n the absence of a detailed theory of the flow of electrons 
through the holes, w i l l be assumed to be independent of gap 
conditions and equal to unity* The amplification is then direct ly 
comparable with T • This assumption is equivalent to saying that gn 
the current emitted from the holes is a constant independent of gap 
conditions. 
Putting £ = 5 in equation 6.26 gives T ^ « 1. This implies that 
the equation is applicable up to cases where A, defined as -3 , i s less 
so 
than unity. // Since the electron energy dis t r ibut ion i n the present case 
is similar to that i n discharges i n pure unidirectional f i e l d s 
(Varnerin and Brown, 195°) the values of may be expected to be 
similar i n the two cases. I t should thus be possible to use values of 
$ measured in unidirectional f i e ld s to calculate (from equation 6.26) 
the amplification curve obtained i n the present experiment. 
Using the values of ionization eff iciency, TJ, measured by Leiby 
(195^» reproduced in Brown 'Basic Data of Plasma Physics' p. 136) and 
values of ^ taken from Varnerin and Brown, 1950, T is evaluated f o r 
two gap widths and plotted in f igure 6.7. I t w i l l be seen that the 
calculated and experimental curves are of the same form, beginning to 
curve upwards at the same value of E^p. However, there is a f a r more 
rapid rise i n the experimental curve than in that calculated. This 
might imply that the ionization rate i n the present experiment is some-
what above that with unidirectional f i e l d s and electrons of the same 
energy. There i s , however, some doubt as to the value of E, i n the 
6 7 . 
experimental curves due to the presence of' insulating f i lms on 
the electrode surfaces. In th is region their e f fec t is expected 
to increase the d r i f t f i e l d as a eonsequence of the f low of charge 
through the f i lms . Such an increase might account f o r the difference 
observed between the experimental and theoretical curves. An exact 
ve r i f i ca t ion of the theory must therefore await measurements of 
amplification in which there is less uncertainty i n the value of 
the d r i f t f i e l d . 
6 8 . 
CHAPTER $ 
TRANSIT TIMES - THEIR MEASUREMENT AMD SIGNIFICANCE 
7 - 1 Method of Measurement 
The method employed Is to modulate the injected current by 
superimposing a sine wave of radio frequency ( 1 0 0 kc/s to 7 M C / B ) 
on the d r i f t voltage, V , applied between the filament and the 
emitting electrode shell . The resultant bursts of electrons a f t e r 
transmission across the gap, are gated by a similar f i e l d in reverse 
phase applied between the collecting electrode shell and the internal 
collector plate (Figure 2 . 1 , on the back cover). 
The f rac t ion of the current, i , Incident on the collecting electrode, 
2 
which reaches the Inner collecting plate depends on the phase of the internal 
f i e l d . The current, 1 , collected by this plate w i l l be a maximum when 
9 
a r r iva l of a puff of electrons coincides with the maximum value of the 
internal f i e l d when this is directed so that electrons d r i f t onto the 
collecting plate. I f f i s the modulation frequency, the t ransi t time, 
t , i s given by this condition as: 
s-4 7-x 
where q is the number of puffs present i n the gap at any given time. 
1 is 
Thus measured f o r a range of gating frequencies and the frequency 
a i 
a t which ^ is a maximum determined. From this the t ransi t time may be 
s 
calculated using equation 7 « 1 * 
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The c i rcu i t used to supply the radio-frequency gating voltages is 
shown in f igure 7 * 1 > Radio-frequency chokes are used between the 
electrodes and the current measuring system to prevent r . f . currents 
flowing through these c i rcu i t s . High insulation blocking capacitors 
are used so that the small unidirectional currents flowing between the 
electrodes do not leak through the r . f . supply system. 
7 . 2 Preliminary Measurements of Transit Time 
i 
Preliminary measurements of - j 3 , have been made f o r a range of 
a 
modulating frequencies and f o r conditions close to breakdown. A 
i 
typical plot of against f is shown in f igure 7 . 2 
a , 
For this case, assuming q «= 1 , equation f.2 gives t s» §uS. This 
v 
value is i n good agreement with that calculated from breakdown data 
using the method given by Nicholls, 1 9 6 0 . 
The f e a s i b i l i t y of this method oi' measurement has thus been demon-
strated. However, i n view of the uncertainty i n the d r i f t f i e l d resulting 
from surface phenomena investigated later in this thesis, no attempt has 
been made to make systematic measurements of t^ over a range of conditions. 
Like the amplification measurements these await removal of the uncertainty 
in the d r i f t f i e l d caused'by the presence of surface f i lms . 
7 . 3 The expected accuracy of measurement of t^ 
D r i f t velocities of electrons in various gases have been measured by 
Bradbury and Nielson ( 1 9 3 6 and 3 7 ) using the e lec t r ica l shutter method. 
Crompton, Hall and Macklin ( 1 9 5 7 ) have found that markedly different d r i f t 
velocities could apparently be obtained using the same apparatus but with 
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different distances between the Ghutters. Duncan (1957) has shown 
that such an effect i s theoretically predictable when diffusion i s 
appreciable. However, differences calculated from his work are 
considerably smaller than those observed. I t i s suggested by Crompton 
and his collaborators that this may be due to certain assumptions made 
in the boundary conditions of the diffusion equation used by Duncan* 
In the present experiment i t lias been shown that diffusion i s 
appreciable so that electron transit times cannot be considered to 
be controlled exclusively by drift. The electron density and flow 
patterns may be expected to be considerably altered by the modulation 
of the electron source. Thus a pulse of electrons would be expected 
to diffuse both backwards and forwards in i t s passage across the gap, 
distorting the shape of the pulse. I t i s this distortion which might 
account for the observations of Crompton and his collaborators. The 
effects of this distortion on measurements of transit times in the 
i 
present experiment i s therefore of interest. 
7. k The Electron Flow and Density Pattern with Modulation of Emitted 
Current 
In the measurement of transit time the electron stream emitted into 
the gap i s modulated by a sinusoidal f i e l d applied between filament and 
emitting electrode shell. The electrons are thus emitted according to 
some time function and the electron density and flow patternsin the gap 
varyi ; with time. 
The emitted electron stream may be considered to be a partial 
modulation of the static stream of electrons already considered (Chapter 
6). For the general case the modulated waveform may be represented by a 
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fourier series of sinusoidal waveforms. Thus the electron density at 
any point in the gap i s a time function of the form: 
n . £ H 
where s i s an integer, <u i s the angular frequency of the fundamental 
component and Ng defines the amplitude and phase of the sth sinusoidal 
component* 
The amplitude and, phase of each component may be expected to vary 
over the gap as the waveform i s distorted by diffusion and drift* I t 
w i l l be assumed that the component frequencies of the emitted waveform 
are sufficient to express the waveform at any other point. 
The equation of continuity (Equation 1*2) applicable to these 
conditions i s : -
D .v*n-uE d c. § i+*n= ! f 7-5 
The time dependent function may be removed by employing equation 7*2 
to give:- a_je9 
s=6 &JQ 
which may be s p l i t into an infinite series of equations of which the sth 
Is 
Each of these equations i s similar to the equation of continuity for the 
steady state condition (equation 6.2) provided. |- i s replaced by ^ - -^p^. 
Thus as before, Huxley's method of solution may be followed. I t i s thus 
possible to derive, for a point source at the origin, on a conducting plane 
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emitting into an infinite medium, an electron density distribution in 
space given by 
SaO S=rO 
where, £ , a s ,ea + ^ SS . ihie i s subject to the condition that Z i s 
a U S 
real or "hs > j^j - J^^» Here i Q i s complex and may be written in the 
form g + Ah where. 
s s 
Equation 7*6 shows that the component of the electron density 
pattern corresponding to the sth frequency component of the emitted 
waveform, i s proportional to e**' s , which may be expanded to 
e ~ S s r . sin(stot - h 8 t ) . Thus the electron density pattern consists of 
a sinusoidal waveform travelling out radially from the point source. 
Further i t i s seen that the wavelength of the sth component in the plasma 
2it 1B T - i so that the velocity of propagation, V , of a sinusoidal electron n g s 
density pattern of frequency ~ i s Substituting for h fnam equation 
2n n s s 
7.8 gives 
v°M'-(fI-'} 
V = r . r 7-9 
which i s an increasing function of frequency. 
The propagation of a pulse across the gap may therefore be expected 
to be analogous to propagation down a transmission line, the affect being 
to delay the component frequencies by different times. I t 1B thus expected 
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that the shape of the emitted pulse of electrons i s distorted in i t s 
passage across the gap* This effect may be further considered in terms 
of the phase of the electron current, 1 , incident on the collecting 
a— 
electrode* 
Again following Huxley, the collecting electrode may he introduced 
into the system considered above, and the electron density put to zero 
over i t s surface, by the introduction of a distribution of point sources 
emitting in phase* Thus for a single point source on the emitting 
electrode N i s given by equation 6.11, with n and Z replaced by N and 
jtt respectively. Hie current flowing to the collecting electrode, i , 
may then be derived as in the previous chapter to give (corresponding 
to equation 6.14) 
7*10 
which i s true to within 1$ i f & > 5cm"1 and d > .6cm.. 
s 
The current which the collecting electrode would receive i f placed 
very close to the emitting electrode may be obtained by letting d tend 
to zero in equation 7.10, to give 
Regarding this current as the input current to the gap, i t w i l l be 
seen that the phase difference across the gap for a given component of 
the emitted waveform i s the phase difference between that component of 
the currents of equations 7*10 and 7.11 i.e. h d for the sth component. 
2-
B Jsa>t S 
a 7*11 
s=0 
s 
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This phase difference I s frequency dependent and Is an alternative 
way of expressing the varying velocities of the various frequency 
components. 
Further, comparison of equations 7.10 and Jmll, shows that the 
e(*-g f i)d 
sth component of the waveform i s attenuated by a factor — — ^ . 
Equation 7*7 shows g to be an Increasing function of frequency* 
s 
Thus there i s expected to be a tendency for the higher frequency 
components to be f i l t e r e d out* I t i s therefore reasonable to assume 
that the collected pulse i s composed largely of the fundamental compo-
nent so that the delay time of the maximum of the pulse i s that of the 
component, 6 = 1. The behaviour of the system i s then the behaviour of 
this component and the phase difference-across the gap i s h d*. 
The condition for maximum current to the Internal collecting plate 
of the collecting electrode i s that the current received by the collec-
ting electrode should be in antiphase with that emitted, i.e. that the 
phase difference across the gap i s a multiple of n* Thus 
hjd =* qjt 7.12 
where q i s an integer* The transit time, t , as measured, i s given by 
, dh 
t t = f 7.13 
* v i to to 
Here V x i s given by equation 7*9 with s a 1 and i s an Increasing function 
of co* Thus i t w i l l be seen that the transit time measured i s that for 
a pulse of fundamental frequency, ~ , rather than that of the electrons 
flowing In the steady state (a> = 0). I t would therefore appear that 
for any experiment measuring dr i f t velocities by noting the transit time 
of a burst of electrons, measures, not the dr i f t velocity of the 
electrons but the velocity of propagation of the pulse. 
As the frequency tends to zero equation 7.9 shows that the 
propagation velocity, Vg, approaches the d r i f t velocity, u E^c» In 
general however the propagation velocity i s greater than the electron 
d r i f t velocity in the steady state (cu = 0). 
The variation of dr i f t velocities with gap width observed by 
Crcmpton Hall and Macklin (1957) may be explained qualitatively in 
this way. Since the gating frequency (ca) for maximum current trans-
mission through the collecting gate decreases with gap width, the 
measured velocity, given by equation 7.9, likewise decreases with gap 
width, as was observed* Quantitative predictions, however, require 
values of the diffusion coefficient, D, which are independent of dr i f t 
velocity measurements. These do not appear to be available in the 
B 
range of p applicable to these results. However, approximate calcula-
tions, using 'accepted* values of D, are in substantial agreement with 
experiment. 
When diffusion i s small, the electrons may be expected to move 
across the gap with the d r i f t velocity, u, E J . The value of h , when 
dc s 
diffusion i s small may be obtained from equation 7*8* by letting D 
tend to zero when, 
h - 8 ( 0 
8 * E d c 
The velocity of propagation of an electron density pattern of any 
frequency i s then ~- = u E ^ , as would be expected. 
s 
I 
Slgo 7.3 
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I t i s therefore seen that the differing velocities observed for 
the various frequency components are the result of diffusion. Physi-
cally the mechanism may be seen by considering the; 'propagation of a 
sharp increase in electron density (a step function) of the form of 
figure 7*3* The current crossing the plane A i s composed of a d r i f t 
plus a diffusion current both acting to propagate the step. Thus. I f 
k i s the slope of the step, the z-component of the electron density 
vector i s 
r = 11 E, *n + Dk z K dc 
The effective d r i f t velocity of electrons crossing A i s therefore 
n H dc n 
which i s the propagation velocity of the step. Considering this as 
part of a sinusoidal density distribution, the higher the frequency, 
the larger k and thus the larger the velocity of propagation. 
I t has been seen that the transit time measured i s that for a 
particular frequency, ~- . The value of h for any frequency may be 
* i 
obtained from a plot of -r^ against d, retaining cu constant. Maxima of 
i 2 
~ should then be observed when (equation 7«13)> d = jf = 8 0 
s 
that h or V g could be calculated. Knowing h, |->^  i t i s possible to 
calculate I and hence | j , from equation 7.8. This could therefore 
provide a means of measuring |j independently of the amplification 
method, but based on similar theoretical concepts* I t may therefore 
play a useful part in confirming the validity of the theory. At 
present, however, insufficient results are available to allow a quan-
titative evaluation* 
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CHAPTER 8 
LOUG TIME C0M5TAMT EFFECTS 
8.1 The Experimental evidence 
During the measurements of amplification, several variations 
of i and 1 were observed which possessed long time constants, ao 2 
As pointed out in Chapter k, these were eliminated as far as 
possible from the amplification measurements by employing a timed 
sequence of experiments. In the present Chapter these effects w i l l 
be described and analysed in more detail. 
Fluctuations and dr i f t in the i n i t i a l gap current, i 
so 
These may be separated into two groups, those which occur in the 
absence of gap ionization and those which occur after, and presumably 
during, the period when collision ionization occurs in the gap. The 
former i s a gradual d r i f t of i with time which i s independent of 
eo 
the application of u.h.f. fields and the presence of ionization. 
Superimposed upon this there i s a fluctuation of 1 following experi-
20 
ments in which ionization in the gap was high. These variations are 
shown in figure 8.1, which relates to an experiment in which the total 
emission from the filament was kept to within 0.1$ by the stabilizer, 
while the current reaching the far electrode ( i ) was measured. 
ao 
This curve shows that after switching on the filament and the 
total emission current from the filament, 1 , had stabilized, there 
l 
was a gradual rise of i over the f i r s t 18 rains. This was followed 
ao 
by a gradual decrease until the stabilizer, at to mins., could no 
longer retain the current, 1 , and the filament fused. The I n i t i a l 
nr 
CM 
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rise of this curve i s quite typical of the observed behaviour, the 
drop between 20-40 mins. 1B, however, not a typical case. In 
general this decrease would occur over a period of several hours* 
Figure 8.1, however, serves to show this d r i f t on a reduced scale* 
Figure 8.2 i s a typical curve over the same time range.. 
During the slow decrease in i shown in figure 8.1, a u.h.f. 
so 
f i e l d was applied periodically and ionization occurred. On removal 
of this f i e l d i may be seen to have fluctuated from the value 
80 
expected for a smooth drift* 
In many cases the i n i t i a l rise of these curves was not observed. 
The value of i remained at i t s low i n i t i a l value although i was so 1 
equal to that of figures 8.1 and 8.2. Further, the maximum value of 
i varied widely from experiment to experiment, for any given value so 
of i . 
-1 
This suggests that the fraction of the electron current incident 
on the inside ofthe electrode, which gets through the holes, varies 
from experiment to experiment. Although the total current flowing 
to the back of the electrode, 1 , i s the same, i t s distribution over 
i 
the inside surface of the electrode might cause a change in current 
flowing through the holes* Thus a decrease in current density in the 
region behind the holes, with corresponding increases in other regions 
might be expected to cause a decrease of the current flowing through 
the holes. Thus a llraitted variation from experiment to experiment 
could result from changes in the current distribution pattern inside 
the electrode, which could be caused by changes in filament and 
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shield positions after installing a new filament. The time rise 
might then be explained by thermal expansion of the electrode 
structure. However, deliberate variation of filament position 
did not give the required variation of i . 
so 
Alternatively, since the measurements are made on currents crossing 
the gap, i t i s possible that the properties of the gap I t s e l f may have 
to be considered. This i s discussed in detail In the following chapter. 
I f , after i has stabilized to i t s nearly constant value, the gap so 
i s broken down, then on extinguishing the discharge, i i s found to 
20 
have increased. This rise of i , which presumably took place during 
so 
the discharge, then decays with a time constant of about 1^ mlns. 
Figure 8.3 shows this for two i n i t i a l values of 1 . 
so 
Similar effects occur after amplification in the gap has risen 
to large values. The extent of the rise of i occurring Increases 
so 
with increasing amplification. I t i s accompanied by a rise of i 
a 
during the period when the u.h.f. f i e l d i s applied. This w i l l be 
dealt with in the next section. 
There i s the possibility that this effect i s caused by the 
flow of ions and electrons from the gap through the holes. This 
could Interfere with the electron flow pattern In the emitting 
electrode by providing a further current source contributing to 
the current flowing between filament and the electrode shell, 1 • 
The action of the stabilizer would then be to decrease the emitted 
current from the filament to retain i a constant. On extinguishing 
1 
the discharge, the stabilizer would increase the current again with 
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the thermal time constant of the filament which is about 4f min. 
Such a mechanism, however, gives an apparent decrease of i rather 
so 
than an Increase. Further the expected recovery time constant is 
too short to explain those observed (1.5 mins.)• 
8.2 The D r i f t of 1 v i t h time a 
I f the I n i t i a l gap current, i , varies, then the current, 1 , 
so 2 
crossing the gap when a u.h.f. f i e l d 1b applied, can be expected to 
show a corresponding variation. This could account for the observed 
d r i f t of i i n certain cases. However, when large values of i are s so 
used, Insta b i l i t y of i is observed which cannot be explained in this 
s 
way* 
For lower u.h.f. fields this i n s t a b i l i t y took the form of a slow 
rise of 1 with time eventually resulting i n some stable value 
(figure 8.4 is a typical curve). At higher u.h.f. f i e l d s a progressive 
rise of 1 , eventually resulting i n breakdown, was observed, of which s 
figure 8.5 is a typical curve. These Instabi l i t i e s were observed 
despite stabilization of 1^ , which showed no variation greater than 
0.1$ over any of these experiments. 
These Ins t a b i l i t i e s only occurred at higher i values. In 
20 
practice thlB meant that this only occurs i n experiments in which the 
i n i t i a l rise of i was observed. Attempts to obtain higher values of so 
1 without the I n i t i a l rise, necessitated over-running the filament, so 
In the few cases where this was achieved, there appeared no sign of 
any i n s t a b i l i t y . Thus i t i s suggested that the phenomena causing the 
i n i t i a l rise also control these i n s t a b i l i t i e s , and that the onset of 
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these Instabi l i t i e s is independent of i itself*.. The fact that 
ao 
these observations do not always occur, suggests that their common 
cause is not always present. 
There appearsn^ to be a definite u.h.f. f i e l d above which there 
was a progressive rise to breakdown and below which a stable vaihue was 
obtained. Figure 8.6 is a plot of the applied f i e l d i n terms of the 
type of in s t a b i l i t y observed. This shows a transition at about 1^9 V/cm. 
The rate of rise of the in s t a b i l i t y curves was found to decrease 
with the u.h.f. f i e l d applied. Further at low f i e l d B the extent of 
the d r i f t of i with time became very small and disappeared i n cases 
s 
where the amplification was less than about 2. 
Since i remains constant and the variation of i was too small l so 
to explain this increase (andcould' not explain the rise to breakdown), 
these curves imply a slow rise of gas amplification with time. The 
time constant of these phenomena is of the order of 1.5 mins. 
This appears to be due to some phenomenon occurring i n the gap 
and hence deserves further investigation. 
8.3 Analysis of the in s t a b i l i t y curves in terms of the concept of 
positive feedback 
The two forms of the in s t a b i l i t y curves for i (figures 8.4 and 
a 
8.5) may be understood to be different forms of the same phenomenon I f 
considered i n terms of a system with positive feedback. 
a 
The gas amplification process i s essentially equivalent to/current 
amplifier with an input of the emitted current, 1 , and an output of i . 
e q 
I f i t is postulated that this current amplifier is composed of a 
amplifier of gain, G, and a positive feedback loop with a feedback 
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factor, P, and a time constant of T (figure 8.7), I t s response may 
be shown (Appendix 2) to be similar to that of figures Q»k and 8.5. 
I t i s v e i l known that such systems are stable i f G0 < 1, but 
unstable i f G£ > 1. For example, i n a discharge with unidirectional 
f i e l d only, secondary emission provides a positive feedback loop 
and £ is then a function of secondary processes, the gain, 0, being 
provided by collision ionization. In this case, Gj3 » 1 represents 
the onset of the breakdown condition (the Townsend criterion f or 
breakdown) when the output current tends to I n f i n i t y and then 
becomes independent of the input current. I t would appear that a 
similar feedback system is present i n the experiments described, 
but i t i s unlikely that secondary emission i s responsible. On the 
grounds of the time scale involved, the charging and discharging of 
insulating films on the electrode surfaces is shown in the next 
chapter to be the most l i k e l y mechanism. 
Referring to the c i r c u i t of figure 8.7, the time f o r the steady 
condition to be established depends on the effective time constant 
of the feedback loop, T» Thus i f a step increase of gain frem 1 to 
G • occurs,the output waveform does not rise to i t s maximum value i 
immediately but approaches i t with a time constant controlled by T. 
This has been analysed i n detail i n Appendix 2, where i t is shown 
that i f 8j is the input to such a system, the output, QQ, when an 
increasing step from 1 to (figure 8.8a) i s applied to G, i s a time 
function as shown in figures 8.8 b and c for the cases G^ 0 > 1 and 
G (3 <1 respectively, i n the former case there is a gradual rise to 
G.B < 1 
1 
e ; me 
Fig. 8,8 
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i n s t a b i l i t y (breakdown) and in the l a t t e r case a gradual rise to a 
stable value. 
The curves of figures 8.8 e and b w i l l be seen to be very 
similar to those of figures 8.4 and 8.5 respectively. Thus the output 
of a ci r c u i t employing positive feedback is seen to exhibit instabil-
i t i e s similar to those i f i ^ , so that QQ may be identified as the gap 
current i • In the case of 1 , the controlling condition for trans-a a 
i t i o n between the two types of curve is shown In figure 8.6 to be a 
certain value of the u*h.f. f i e l d . This Implies a certain value of 
gas amplification. Thus, as in the system analysed by Townsend, G 
may be regarded as the result of collision ionization. The applica-
t i o n of a step function to G i s then seen to correspond to an increase 
of u.h.f. f i e l d from zero to give a gas amplification of Q , resulting 
from collision ionization. 
A comparison of figures 8.8b and 8.8b with 8.4 and 8.5 respec-
t i v e l y , suggests that the i n i t i a l steady value of QQ before G Is 
Increased, corresponds to the steady value of 1 • Thus 
ao 
i a 6 I 8.1 
The instantaneous rise of 0 q to ~ j on increasing the gain may now 
be seen to be i amplified by the gap amplification (G), In the absence 20 
of feedback. The subsequent onset of feedback then causes the progres-
sive d r i f t s observed. The time constant with which this feedback loop 
comes into operation must, to explain the observed phenomenon, be of 
the order of minutes. This is shown i n the next chapter to be too long 
8k. 
to be explained in terms of gas phenomena and i t is concluded that 
surface phenomena in the interelectrode gap are responsible. 
Toe dependence of the rate of rise of the curves of figure 8.5 
on the u.h.f. fieBj may be explained on this hypothesis since the 
rate of rise is controlled by loop gain, BG, as well as the loop time 
constant, T. I t is shown i n Appendix 2 that the time to reach break-
down after applying a step to G (when GB > l ) i s 
r'£ao£i 8'2 
Increase i n the u.h.f. f i e l d i s expected to increase the ionization 
rate and thus the gas amplification, G, so that from equation 8.2, 
the rate of rise may be expected to decrease. 
I t may be concluded, from the above, that the observed instabil-
i t i e s of 1 may be completely explained i n terms of a positive feed-
a 
back mechanism with a time constant of the order Of minutes. I t 
remains to see whether such an hypothesis can also explain the 
observed variations of the i n i t i a l gap current, i . 
ao 
8. k Analysis of the variation of 1 In terms of positive feedback 
The i n i t i a l gap current) 1 , is the current flowing across the 
eo 
gap when the d r i f t f i e l d only is applied. Since there is no u.h.f. 
f i e l d there is no gas amplification and the current reaching the far 
electrode may then be regarded as the output of the feedback amplifier 
Of. figure 8.7 with G a l . 
The action of switching on the filament and subsequently moni-
toring 1 , is equivalent to applying an increasing step function to 
ao 
8 j and monitoring GQ which would then be given by (Appendix A2, 
equation A2.l) 
0 
c 
20 
I 
to 
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I n i t i a l l y ( t = 0), p ( l - €"t^T) = 0 so that there is no feed-
back and QQ a 9 j . Thus 8j may be identified as the gap current In 
the absence of the postulated feedback mechanism* As t increases, 
the feedback loop provides an increasing input to the adder and 9 
6 I ° gradually rises to a stable value of -r- as t tends to i n f i n i t y . 
l-p 
The resultant rise i s shown i n figure 8.9* Curve b shows the 
timing of the step waveform applied to the input (8j) and curve a 
shows the output which results ( 9 Q ) . This curve closely resembles 
the i n i t i a l portion of figures 8.1 and 8.2. Thus, the i n i t i a l rise 
of i on switching on the filament may be interpreted as a necessary so 
consequence of the positive feedback mechanism cited to explain the 
ins t a b i l i t i e s of i , provided the phenomena giving rise to this 
9 
mechanism are s t i l l present when ionization i n the gap is absent. 
The recovery of i following a period when ionization had occurred 
When the u.h.f. f i e l d i s removed, gas amplification by collision 
ionization may be expected to f a l l to zero. Thus, in terms ofthe 
simple c i r c u i t of figure 8.7, this may be regarded as a decreasing 
step applied to the amplifier gain, G, from G^  to unity. When this 
occurs the loop time constant element w i l l act as a storage eleme t 
to retain the value of 8 fed to the attenuator. 
Assuming that steady conditions have been reached before the 
application of this step, this value of 9 w i l l be the maximum output, 
8 / «.\ which was eventually established when the u.h.f. f i e l d was 
86. 
applied (figure 8.8 Bx&8& c). Thus the feedback loop presents an input 
to the adder of 0 8 / \» so that the output, J0 , which since 
olmaxj o 
G = 1 i s the output from the adder, is -je^ + 0 G 0(max)}* Thus on 
application of the step function to G, 8 Q f a l l s instantaneously from 
(Appendix 2, equation A2.2) 
o(max) 1-B G 
i 
G I 
t 0 9 I + * eo(max) " r-G-p 
IT 
As the time constant element recovers, the input to the atten-
uator decreases with time. The value of 6 fed back thus decreases 
with time so that 8 Q shows a progressive decrease. This w i l l occur 
u n t i l the steady value, 
a h 
is reached. Thus 6 Q shows a time variation plotted In figure 8.10. 
This curve corresponds closely to figure 8.3 representing the 
recovery of 1 after Ionization has occurred In the gap* This so 
suggests that-the observed 'recovery' of 1 may be regarded as the 
ao 
recovery of the feedback loop controlling the i n s t a b i l i t i e s of i . I t 
a 
would therefore appear that this again is a necessary consequence of 
the positive feedback hypothesis. Thus i f there is some feedback 
mechanism containing a long time constant (of the order of minutes), 
and this appears to be necessary for an explanation of the instabil-
i t i e s of i , the observed variations i n i described In figures 8.1, 
a so 
8.2 and 8.3 are a necessary consequence. 
8.5 Conclusions 
The experimental fact that a l l the long time constant phenomena 
have time constants of the same order, suggests a common mechanism. 
The proceeding two sections show that, i n principle, a l l these 
phenomena can be explained in terms of a single equivalent c i r c u i t 
with a positive feedback loop containing a time constant of a fev 
minutes. In the next chapter a detailed argument is presented for 
considering the charging of insulating films over the electrode 
surfaces as the most l i k e l y mechanism by which this feedback is 
effected. There the loop time constant i s seen to be the relaxation 
time of the f i l m which i s shown to control the time scale of each of 
these long time constant phenomena. 
Further i t w i l l be seen that i f 0 = 0, i.e. in the absence of 
feedback or in the absence of this f i l m , none* of these effects occur. 
Thus on tills hypothesis, i f one of these effects occur a l l are to be 
expected and i f one is absent a l l the others may be expected to be 
absent. This is broadly true experimentally. In particular, i f the 
i n i t i a l rise of 1 is not observed, the Instabi l i t i e s of 1 are l i k e -so a 
vise absent. However i t is l i k e l y that the f i l m i s never completely 
absent, i.e. £ may be small but never zero, so that certain effects 
may be observed, at small amplitude, even i f the i rise was not evident 
so 
to i t s usual extent. Hence i n certain cases a slight rise of 1 
eo 
after ionization is observed even i n the apparent absence of the i n i t i a l 
i rise and the i n s t a b i l i t i e s of i . I t may thus be concluded that 0 eo § 
may vary widely from experiment to experiment, with corresponding 
88. 
variation in long time constant effects. In the following chapter 
i t is shown that these variations in 0 correspond to variations in 
f i l m thickness. 
I t i s important to point out that the c i r c u i t of figure 8.7 
i s not necessarily a rigorous equivalent c i r c u i t f or the gap. Thus 
this analogue must not be pushed too far. Nevertheless, this 
c i r c u i t serves to il l u s t r a t e the basic principles Involved and to 
l i n k the various observed effects by a single hypothesis of positive 
feedback* 
n 
Jigo 9.1: Tho shape of the di-eteotrlo wedge, I i s the plan and 
I I the elevation »fr the wedge f a l l s through the gap. 
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CHAPTER 9 
POSSIBLE MECHANISES OF POSITIVE FEEDBACK 
I t has already beensuggested that the long time constant appears 
to be associated with the lnterelectrode gap I t s e l f , where possible mechan-
isms may involve the electrode surfaces as well as the gas. The longest 
time constant i n the gas may be expected to be associated with some 
chemical change or with the production of metastables. However, no 
metastables have been found In hydrogen (at least i n sufficient 
quantities to explain the observed effects) and the production of 
atomic hydrogen (Corrigan and Von Engel, 1958) would cause a change in 
gap current opposite to that observed. The time for such secondary 
products to diffuse out ofihe gap is expected to be of the order of 
milliseconds, and is thus too short to explain the observed time 
constants. I t is therefore concluded that i t is unlikely that any 
phenomenal In the gas is responsible for these effects. 
To check this conclusion experimentally, a di-electric wedge was 
dropped through the gap to displace the slice of gas between the 
electrodes during the progress of each of the long time constant 
phenomena. The wedge was so shaped as not to make contact with the 
electrode surfaces in i t s passage through the gap (figure 9«l). 
However, no effect on the progress of any of the time functions could 
be found to suggest that the gas was playing an Important role. 
I t i s therefore thought l i k e l y that surface phenomena, rather 
than conditions i n the gas i t s e l f , are responsible for the slow 
changes in the observed gap current. A mechanism whereby the d r i f t 
E , . a t breakdown (V/om) uhf 
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f i e l d i s p r o g r e s s i v e l y removed as a consequence o f the cha rg ing o f 
sur face f i l m s by the u n i d i r e c t i o n a l gap c u r r e n t , i , i s presented 
a 
i n the succeeding sec t ions . 
V a r n e r i n and Brown (1950) have i n v e s t i g a t e d the way i n which a 
sma l l u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d a l t e r s the u . h . f . breakdown s t r e s s o f a 
gap. By s o l v i n g the a p p r o p r i a t e d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n , they have 
deduced t h a t the breakdown c o n d i t i o n f o r t h i s case, i s s i m i l a r t o 
t h a t f o r the pure u . h . f . case, p r o v i d e d t h a t the d i f f u s i o n l e n g t h , 
A , i s r ep l aced by a m o d i f i e d d i f f u s i o n l e n g t h , t A m , g i v e n b y : 
From t h i s equa t ion A f f l may be c a l c u l a t e d f o r a g i v e n se t o f c o n d i -
t i o n s . Using t h i s i n p lace o f A , the va lue o f breakdown s t r e s s may 
be ob ta ined f r o m the pA, EA p l o t s f o r pure u . h . f . breakdown. Th i s has 
been done f o r hydrogen a t a pressure o f 3«06 mm Hg i n a gap f o r which 
= l8.53> and i s shown i n f i g u r e 9.2. There the va lues o f u /D were 
taken f r o m V a r n e r i n and Brown's r e s u l t s and the EA - pA p l o t used was 
t h a t p u b l i s h e d by Brown ( ' B a s i c Data on Plasma P h y s i c s ' , Wiley 1959> 
p . 150). An expe r imen ta l check p o i n t i s shown, I n d i c a t i n g t h a t the re i s 
agreement between the breakdown s t r e s s c a l c u l a t e d f r o m the theo ry o f 
Varne r in and Brown and the breakdown s t resses ob ta ined experimental1y 
i n the present apparatus. 
This method was used t o c a l c u l a t e the expected breakdown s t r e s s 
f o r cases where i n s t a b i l i t i e s l e a d i n g t o breakdown occur red . For the 
9»1 The E f f e c t o f tk? Progress ive rBeduc t ion oft the D r i f t F i e l d . E ttc 
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p a r t i c u l a r case o f f i g u r e 8.6, the a p p l i e d E ^ -was 32 v/cm, so t h a t 
the expected breakdown s t r e s s may be c a l c u l a t e d as 208 V/cm* However, 
f i g u r e 8*6 shows t h a t i n s t a b i l i t i e s r e s u l t i n g i n breakdown occur above 
1^ 9 V/cm. Th i s i s above the pure u . h . f . s t r e s s o f 11(6*7 V/cm b u t 
much below t h a t expected w i t h the va lue o f E ^ c app l ied* I n the 
absence o f any change i n the gas i t s e l f i t i s t h e r e f o r e concluded 
t h a t some mechanism by which the u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d i s removed 
must operate t o a l l o w breakdown t o occur* 
Say t h a t the a p p l i e d v o l t a g e across the gap, V , corresponds t o 
a 
a p o i n t A on the Breakdown s t r e s s curve o f f i g u r e 9.3, and the a p p l i e d 
u . h . f . f i e l d t o a p o i n t B. Under these c o n d i t i o n s the u . h . f . f i e l d i s 
t o o s m a l l t o g i v e breakdown. The f i e l d V / d must t h e r e f o r e be p rogres -
s i v e l y removed so t h a t E ^ c runs t o a va lue corresponding t o p o i n t B 
and then breakdown occurs . 
I t now remains t o e x p l a i n the r i s e o f a m p l i f i c a t i o n , p r i o r t o 
breakdown, on t h i s hypothes i s o f u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d removal . The 
observed a m p l i f i c a t i o n w i l l be dependent on the e x t e n t o f i o n i z a t i o n 
i n the gap and the p a r t i t i o n o f the e l e c t r o n s thus formed t o the owo 
e l e c t r o d e s . I n what f o l l o w s any change i n the p a r t i t i o n o f e l e c t r o n s 
w i l l be neg lec t ed . Hie observed e l e c t r o n a m p l i f i c a t i o n w i l l t hen depend 
on the ne t r a t e a t which an e l e c t r o n has an i o n i z i n g c o l l i s i o n , \|r, and 
the t ime d u r i n g which such an e l e c t r o n i s i n the gap, t_* Thus, 
I n the p resen t case, E ^ ^ remains constant and i s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
l a r g e compared t o E , , t o say t h a t E , c o n t r i b u t e s a n e g l i g i b l e amount 
A . f ( r j r , ^ ) 9.2 
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t o the e l e c t r o n energy* Thus, the e l e c t r o n energy and hence \|r may 
be regarded as constants d u r i n g v a r i a t i o n s I n E . 
Us ing the m o d i f i e d d i f f u s i o n l e n g t h d e f i n e d by equa t ion 9-1, 
the mean e l e c t r o n l i f e t i m e , t ^ , a t breakdown w i t h a u n i d i r e c t l o n a 
f i e l d , E , , : j s : -
This a p p l i e s t o c o n d i t i o n s Jus t b e f o r e breakdown i n the absence o f 
an i n j e c t e d e l e c t r o n stream. When a m p l i f i c a t i o n i s h i g h the e l e c -
t r o n s are generated predominant ly i n the body o f the gas so t h a t the 
I n j e c t i o n o f e l e c t r o n s may be regarded as a n e g l i g i b l e p e r t u r b a t i o n 
o f the system considered by V a r n e r i n and Broun. F u r t h e r t h e i r t r e a t -
ment a p p l i e s t o i n d i v i d u a l e l e c t r o n s , b e f o r e the b u i l d up o f space 
charge, •which are the c o n d i t i o n s expected i n the presen t case. 
Equat ion 9*3 shows t h a t the e l e c t r o n l i f e t i m e may be expected 
t o increase as the u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d i s reduced. Thus i f i t i s 
p o s t u l a t e d t h a t E ^ c i s p r o g r e s s i v e l y reduced d u r i n g the a m p l i f i c a t i o n 
changes o f f i g u r e s 8.4 and 8.5, a pogress ive increase i n t ^ i s t o be 
expected. Hence the e l e c t r o n s would be a v a i l a b l e f o r a l onge r t ime 
t o i o n i z e a t the same r a t e so t h a t the a m p l i f i c a t i o n would inc rease , 
as expressed by equa t ion 9*2. 
S u b s t i t u t i n g f o r t ^ f r o m e q u a t i o n 9.5 i n equa t ion 9.2 g i v e s : -
which expresses the way i n which A v a r i e s as i s p r o g r e s s i v e l y 
reduced. 
E 
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To make q u a n t i t a t i v e es t imates o f the r i s e o f a m p l i f i c a t i o n i t 
i s necessary t o s p e c i f y the f o r m o f the f u n c t i o n o f equa t ion 9.U. 
As a l r eady s t a t e d the s t r i c t t r ea tment o f e l e c t r o n f l o w a t h i g h 
a m p l i f i c a t i o n has been found t o be i n t r a c t a b l e . The f o l l o w i n g 
approximate t rea tment i s t h e r e f o r e adopted. 
I f a c u r r e n t , 1 & ) i s e m i t t e d i n t o the gap f r o m the e m i t t i n g 
e l e c t r o d e , the number o f these e m i t t e d e l e c t r o n s i n the gap a t any 
g iven t ime i s i g ^ * D u r i n g the l i f e t i m e o f these e l e c t r o n s , t ^ , 
they w i l l each c rea te \|rt^ new e l e c t r o n s . These i n t u r n , each 
generate i/t^ o the r e l e c t r o n s d u r i n g t h e i r l i f e t i m e and so on* Hence 
an e l e c t r o n c l o u d i s b u i l t up i n the gap over a p e r i o d o f t ime t o g i v e 
the t o t a l number o f e l e c t r o n s , N , i n the gap when the steady s t a t e i s 
reached a s : 
summed t o i n f i n i t y . 
Each o f these e l e c t r o n s has a l i f e t i m e o f t ^ so t h a t the r a t e 
N 
o f l o s s o f e l e c t r o n f r o m the gap i s t which may be eva lua ted by 
T . 
summing the above s ides t o g i v e , 
1 
e 
I t i s then p o s s i b l e t o o b t a i n an approximate express ion f o r the gap 
1 
t r ansmiss ion c o e f f i c i e n t , d e f i n e d by T = - r 2 , I f i t i s assumed t h a t 
8 e 
the p a r t i t i o n o f these N e l e c t r o n s t o the two e l ec t rodes i s indepen-
dent o f Then i f 7 i s the f r a c t i o n o f N reach ing the colle.ct .ipg 
e l e c t r o d e , 
9^ -
i w 7 
2 
and 9-5 
I f t he f l o w of e l e c t r o n s f r o m the holes I s assumed independent 
o f gap c o n d i t i o n s , i i s cons t an t , so t h a t , remembering i s i , 
e e so 
i i 
A . » - a « M T 
so e ° 
9.6 
The f u n c t i o n o f equa t ion 9. If may then be eva lua ted f r o m equat ions 
9*5 and 9*6 t o g i v e ; 
9.7 
where, A Q i s the constant o f p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y o f equa t ion 9»6. 
Equat ion 9*7 may be r e w r i t t e n i n the f o r m 
.1 
A * * 8 
A 1 . e 9.8 
where, 
A' 
dc and v 
a = \2 - i 
I t i s now p o s s i b l e t o make a q u a n t i t a t i v e es t imate o f the change 
i n E ^ c r e q u i r e d t o account f o r the Blow r i s e o f a m p l i f i c a t i o n o f f i g u r e 
8. h. I f E d c ^ i s the i n i t i a l f i e l d and i s t h a t remain ing a f t e r 
e q u i l i b r i u m has been reached, equa t ion 9*8.shows t h a t , 
A 
9-9 
where A„ » A 
1 s 
A* + ? i 
1 + A a 
A a 
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and.'the s u f f i x e s 1 and 2 r e f e r r e s p e c t i v e l y t o the va lues o f these quan-
t i t i e s i n i t i a l l y and when e q u i l i b r i u m has been reached! I f i t i s 
assumed t h a t i s the a p p l i e d u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d o f 32 V/cm the 
va lue o f E d c f i may be c a l c u l a t e d as 20 V/cm. Th i s r e d u c t i o n o f the 
d r i f t f i e l d by 12 V/cm would suggest t h a t such an hypothes i s o f 
p rogres s ive f i e l d removal c o u l d be tenable q u a n t i t a t i v e l y . 
P r e l i m i n a r y exper imenta l measurements o f a m p l i f i c a t i o n as a 
f u n c t i o n o f d r i f t f i e l d have been made by N i c h o l l s (1960) ( f i g u r e k. l ) 
where a decrease o f a m p l i f i c a t i o n w i t h i n c r e a s i n g d r i f t f i e l d i s 
e v i d e n t a t h i g h a m p l i f i c a t i o n s . However, as the above theo ry suggests, 
the d r i f t f i e l d present d u r i n g experiments o f t h i s type i s i n doubt , 
so t h a t d i r e c t measurement o f the change i n d r i f t f i e l d f o r a g i v e n 
a m p l i f i c a t i o n change must be viewed w i t h c a u t i o n . However, 
measurements o f t h i s type do g i v e support t o the t heo ry . 
9.2 Surface Phenomena 
I t has a l r eady been suggested t h a t sur face phenomena are the 
most l i k e l y cause o f the slow changes i n gap c u r r e n t . These changes 
may be e x p l a i n e d i n terms o f a s low p a r t i a l removal o f the d r i f t f i e l d , 
i f the e l e c t r o d e surfaces are covered by p a r t i a l l y conduc t ing d i e l e c -
t r i c f i l m s . 
Thus i t w i l l be p o s t u l a t e d t h a t t he re are two d i e l e c t r i c f i l m s , d i s -
t r i b u t e d even ly ever each e l e c t r o d e . I n the work t h a t f o l l o w s no 
p r o p e r t i e s w i l l be assumed f o r the f i l m s o the r t han t o assume them t o be 
l eaky d i e l e c t r i c s , capable o f r e p r e s e n t a t i o n by a p a r a l l e l combinat ion 
o f a l a r g e capaci tance , Cp, and l a r g e r e s i s t a n c e s , Bp. I t w i l l a l s o 
by 
oapaoltanoo 
/ 
ucta ce > 
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be assumed t h a t the e l ec t rodes are cont inuous i . e . t h a t the presence 
o f ho les may be neg lec ted . 
When I o n i z a t i o n occurs I n such a gap w i t h a s m a l l d r i f t f i e l d 
a p p l i e d , p o s i t i v e ions go p r e f e r e n t i a l l y t o t h e cathode and e l e c t r o n s 
t o the anode. Hence the re i s a ne t f l o w of charges on to the e l e c t r o d e 
sur faces which can o n l y be n e u t r a l i z e d by conduc t ion through these 
su r f aces . I f the f i l m r e s i s t ance i s assumed h i g h the f l o w o f such 
c u r r e n t s i s severe ly l i m i t e d so t h a t the re i s a B u i l d up o f charge 
on the su r face o f the f i l m ( f i g u r e 9.4). This charge i s b u i l t up so 
as t o p r o g r e s s i v e l y increase the u n i d i r e c t i o n a l v o l t a g e dropped across 
the f l£Lm. Since the o v e r a l u n i d i r e c t i o n a l v o l t a g e , V , remains 
f v \ a 
constant the gap v o l t a g e , V ^ , and thus f = d c y ^ ) a re p r o g r e s s i v e l y 
decreased. I t i s t h e r e f o r e concluded t h a t the d r i f t f i e l d i n such a 
gap may be expected t o be p r o g r e s s i v e l y reduced by the f l o w o f 
u n i d i r e c t i o n a l gap c u r r e n t . 
Th i s c u r r e n t f l o w w i l l , on the p r i n c i p l e o f c o n t i n u i t y , be t h a t 
i n the e x t e r n a l c i r c u i t i . e . 1 . P a r t o f t h i s c u r r e n t f l o w s th rough 
a 
the f i l m leakage r e s i s t a n c e , K ^ , and the r e s t ( t h a t f o r m i n g the sur face 
charge) charges the f i l m capac i tance , C^. Thus f o r low f r e q u e n c i e s the 
gap may be represented by the e q u i v a l e n t c i r c u i t o f f i g u r e 9.5. Here 
G represents the gap and i s shown as a passive conductance t o express 
the f a c t t h a t a conduct ion pa th can be main ta ined by i o n i z a t i o n under 
v u h . f . f i e l d s i n the absence o f a d r i f t f i e l d . The gap capaci tance 
i s smal l and has t h e r e f o r e been neg lec ted . 
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The v o l t a g e dropped across the two f i l m s i n s e r i e s w i l l be 
c a l l e d the p o l a r i z a t i o n v o l t a g e , V • The r a t e o f change o f V 
P P 
w i l l be the r a t e o f charg ing o f the l e a k y c a p a c i t o r s , Gp, by 
the c u r r e n t i , so t h a t , 
a 
dV 
d t 9.10 
This equa t ion may be so lved f o r V by u s i n g the t r a n s f o r m V = 
_2t P P 
V ' e " W , and p u t t i n g V p = 0 a t t = 0, t o g i v e , 
2t t 2t 
» ~ , e T r F . J i g . e 1 7 . d t 9.11 p Cp 
o 
where Tp = C^Rp, the t ime cons tant by which a su r face charge l eaks 
through the f i l m and w i l l be r e f e r r e d t o as the r e l a x a t i o n t ime . I t 
i s o f i n t e r e s t t o note here t h a t the r e l a x a t i o n t ime i s a cha rac te r -
i s t i c o f the f i l m m a t e r i a l o n l y ; f o r i f Cp and Bp are expressed as 
f u n c t i o n s o f the p e r m i t t i v i t y , € F , t he r e s i s t i v i t y , o p , and the 
geometry o f the f i l m , i t may be shown t h a t Tp = e^,. o^,. The measure-
ment o f i s thus s i g n i f i c a n t i n the d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f the f i l m 
m a t e r i a l . 
The v o l t a g e across the gap, V d c , a t a t i m e , t , a f t e r i o n i z a t i o n 
began i s t h e r e f o r e , 
2t t 2t 
V d c V - « e " "
T » . [* 1 . € T . d t 9.12 
a Cp J a 
o 
Here, V i s t h e i n i t i a l vo l t age across the gap and f a c t o r s o f 2 I n the 
a 
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f i n a l t e rm a l low. : f o r the f a c t t h a t the re are two equa l f i l m s . 
V 
Th i s equa t ion expresses the way i n which the d r i f t f i e l d , / d , 
i s expected t o be p r o g r e s s i v e l y reduced by the f l o w o f u n i d i r e c -
t i o n a l c u r r e n t . 
This c u r r e n t , i , i s c o n t r o l l e d by the discharge i t s e l f and 
i s the r e s u l t o f the a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h i s d r i f t f i e l d ( / d ) t o 
the discharge* The f l o w o f c u r r e n t across the gap i s dependent 
on the e l e c t r o n f l o w p a t t e r n i n the gap, which i s e s s e n t i a l l y a 
balance between d r i f t and d i f f u s i o n r a t e s . This problem has been 
analysed i n d e t a i l i n Chapter 6, b u t q u a n t i t a t i v e eva lua t i ons o f 
the e l e c t r o n f l o w p a t t e r n f o r a m p l i f i c a t i o n g r e a t e r than u n i t y 
have been f o u n d t o be i n t r a c t a b l e . I t i s t h e r e f o r e necessary t o 
c o n f i n e d i s c u s s i o n t o the case when the a m p l i f i c a t i o n i s h i g h , and 
t o take the approximate r e s u l t s o f the p rev ious s e c t i o n , where 
changes i n the p a r t i t i o n o f e l e c t r o n s are neg lec ted . The a m p l i f i c a -
i s 
t i o n and thus the gap c u r r e n t , / t h e r e shown t o increase as the d r i f t 
f i e l d decreases. The e f f e c t o f gap c o n d i t i o n s on the f l o w of charge 
c a r r i e r s i n the .gap may thus be expressed i n the r e l a t i o n , 1 = 1 
2 a 
teuhf' V d c ) o r r e f e r r i n g t o f i g u r e 9-5 by G a G ( E ^ , V d c ) . 
A p o s s i b l e feedback mechanism which c o u l d e x p l a i n the a m p l i f i c a -
t i o n r i s e o f f i g u r e s 8.4 and 8.5 may now be seen t o be as f o l l o w s . 
F o l l o w i n g the l oop round, a change i n u . h . f . f i e l d w i l l increase i • 
This causes an increase i n V and thus a decrease i n V , , w i t h a t ime 
p CLC 
constant d e f i n e d by b o t h f i l m c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and the c u r r e n t f l o w i n 
the gap (as d e f i n e d by equa t ion 9*12). This decrease i n d r i f t f i e l d 
< > 
r-^VVVVV-, 1 r 
AA/VW\ 
I 1 
1 
-ih 
PUfl Vol tage c o n t r o l l e d I l i a 
oonduotonoe, ^ ( 2 ^ , 7 ^ ) 
a 
Jlgo 9.6 
<H3 
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r e s u l t s i n an increase o f e l e c t r o n l i f e t i m e i n the gap and 
thus a r i s e i n a m p l i f i c a t i o n as i n d i c a t e d by equa t ion 9.8* T h i s 
i m p l i e s an increase i n gap c u r r e n t c l o s i n g the p o s i t i v e feedback 
l o o p . 
The e q u i v a l e n t c i r c u i t o f f i g u r e 9'5 may be extended t o show t h i s 
feedback l o o p . F igu re 9*5 a l r eady inc ludes the mechanism by which 
i s v a r i e d by i . I t t h e r e f o r e remains t o inc lude the e f f e c t o f t h i s 
2 
charge o f V on the e l e c t r o n f l o w p a t t e r n i n the gap* Th i s may be 
dc 
i n c l u d e d by r e p l a c i n g the gap conductance, 0, by a v o l t a g e c o n t r o l l e d 
conductance, S ( E u t l f > Vgg) a s shown i n f i g u r e 9*6. The gap conductance 
represents the i - V ^ c c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f the gap which may be d e r i v e d 
f r o m equa t ion 9*8 as 
i * 1 A ^ 9.15 
N.P. 
II Since the sur faces are charged by the f l o w o f gap c u r r e n t i t i s t o be 
expected t h a t the t ime constants a s soc ia t ed w i t h the removal o f d r i f t 
f i e l d w i l l be dependent on e l e c t r o n f l o w i n the gap* Thus t h e t ime 
cons tan t i s expected t o be dependent on gap c o n d i t i o n s e . g . gas, 
pressure e t c . I n p a r t i c u l a r , f o r a g i v e n d r i f t f i e l d the gap c u r r e n t , 
i , has been shown e x p e r i m e n t a l l y (Chapter k) t o increase w i t h u . h . f . 2 
f i e l d a p p l i e d . Thus the p o l a r i z a t i o n v o l t a g e i s expected t o b u i l d up 
more r a p i d l y a t h i g h e r u . h . f . f i e l d s so t h a t the t ime cons tan t 
a s soc ia t ed w i t h the removal C the d r i f t f i e l d w i l l decrease. Th i s 
has been con f i rmed e x p e r i m e n t a l l y . 
[—1I— 
L - W v W 
Hh 
11 
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e m i t t i n g c o l l e c t i n g 
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The hypothes i s o f d r i f t f i e l d removal by the cha rg ing o f 
i n s u l a t i n g sur face f i l m s , would t h e r e f o r e explain the i n s t a b i l i t i e s 
observed I n the a m p l i f i c a t i o n . I t remains t o o b t a i n independent 
evidence f o r sur face p o l a r i z a t i o n . Experiments designed t o a t t empt 
t h i s are desc r ibed i n the nex t chapter . I n the meantime the d r i f t 
o f the I n i t i a l gap c u r r e n t , i , w i l l be considered i n terms o f the 
ao 
above hypo thes i s . 
9«3 A p o s s i b l e Exp l ana t i on o f the Observed D r i f t s i n the I n i t i a l Gap 
C u r r e n t , 1 . 
*—eo 
The feedback mechanism o f the p r ev ious s e c t i o n i s a p p l i c a b l e t o 
cases when i o n i z a t i o n and thus a m p l i f i c a t i o n i s h i g h . The presen t sec-
t i o n w i l l dea l w i t h the case when the p r o b a b i l i t y o f i o n i z a t i o n i s so 
s m a l l t h a t the i n j e c t e d c u r r e n t g ives r i s e t o c u r r e n t f l o w s c o n s i s t i n g 
mainly o f e l e c t r o n s . 
The e l e c t r o n f l o w under such c o n d i t i o n s has been analysed i n d e t a i l 
i n Chapters 5 and 6. There i t i s shown t h a t o f the c u r r e n t I n j e c t e d , 
i , the m a j o r i t y d i f f u s e s back t o the e m i t t i n g e l e c t r o d e t o g i v e a back 
d i f f u s i o n c u r r e n t o f 1_ . The remainder, a f r a c t i o n T , crosses the gap 
6 
and forms the c u r r e n t , 1 . I t may be shown t h a t the gap t r a n s m i s s i o n 
ao 
c o e f f i c i e n t , T , and thus 1 , Increase w i t h the d r i f t f i e l d i n the gap 
The c u r r e n t s , i and i n . c o n s i s t i n g ma in ly o f e l e c t r o n s , f l o w t o 
the c o l l e c t i n g and e m i t t i n g e l ec t rodes r e s p e c t i v e l y ( f i g u r e 9*7) so t h a t 
the f i l m s on bo th these e l ec t rodes become n e g a t i v e l y charged. The 
v o l t a g e , V , dropped acrosB the c o l l e c t i n g e l ec t rode f i l m w i l l be so 
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d i r e c t e d as t o reduce the gap vo l t age and t h a t across the e m i t t i n g 
f i lm 
electrode/ , V g , t o Increase the gap v o l t a g e . Thus, 
V dc ' \ + V e " V c 
I t may be shown (Chapter 5) t h a t T g » - j ^ , thus the c u r r e n t , i f i , 
I s much l a r g e r than i , so t h a t V c I s s m a l l compared t o V g and 
equa t ion $,lk shows t h a t the f l o w o f these c u r r e n t s r e s u l t i n an 
Increase i n V ^ . Thus on s w i t c h i n g on the f i l a m e n t i g i s e s t a b l i s h e d 
and t h e gap v o l t a g e (and thus the d r i f t f i e l d ) p r o g r e s s i v e l y increased 
by the predominant cha rg ing o f the e m i t t i n g e l e c t r o d e sur face by the 
c u r r e n t , i g . 
When i o n i z a t i o n i s s m a l l and a d r i f t f i e l d o n l y a c t s , the express ion 
f o r T ( equa t ion 6.25) may be f u r t h e r approximated t o g i v e 
S 
a d 
T « r 9. 15 
S Otd d _Kb 
€ + 2b € 
where, a i s Townsend's f i r s t i o n i z a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t . Th i s shows t h a t 
the slow r i s e i n d r i f t f i e l d r e s u l t s i n a s low Increase I n T and thus 
S 
a p rogress ive increase o f i • Hence the i n i t i a l r i s e o f i shown I n 
20 so 
f i g u r e s 8.1 and 8.2. 
The Increase i n i o f f i g u r e 8.2 corresponds t o an Increase o f T 
so 8 
by a f a c t o r o f 1.1*7. Fran equa t ion 9*13 I t may be shown t h a t t h i s 
corresponds t o a change i n £ d c f r o m the a p p l i e d f i e l d o f 32 V/cm t o 
approximate ly 70 V/cm, whenT changes f r o m .085 t o .123. Thus i t 
6 
may be concluded t h a t the i n i t i a l r i s e o f f i g u r e 8.2 may be exp la ined 
by the p rogress ive Increase o f E ^ c r e s u l t i n g f r o m the g radua l b u i l d up 
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of a po la r i za t ion voltage of approximately 38 v o l t s . 
When the steady state i s reached a l l the current f lows through 
the f i l m resistances so that V g = igRj, and V, = Thus remembering 
that T = - r 8 ^ , equation 9»1^ gives the gap voltage i n the steady state 
8 e 
as, 
Vdc = v +Rpi - - (jr- - 2) 9.16 2 T aoeq \ T g e q J 
where, i and T are the steady values corresponding to a f i e l d 
a o e q y 8 e q 
i n the gap of dc/^. A value of the f i l m resistance, R^, may be 
calculated from t h i s equation* For the case of f i g u r e 8.2 i s 
found t o be approximately 10 l ofl. 
Equation 9*16 shows tha t the value of i s con t ro l led by the 
f i l m resistance. From t h i s equation i t may be shown tha t , a t low 
ampl i f i ca t ions the higher t h i s resistance, the more the po la r i za t ion 
voltage and thus the larger the value of E ^ a t equi l ib r ium. Hence, 
(equation 9.15) i may be expected t o increase wi th increasing f i l m 7jjoeq 
resistance. The varying extent of the i r i s e , observed experiment 
20 
t a l l y , may therefore be accounted f o r by v a r i a t i o n i n Rp from experiment 
t o experiment. This i s expected t o imply a v a r i a t i o n i n f i l m thickness. 
Further , the I n s t a b i l i t i e s I n a m p l i f i c a t i o n depend on the resistance 
of the f i l m being h igh . Hence the resistance of the f i l m l i n k s the 
i n s t a b i l i t i e s of ampl i f i ca t i on w i t h the i n i t i a l d r i f t of 1 . Thus I n 
8 0 
the absence of a r i se of 1 , R-, must be small and thus l i t t l e or no 
20 * 
i n s t a b i l i t i e s of a m p l l f i c a t i u u would be expected. This l i n k has been 
observed experimentally i n tha t i n s t a b i l i t i e s most o f t en occur a f t e r a 
large r i se of i • 
so 
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I t should be noted that the feedback mechanitsn here i s somewhat 
d i f f e r e n t from tha t a t high ampl i f ica t ion* When ion iza t ion i s small 
the current , i , i s re la ted t o the unid i rec t ional f i e l d by the gap 20 
transmission c o e f f i c i e n t of equation 9»15» 1h±s shows tha t i 
20 
decreases (and i f i Increases) w i t h decreasing un id i r ec t iona l f i e l d , 
E^c> This i s the reverse t o tha t which occurs a t h igh a m p l i f i c a t i o n , 
where i ^ increases wi th E ^ . However, there i s s t i l l an overal pos i t ive 
feedback as a consequence of the predominance of 1_. 
CHAPTER 10 
EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION OF SURFACE POLARIZATION 
I n the previous chapter i t has been suggested tha t insu la t ing 
surface f i l m s ex i s t on the electrodes which can be charged by the 
f l o w of un id i r ec t i ona l gap current. I n the present chapter methods w i l l 
be described by which the resul tant po la r i za t ion voltage may be measured 
experimentally, and various predict ions from t h i s hypothesis v e r i f i e d . 
I n the work to be described the f i l ament i s Inoperative and there 
i s no in jec ted current . (The f l o w of gap current i s caused by running 
a u . h . f . discharge i n the gap). Apart from t h i s , the apparatus i s as 
described previously (Chapters 2 and 3). 
I f the f i l m s are i n i t i a l l y uncharged and a voltage V i s applied 
a 
t o the gap, the resul tant f i e l d i n the gap, E ^ , w i l l be the geometrical 
f i e l d V / d . The u . h . f . breakdown stress i s therefore expected t o be tha t 
a 
corresponding to t h i s f i e l d (V / d ) . However, i f the gap i s broken down, 
a 
some un id i r ec t i ona l current w i l l f l o w and the surface f i l m s w i l l charge 
up to some po la r i za t ion voltage, V • Thus the gap voltage, V ^ c , w i l l be 
reduced t o (V - V )• On terminating the discharge the res idual d r i f t 
a P 
f i e l d i s (V - V ) / d so tha t subsequent u . h . f . breakdown stresses are 2 p 
correspondingly modif ied. 
Thus a gap w i t h in su la t ing f i l m s over the electrodes i s expected 
t o have two types of breakdown stress. The i n i t i a l breakdown stress 
corresponds t o zero po la r i za t ion voltage and subsequent, or secondary 
breakdown stresses are dependent on the po la r i za t ion voltages. 
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Determination of a secondary breakdown stress may be used t o 
measure 'the po la r i za t ion voltage, V^. I t has been pointed out i n 
the previous chapter, tha t i t i s possible t o derive the breakdown 
stress wi th a superimposed d r i f t f i e l d from breakdown data f o r the 
pure u . h . f . case using the modif ied d i f f u s i o n length given by 
equation 9.1'. S imi la r ly f o r a given pressure and breakdown stress, 
the modif ied d i f f u s i o n length may be derived from the Eft, pA p l o t 
f o r pure u . h . f . breakdown. Using t h i s value of the modif ied d i f f u -
sion length , i t i s possible t o calculate the d r i f t f i e l d f rom equa-
t i o n 9.'o, and thus V from the r e l a t i o n 
V -V 
E 
d dc 
These methods were applied t o deduce the po l a r i z a t i on voltage from 
a series of measurements of u . h . f . breakdown f i e l d s . Experimental 
resul t s described i n the present chapter w i l l be confined t o s imi la r 
conditions t o those present i n the proceeding chapters so that an 
ind ica t ion of the presence of surface po la r i za t ion here i s evidence 
f o r the presence of such po l a r i za t i on i n the previous work. 
10.1 Measurement of the re laxa t ion time 
I f a f i l m i s charged and the charging current ended, the charge 
slowly leaks through the i n t e r n a l resistance of the f i l m , Rp, wi th a 
time constant of the relaxation time of the f iilm. Thus the re laxa t ion 
time of the f i l m , Tp » £*FEJ?> can be determined by measuring the u . h . f . 
breakdown Btress a f t e r successive time in te rva l s and using these t o 
calculate the po t en t i a l drop across the f i l m and so i t s v a r i a t i o n 
w i t h time* 
X 
O O Q CO •p-
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A t y p i c a l p l o t of u . h . f . breakdown stress as a f u n c t i o n of the 
time a f t e r the termination of a previous discharge i s shown i n 
f i g u r e 10.1. When t h i s time i s short the secondary breakdown stress 
i s seen, i n t h i s case, '•: t o be close to tha t f o r the pure u . h . f . case, 
Ind ica t ing tha t the resul tant d r i f t f i e l d i s nearly zero. As the time 
increases the f i l m gradually discharges and the d r i f t f i e l d approaches 
i t s geometrical value of V / d . I n t h i s case the re laxa t ion time i s 
seen from f i g u r e 10.1 t o be approximately 3 hours. 
The I n i t i a l breakdown stress r e fe r red t o above i s tha t f o r zero 
po l a r i za t i on voltage and thus corresponds t o tha t approached when 
the time between successive discharges 1B large ( i . e . 209V/cm on 
f i g u r e 10. l ) . This i s found t o agree w i t h the breakdown stress 
expected when the po l a r i z a t i on voltage i s zero, i . e . the breakdown 
stress corresponding t o a d r i f t f i e l d of V / d . Figure 10.1 serves t o 
s 
demonstrate that the i n i t i a l and secondary breakdown stresses are 
c l e a r l y dist inguishable experimentally. 
The secondary breakdown stress measured immediately a f t e r a 
discharge was found to vary widely from f i l m t o f i l m . The range of 
values was found t o extend from tha t corresponding t o zero d r i f t f i e l d 
up t o that w i t h = V^/d when no po la r i za t ion was detectable. 
When the d r i f t f i e l d , E d c , i s ao small (< 5 vol ts /cm) tha t i t 
scarcely competes w i t h d i f f u s i o n as an e lec t ron removal mechanism, the 
u . h . f . breakdown stress i s indist inguishable from tha t when E^ c = 0. 
The ind ica t ion of a breakdown stress corresponding t o pure u . h . f . 
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breakdown does, therefore not necessarily mean tha t E^c = 0, but tha t 
E i c < 5 vol ts /cm. 
I t I s expected tha t cannot be reduced t o zero by the charging 
of surface f i l m s , since seme charge w i l l leak through the f i l m res i s -
tance which must be replaced by a un id i r ec t i ona l current f l o w across 
the gap. This necessitates some remaining d r i f t f i e l d t o j u s t un-
balance the discharge s u f f i c i e n t l y t o supply t h i s un id i r ec t i ona l 
current. Further i t f o l l ows that the higher the f i l m resistance, the 
less un id i r ec t i ona l leakage current f l o w and the less res idual un i -
d i r ec t i ona l f i e l d across the gap. This implies tha t the higher the 
po la r i za t ion voltage, the higher the f i l m resistance. From observa-
t i o n on the secondary breakdown stress i t i s thus possible to get same 
idea of the f iihrn resistance. Likewise the v a r i a t i o n i n t h i s stress 
from experiment t o experiment may be a t t r i b u t e d t o v a r i a t i o n i n f i l m 
resistance. This agrees w i t h the conclusion i n .section 9» 3 tha t 
s imi la r var ia t ions of the i n s t a b i l i t y and d r i f t of gap current r e su l t 
from var ia t ions i n f i l m resistance. 
10.2 Cyclic app l ica t ion of E ^ 
I f a f t e r charging the f i l m , the discharge i s terminated and V 
2 
i s reduced t o zero, the po la r i za t ion voltage, w i l l be l e f t across 
the f i l m and w i l l give r i s e t o a f i e l d of E d c a -V^ /d i n the gap. I f 
V » V , the breakdown stress should then equal the i n i t i a l stress 
P a 
wi th the f i l m discharge and V applied across the gap. 
2 
Experiments car r ied out i n t h i s way confirm t h i s view. Figure 10.2 
shows time p lo t s of the sequence of operations used and resu l t s 
obtained. 
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Curve A shows how the applied un id i r ec t i ona l gap voltage, V , 
a 
i s var ied , and Curve B shows the u .h . f* f i e l d t o give breakdown 
and subsequently t o maintain the discharge* The gaps i n t h i s curve 
correspond to. termination of the discharge and the peaks are the 
breakdown values. Curve C shows the observed un id i r ec t i ona l current 
f l o w , i , which represents the f i l m charging current , while Curw D 
2 
gives a diagrammatic representation of the suggested charge v a r i a t i o n 
on the electrode surfaces. 
S tar t ing on the l e f t of f i g u r e 10.2 ( t = o), the f i l m i s charging as 
a consequence of the f i e l d E ^ , applied t o the maintained discharge. 
Curve C shows the charging current. A f t e r 5 mins. the discharge i s 
terminated and a t 10 mins. V i s reduced t o zero, so tha t a un id i r ec t iona l 
2 
f i e l d of -Vp/d i s l e f t across the gap* The next breakdown stress 
corresponds aB predicted t o a d r i f t f i e l d of V / d since V ~ V . 
a P 2 
Curve C shows the f i l m discharging as the po l a r i za t i on i s reduced 
by the f l o w of gap current i n the reverse d i r e c t i o n t o normal since 
the f i e l d i s opposite t o normal. A subsequent breakdown measurement 
(33 mins.) thus corresponds t o the pure u*h*f. case. This suggests 
tha t a discharge i n the gap I n the absence of an applied un id i r ec t iona l 
f i e l d can ^remove: surface po la r i za t ion and reduce V^/d t o less than 
5 volts/cm. 
At hO mins. , V i s reapplied and the breakdown stress corresponds 
2 
t o V^/d. For t h i s value of E d c the breakdown stress i s more c r i t i c a l l y 
dependent on the d r i f t f i e l d ; thus V^/d i s zero t o w i t h i n less than 0.1 
vol t /cm. Thus i t may be concluded tha t a discharge i n the absence of 
T 
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a d r i f t f i e l d removes the surface polar izat ion* This i s as expected 
since a pure u . h . f . discharge between s imi la r electrodes i s essent ia l ly 
a symmetrical system, w i t h no net f l o w of charge ca r r i e r s across i t s 
boundaries and thus no net f l o w of charging current*. 
A f t e r t h i s breakdown (k2 mins.) the f i l m i s recharged by the 
current 1 (Curve C) so tha t a subsequent discharge i s that f o r the 
8 
pure u . h . f . case. At 6h mins. , V i s again removed and the conditions 
a 
a t the beginning of t h i s sequence are reeesbablished. This sequence may 
be continued I n d e f i n i t e l y w i t h s imi l a r resu l t s . 
I t was shown I n the previous chapter how the gap could be 
represented by the equivalent c i r c u i t of f i g u r e 9»5» I n the present 
experiment the bat tery supplying V has e f f e c t i v e l y been replaced by 
s 
a square wave generator, f i g u r e 10.3a. Thus the current waveform should 
be s imi la r t o the d i f f e r e n t i a l form of these appl ied square waves 
( f i g u r e 10.3b). The s i m i l a r i t y of t h i s waveform wi th tha t of Curve C 
i s Immediately apparent. 
10.3 Calculat ion of f i l m constants 
From information gained from these experiments i t i s possible 
t o derive values f o r the i n t e r n a l resistance of the f i l m , Rp, i t s 
capacitance, Cp, and an approximate value of the f i l m thickness, dp. 
As before i t i s assumed tha t there are precisely s imi l a r uniform 
f i l m s completely covering the opposing faces of the electrodes. 
I n the previous chapter an expression was derived f o r the 
po la r i za t ion voltage, V^, i n terms of the f i l m capacitance and the 
un id i r ec t iona l gap current , i , (equation 9*12) as 
a 
110. 
2t 2t 
o 
t F TV . d t P °v a 10.1 
I n the above experiments, V i s measured f rom breakdown 
measurements, 1 as a f unc t i on of time while the f i l m i s charging 
9 
and the re laxa t ion time, rp, from measurements s imi l a r t o these of 
f i g u r e 10.1. I t i s therefore possible t o evaluate Cp from equation 10.1. 
Since the f i l m may be expected t o be very t h i n the width of the 
charge layer may be expected t o be of the order of f i l m thickness, dp. 
Thus a value of dp calculated from Cp by assuming the f i l m t o be 
equivalent t o a p a r a l l e l p la te capacitor, must be regarded as an 
o 
e f f e c t i v e thickness. The true thickness i s probably a few Angstrom uni ts 
greater than t h i s . Nevertheless such calculat ions provide a use fu l 
ind ica t ion of f i l m thickness, but require some assumption as t o the r e l a -
t i v e p e r m i t t i v i t y of the f i l m material . / .Further, the re laxa t ion time i s 
CpRp so tha t i t may be used t o calculate the resistance of the f i l m and 
i t s r e s i s t i v i t y , o p , since the e f f e c t i v e dimensions of the f i l m are 
known. 
I n the p a r t i c u l a r case of experiments described I n t h i s chapter, 
the propert ies of the f i l m assumed present, were as f o l l o w s . 
Cp = 3500 pF 
ep/dp « 1.8 x lO^nT 1 
o 
Assuming £ p » 1» d^ » 500 A 
Rp * 10 X 2 f i 
Op » 10 1 8ft.cm. 
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I t i s thus concluded tha t i n t h i s t y p i c a l case, the experimental 
o 
observations are explicable wi th a f i l m 500 A t h i c k , w i th a res i s -
t i v i t y of 10*8fl.cm. 
Values of Rp are found t o vary widely from f i l m t o f i l m , 
probably corresponding t o var ia t ions i n thickness. The values of Rp 
obtained here may be compared wi th those calculated from the i n i t i a l 
r i s e of i (Chapter 9 section 9*3)* Thus i n the pa r t i cu l a r case of 
so 
the r i se of i Bhowa i n f i g u r e 8.2, R_ has been shown to be 1.k x 
so * 
10 l o a. This value and that above ore w i t h i n the range of Rp observed 
experimental l y . This i l l u s t r a t e s the range of Rp which may be 
observed from experiment t o experiment. Reasonable agreement has 
bean found between the values of Rp calculated f rom the i n i t i a l r i s e 
of i ^ , and by the present method, confirming the hypothesis of the 
presence of a f i l m . 
10. k Use of the e l l i p s o i d f i e l d meter 
All a l t e rna t ive measurement of the f i e l d i n the gap and thus the 
po la r i za t ion vol tage, may be made using the e l l i p s o i d f i e l d meter 
already described. This instrument may be ca l ib ra ted i n terms of 
known un id i r ec t i ona l f i e l d s and subsequently used f o r d i r ec t 
measurement of the f i e l d r e su l t i ng from the po l a r i za t i on voltage, V • 
Ca l ib ra t ion i s ca r r ied out by discharging the f i l m and applying 
known un id i r ec t iona l voltages across the gap when the f i e l d i s the 
geometrical f i e l d ; V / d . The f i l m may be discharged by a l lowing s u f f i c i e n t 
s 
time f o r the charge t o leak through the i n t e r n a l resistance of the f i l m . 
A l t e r n a t i v e l y , when the re laxa t ion time i s too long f o r t h i s t o be 
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convenient, a u . h . f . discharge may be run without anspplied unidi rec-
t i o n a l gap voltage, when the f i l m should be discharged as a consequence 
of the symmetry of a pure u . h . f . discharge as described previously. 
The method of measurement i s t o run a discharge i n the presence 
of an applied d r i f t f i e l d , terminate the discharge and remove the 
applied voltage. Any d r i f t f i e l d remaining i s then due t o surface 
po la r i za t ion only, and may be measured w i t h the f i e l d meter. 
As a consequence of the square law nature of t h i s instrument, i t 
i s r e l a t i v e l y insensi t ive a t small values of f i e l d strength. This may 
be overcome t o a large extent by using a thinner f i b r e , which reduces 
the t o r s i o n a l con t ro l and thus increases the s e n s i t i v i t y . However, 
the frequency of o s c i l l a t i o n and thus the c a l i b r a t i o n , then becomes 
c r i t i c a l l y dependent on the amount of damping and thus on the gas 
pressure. An a l t e rna t ive so lu t ion , which has been appl ied i n many experi-
ments, i s t o use the f a c t t ha t a small change i n . ' f i e l d strength i s more 
eas i ly detectable a t higher f i e l d values. Thus the f i e l d i n the gap i s 
re inforced by e f f e c t i v e l y Increasing the gap voltage before measurements 
are made. 
Fie lds measured wi th the e l l i p s o i d f ie ldmeter agree completely 
wi th those obtained by breakdown stress measurements. This 1B t rue 
Independently of the way i n which the f i l m i s discharged f o r c a l i b r a t i o n 
purposes. Thus there i s complete confirmation of the previous work, and, 
therefore , considerable evidence f o r surface po l a r i za t i on . 
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CHATTER 11 
THE FORMATION AND REMOVAL OF SURFACE FILMS 
Evidence having been found f o r the presence of surface f i l m s , the 
present chapter w i l l deal w i t h attempts t o remove them and avoid t h e i r 
format ion. 
I n the experiments described so f a r , Apiezon greaseias used i n the 
taps;, Apeizon o i l i n the D i f f u s i o n pump and Amyl Acetate had been used 
f o r deposition of the oxide coating on the f i l ament and cleaning the 
electrodes. I t was f e l t tha t these substances, present as impur i t ies 
i n the system, might be responsible f o r the present of an insu la t ing 
surface f l i i m . To reduce the p a r t i a l pressures of these impuri t ies a 
more e f f i c i e n t system of cold traps was therefore considered desirable. 
Since a t t h i s po in t i n the work the apparatus was moved t o a new lab-
oratory, the opportunity was taken t o redesign the vacuum system com-
p l e t e l y . This system i s shown i n f i g u r e 11.1 and was used throughout 
the work that f o l l o w s . 
The basic p r inc ip les used i n the design of the new system were as 
f o l l o w s . 
1. The chamber was i so la ted from the pumping system by a cold t rap 
(c i n f i g u r e 11.1). This was to prevent back-flow of impur i t ies 
i . e . o i l vapours etc . i n t o the chamber. 
2. A system of cold traps (A and D) was placed close t o the chamber 
t o t rap any impuri t ies tha t were released from surfaces during an 
experiment. 
3* The pumping l i n e was shortened, so tha t the d i f f u s i o n pump was as 
Ilk. 
close as possible to the chamber. This allowed more rapid 
pumping so that the chamber could be is o l a t e d from the pumping 
system by a stop-cock sooner, and thus there i s l e s s time 
during which the flow of vapours from the pump might contaminate 
the chamber. 
k» The gas pipetting and the pressure measuring systems were 
isolated from the chamber by cold traps (A sad B) to prevent 
exchange of vapour impurities between these sections. To further 
f a c i l i t a t e t h i s , separate pumping l i n e s were used to the gas pipetting 
and the pressure measuring systems ( v i a D) and the chamber ( v i a C). 
Each of these l i n e s contained a cold trap to minimise enchange of 
vapours v i a the pumping system. I n p a r t i c u l a r the system was 
arranged to prevent Acetate vapour from the electrodes i n the 
chamber from contaminating the whole system. 
5* Provision was made to Introduce gas into the chamber a t a previously 
determined pressure* To f a c i l i t a t e t h i s a 6 stage pipetting system 
was used and a needle valve I n s t a l l e d to provide delicate control 
of the f i l l i n g operation. The needle valve was bypassed by an ordi-
nary tap to f a c i l i t a t e pumping of the system on the f a r side of the 
valve* I n the event of accidentally f i l l i n g the chamber to too 
high a pressure, the gas i n the chamber could be expanded into 
section X, and a second attempt a t f i l l i n g could then be made. 
I f lower pressures are required than are measureable on the 
gauge, these may be measured i n expansion k or 5 and then further 
expanded into the chamber. 
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I n the experiments that follow Silicone O i l type 70*4- was used 
i n the diffusion pump and Sili c o n e grease i n the taps. No filament 
was i n s t a l l e d . 
Following the i n s t a l l a t i o n of t h i s vacuum system a s e r i e s of 
experiments were undertaken to t e s t the e f f i c i e n c y of the system 
with respect to f i l m b u i l d up. The method used to detect f i l m s was 
by the following s e r i e s of operations based on the r e s u l t s of Chapter 10:-
a ) Any residual polarization of the f i l m was removed by irunnlnga--
a pure u.h.f. discharge. 
b) A unid i r e c t i o n a l voltage, V , was applied to the gap and the 
a 
u.h.f. breakdown st r e s s measured. This corresponded to a d r i f t 
V 
f i e l d of volts/cm. During the discharge which followed, the 
fil m s , i f present, were changed to some voltage, V . 
p V - V 
c ) This discharge was terminated, leaving a f i e l d of 2 ^ — 2 i n the 
gap, which was determined by measurements of the secondary u.h.f. 
breakdown s t r e s s . 
the 
The difference of/breakdown stresses measured i n steps b and c, 
then indicated V • I f the f i l m i s ittoire I t may be expected that V 
P P 
be small. Thus V - V ~ V and the measurement of V i s made I n a a P a P 
region where the u.h.f. breakdown s t r e s s i s c r i t i c a l l y dependent on V^. 
Thus regarding the indication of a polarization voltage ( i . e . a d i f f e r -
ence i n the two breakdown s t r e s s measurements) as indicating the presence 
of a f i l m , t h i s method i s a s e n s i t i v e indicator of the presence of fi l m s . 
A s e r i e s of experiments was undertaken i n which the electrodes were 
cleaned, quickly put into the chamber and pumf&ng commenced. On f i l l i n g 
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with hydrogen or argon to a given pressure (about 5 mnuHg.) t e s t s 
were made f o r f i l m s using the above technique. These suggested that 
there was l e s s surface p o l a r i z a t i o n i f traps A and 5 were applied i n 
addition to trap G during pumping* I f pumping was f i n i s h e d a f t e r only 
a short time, the chamber f i l l e d and.tests made rapidly, the p o l a r i z a -
tion detected was found to be very small. 
A further decrease i n the p o l a r i z a t i o n voltage was found to occur 
i f the electrodes were cleaned with Jewellers rouge only, rather than 
with amyl acetate. I n l a t e r experiments rouge was used exclusively 
f o r cleaning purposes. 
To conclude, surface polarization, may be reduced i f ( i ) traps A 
and B are applied e a r l y i n the pumping stages ( i i ) the pumping time i s 
reduced to a minimum and ( i l l ) jewellens rouge i s used f o r cleaning the 
electrodes. 
I t would therefore appear possible to reduce the i n i t i a l l y detected 
polarization to an acceptable l e v e l using these techniques, but complete 
removal does not appear possible. Further there i s some evidence for an 
increase of p o l a r i z a t i o n with time on leaving the system to stand. This 
i s , however, only a small e f f e c t . 
DavieB (prdivate communication) has shown that s i l i c o n e grease 
rapidly forms a l a y e r over metal surfaces by condensation from vapour 
contaminating the system. The above r e s u l t s are compatible with the 
idea that some f i l m may be b u i l t up i n t h i s way. However, the r e s u l t s 
are by no means conclusive. For instance slow oxidation of the electrodes 
caused by the presence of oxygen as an impurity might cause t h i s increase 
of polarization on leaving the apparatus to stand. Further, there i s no 
11?. 
reason to assume that one mechanism only e x i s t s . 
11»1 Cleaning Electrodes by Bombardment with hydrogen ions 
Llewellyn Jones and Davies (1951 a and b) have shown that the 
var i a t i o n s of d.c. sparking potential a f t e r prolonged bombardment of 
an oxide f i l m with hydrogen ions, i s compatible with the idea that 
t h i s f i l m i s slowly removed by t h i s bombardment. Thus i f the present 
f i l m were one of oxide, i t might w e l l be removed by running a hydrogen 
discharge i n the gap* I t i s inte r e s t i n g to note that Llewellyn Jones 
and Davies (1951a) used s i l i c o n greased taps but mercury diffusion 
pumps iso l a t e d by l i q u i d a i r traps. The impurities i n t h e i r system may 
therefore be expected to d i f f e r from those inlQie present system by the 
presence of pump o i l vapour. However, the diffusion pump i s w e l l 
i s o l a t e d from the chamber by traps A, B and G. (Figure 1 1 . l ) . 
Following Llewellyn Jones and Davies an attempt was made to c l e a r 
the r e s i d u a l polarization by running a discharge i n hydrogen. A uni-
d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d of 500 volts/cm was applied together with a u.h.f. 
f i e l d . The discharge was run for a few weeks and periodic t e s t s of 
surface polarization were made. These revealed that surface polariza-
tion was increasing with time and eventually almost a l l the unidirectional 
voltage was dropped across the fil m s . Further running of the discharge 
did not a f f e c t t h i s condition. Further experiments uBlng a 50 c.p.s. 
alte r n a t i n g voltage i n place of the unidirectional voltage across the 
gap. when electrons and lone a l t e r n a t e l y bombard each electrode, gave 
s i m i l a r r e s u l t s . Taese observations suggest that the f i l m was being 
b u i l t up rather than being removed. 
Pure u,h,fc 
motion of glow 
bright 
f l a s h 
filamentary disoharge 
Combined ifciuf* and unidirectional f i e l d s * 
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Uprto t h i s point In the investigation no f i l m or tarnish had 
been observed on the electrode surfaces. However, a f t e r running 
the discharges described above there was considerable tarnishing 
of the electrodes and fi l m s , exhibiting interference fringes, 
were c l e a r l y v i s i b l e ; 
11.H.1 The form of discharge observed 
With such f i l m s , the form of discharge observed I n the gap, 
with combined unidirectional and u.h.f. fieldswas of Interest. 
A pure u.h.f. discharge a t higher power than would give breakdown 
i s observed as a c y l i n d r i c a l glow, between, but not touching, the 
electrodes (figure 11 .2a) . I t does not f i l l the f u l l width of 
the gap and I s usually asymmetrically positioned. This position 
fluctuates over the electrode surfaces, remaining In any one place 
f o r only a short time. 
On applying a high u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d to t h i s , the glow i t s e l f 
i s unaltered* However, with f i e l d s above about 100 volts/cm, there; a r e 
occasional bright f l a s h e s on the cathode.-.surface followed by a filamentary 
originating from 
discharge across the gap caxSgstasMy/the point of the f l a s h (figure 11.2b) . 
Immediately following t h i s , the glow moves away from the region where the 
bright f l a s h occurred. These filamentary discharges occur a t random times 
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and the bright f l a s h can occur anywhere on the electrode surface, but 
only on the cathode. 
The mechanism of t h i s discharge has not been investigated i n 
d e t a i l . However, the bright f l a s h e s on the electrode might be the 
r e s u l t of the f i l m breaking down under the high unidirectional f i e l d 
r e s u l t i n g from surface charge on the fil m . I t i s suggested i n section 
11 . 3 , that the relaxation time i s compatible with a f i l m of s i l i c a . For 
such a material the breakdown st r e s s would be abort 1 0 a v/cm. This would 
correspond to a voltage across a f i l m 5 x 1CT 5 cms t h i c k of 30 v o l t s . 
I t i s therefore to be expected that the f i l m might break down i f the 
applied unidirectional gap voltage was greater than some 60 v o l t s . I n 
pra c t i s e bright flashes on the surface are only observed i f the voltage 
i s greater than thisvalue, suggesting that these represent points a t 
which the f i l m has broken-down. 
Tae cathode was p i t t e d a f t e r t h i s experiment suggesting that 
considerable energy i s released during t h i s breakdown. A yellow deposit 
was afterwards found on the walls of the chamber, close to the gap* 
suggesting that some brass had been removed from the cathode. I n t h e i r 
work on pulsed microwave' discharges i n resonators (A = 10 cms), Prowse 
and J a s i n s k i found s i m i l a r bright spots on t h e i r electrode surfaces 
which showed the spectrum of the electrode material. Their electrodes 
were a l s o found to be f i t t e d . 
A possible explanation of why these flashes only occur on the 
cathode might be that the incidence of positive ions plays some part i n 
i n i t i a t i n g the breakdown of the fil m , e.g. by the secondary emission of 
electrons. 
f 
KLeotrode 
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I t I s to be expected that the surface charge I s drained around 
the point a t which the f i l m broke down. Thus i n the v i c i n i t y of 
t h i s point the breakdown st r e s s w i l l correspond to that with an 
additional u n i d i r e c t i o n a l f i e l d . Hence a movement of the glow to a 
region where the electrons have a longer time to ionize and the glow 
i s e a s i e r to maintain, might be expected to follow the f i l m breakdown. 
This would explain the observed movement of the glow. 
11 .1 .2 . Films observed a f t e r discharges i n hydrogen 
The t y p i c a l f i l m observed a f t e r running a discharge with an 
and 
alt e r n a t i v e unidirectional / 5 0 c.p.s. alternating f i e l d superimposed 
on the u.h.f•, f o r a few weeks w i l l be discussed i n d e t a i l ; 
Over the emitting electrode surface (cathode) there was an 
apparently uniform f i l m exhibiting interference fringes around the 
edges of the electrodes. Over the surface bounding the discharge, the 
f i l m was unaffected by cleaning with dry ti s s u e or acetone whereas the 
back of the electrodes, which showed some tarnish, could e a s i l y be 
cleaned with acetone. Thus there appears to be some fundamental 
difference between the f i l m over the electrode surface and the tarnish 
behind the electrode. The existence of Interference fringes round the 
curving surface of the electrode may thus be interpreted as a region 
where the f i l m over the electrode surface reduces i n thickness. Thus 
the f i l m appears to be confined to the region of the electrode bounding 
the discharge of which figure 11.3 shows a cross-section. From observa-
o 
tion of the fringes, the f i l m thickness i s of the order of l Q 4 A. 
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Over the c o l l e c t i n g electrode (anode) the f i l m appeared to be 
l e s s uniform. Around the curved edges of the electrodes interference 
fringes were again observable i n day-light. A sketch of the fringes 
observed under sodium l i g h t i s shown i n figure 11.km No fringes were 
observed In the ce n t r a l region which appeared to be clean, but some 
darker and l i g h t e r regions were observed around the holes, as i s 
suggested i n figure 11.km As with the emitting electrode the f i l m 
appeared to be confined to the surface bounding the discharge. On 
both electrodes, no interference fringes were found on the electrode 
assembly except over the region bounding the discharge. 
The following conclusions may be drawn, 
a ) Since the f i l m i s confined to surfaces bounding the discharge, 
i t i s probable that the discharge i t s e l f was responsible f o r the 
formation of the films. 
b) The f a c t that the f i l m on the cathode i s , i n general, thicker 
than that on the anode, suggests that seme p o s i t i v e l y charged 
ion I s Involved. 
I t i s interesting to note that r e s u l t a) i s a t variance with the 
corresponding r e s u l t s of Llewellyn Jones and Davies. 
11.2 Bombardment with Argon Ions 
I n analysing the processes of f i l m Ebrmationby a discharge, i t i s of 
Interest to have some knowledge of the part played by the gas i t s e l f . 
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Thus the above experiments were repeated using argon a t about 5 mm 
pressure. Such experiments are a l s o of in t e r e s t since Farnsworth 
and h i s colleagues (1955) have suggested a method of cleaning surfaces 
employing argon ion bombardment. 
Here again a f i l m was b u i l t up confined to the surface bounding 
the discharge, but of quite a different nature from that formed by 
a hydrogen discharge. I t appeared white when seen by the naked eye 
and exhibited no interference fringes* When viewed under the micro-
scope, illuminated with l i g h t p a r a l l e l to the electrode surface and 
using a magnification of 600, the 'film' was seen to have a granuar 
structure. These ' p a r t i c l e s ' were apparently distributed evenly over 
both electrodes. 
On the cathode, the p a r t i c l e s appeared Just l e s s than l u across. 
Large aggregates of these p a r t i c l e s , p i l e d to a depth of 2-k p a r t i c l e s , 
were common. These were of no defi n i t e shape, but ranged from l i n e s to 
c i r c u l a r structures. The background p a r t i c l e s were of constant den-
s i t y r i g ht up to the boundary of these aggregates. 
On the anode, the p a r t i c l e s were again about lp, diameter I n the 
centre of the electrode, but decreased to hal f t h i s diameter a t the 
edges* A few small aggregates were observed but these were rare, 
consisting of not more than .{flen! individual p a r t i c l e s ( i . e . much 
smaller than observed on the cathode). 
The density of p a r t i c l e s was d i f f i c u l t to determine due to lac k of 
resolution. However, they appeared to be Just s u f f i c i e n t l y dense to 
cover the electrode surface and In places there appeared to be more 
than one l a y e r of p a r t i c l e s . 
The f a c t that t h i s f i l m d i f f e r s considerably from that formed 
i n the presence of hydrogen, suggests that the gas plays some part 
i n the process. I t would be interesting to f i n d the way i n which 
these films d i f f e r chemically. However, there i s i n general too 
l i t t l e material to perform any d e f i n i t e tests* Nevertheless, an 
X-ray powder photograph was taken using some of the f i l m b u i l t up 
i n argon. Unfortunately, the r e s u l t showed an amorphous structure 
and no elements could be detected. 
11.3 Relaxation time 
On the face of i t , the material of the f i l m could be recognised 
by measuring the relaxation time and comparing i t with values 
measured on materials In bulk or calculated from the product of the 
r e s i s t i v i t y and permittivity of the materials. However, i t i s not 
c e r t a i n that the properties of the material i n bulk are applicable 
to very t h i n f i l m s . For instance, I f the f i l m thickness i s l e s s than 
o 
the mean free path of electrons i n the material (of the order of 100 A) 
an abnormally low resistance with corresponding decrease i n r e s i s t i v i t y 
from the value from measurements on the material i n bulk, might be 
expected. Thus i t i s l i k e l y that the relaxation time, Tp> decrea'ereB 
o 
with f i l m thickness when t h i s thickness i s l e s s than about 10 s A. How-
o 
ever, f o r f i l m s of thickness greater than 10 a A, the measurement of T F i s 
expected to provide a useful indication of the material of the f i l m . 
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The e l l i p s o i d f i e l d meter i s a sa t i s f a c t o r y device f o r the 
measurement of relaxation times. The f i l m may be charged by 
running a u.h.f. discharge i n the presence of an applied u n i d i r e c t i o n a l 
gap voltage. Direct measurement of the f i e l d r e s u l t i n g from the 
polarization voltage may then be made as a function of time a f t e r 
termination of the discharge and removal of the applied gap voltage. 
Tae e l l i p s o i d i n no way in t e r f e r e s with the charge on the sur-
faces, so that the voltage across the fi l m s may be measured while 
retaining a high insulation of the surface. I t i s thus possible to 
measure the decrease i n voltage as the surface charge leaks away 
through i t s own in t e r n a l resistance. I n t h i s way a d i r e c t measure-
ment of the relaxation time constant of a f i l m i s f e a s i b l e , provided 
that the rate of charge of voltage i s s u f f i c i e n t l y small to enable an 
adequate number of e l l i p s o i d swings to be observed. 
The relaxation time of the f i l m deposited by prolonged discharge 
i n hydrogen (section 11 .1 .2 ) was measured using t h i s technique. A 
plot of polarization voltage against time i s shown i n figure 11.5> 
which Indicates a relaxation time of about 2 x 1 0 3 mins (about 2 days). 
Comparing t h i s with the time constant of 200 mins observed i n the case 
(Chapter 10) when Apiezoh grease and o i l was used i n the system, suggests 
that there are dif f e r e n t f i l m materials i n the two cases* This indicates 
that the grease or o i l played some part i n the formation of the f i l m . 
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o 
The f JJbu with Apiezon grease and o i l was only some 500 A thick 
which i s of the order of the expected mean f r e e path of an electron, 
so that a low value of r y might be expected. Measurement of T ? with 
a f i l m b u i l t up as the above, which did not exhibit interference 
fringes and thias was expected to be thinner, but was s u f f i c i e n t l y 
t h i c k to give considerable polarization, gave relaxation times of 
s i m i l a r order to those indicated i n figure 11 .5 . On the other hand 
fo r very t h i n films exhibiting only a nmall amount of polarization 
a much smaller value of r-p did occur. To conclude, i t would appear 
that Tj, and thus the f i l m material In the present experiments d i f f e r s 
from that when Aplezon grease and o i l were used. 
Comparison of the value of Tp f o r the f i l m b u i l t up by prolonged 
discharge I n hydrogen, and relaxation times calculated from properties 
of various materials i n bulk suggests that t h i s f i l m consists of s i l i c a 
f o r which the expected relaxation time i s 5 x 1 0 s tains (fused s i l i c a ) . 
Comparison of the relaxation times of f i l m s b u i l t up by discharges i n 
argon and hydrogen suggest that the materials are different i n the two 
cases. However, t h i s difference might be the r e s u l t of differences i n 
the structure rather than i n the chemical composition of the film. 
Experiments of t h i s type can thus be used to Investigate the 
nature of films b u i l t up under d i f f e r i n g conditions. I n p a r t i c u l a r , 
the nature of the present film might be investigated by measuring the 
relaxation time of f ilms b u i l t up by discharges when the d i f f e r e n t 
impurities i n the system are present i n varying amounts. I n t h i s way 
those impurities contributing to the formation of the f i l m might be 
traced. This type of experiment has been only p a r t i a l l y attempted I n 
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the above vork. A detailed investigation would provide an in t e r e s t i n g 
experiment f o r the future* 
11. k Monitoring Film ThickneBB ( i n Argon) 
V 
The e f f e c t i v e resistance of the f i l m i s -p, so that assuming a 
e 
constant r e s i s t i v i t y , the r e l a t i v e thickness of a f i l m may be easily 
obtained from simultaneous measurements of V and i . P r i o r t o an 
P a 
investigation of the rate of increase of t h i s r e l a t i v e thickness as 
the f i l m i s b u i l t up by the discharge, the V - i characteristics of 
P 2 
various f i l m s b u i l t up i n argon were measured t o 'establish the way 
V 
i n which the measured r e l a t i v e thickness -r^, can vary with V • *. p A series of experiments was therefore carried out i n which i and 2 
V were measured, f o r various values of applied gap voltage V • Die P s 
experimental procedure was as follows: 
a) The f i l m was discharged by use of a pure u.h.f. discharge i n the 
gap, and observation made of the unidi r e c t i o n a l current, 1 , which 
2 
flowed during the process and tended t o zero as the process was 
completed. 
b) A u n i d i r e c t i o n a l voltage, V was applied t o the gap and the u.h.f. 
2 
breakdown stress measured. Values of breakdown stress thus obtained 
were used t o p l o t a calibrated curve of breakdown stress against V • 
a 
This was then used t o determine the gap voltage, V^, f o r subsequent 
experiments* 
c) A f t e r t h i s breakdown, a mln was allowed f o r the f i l m t o charge up and 
so approach the steady condition. The current i was then measured. 
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d) Immediately a f t e r t h i s measurement, V was measured by terminating 
the discharge, reducing V t o zero, and then determining the 
2 
breakdown stress. From the calibrated curve derived from results 
(b) the value of V corresponding to t h i s stress was read o f f 
d i r e c t l y . (This method was found to be most accurate since 
V * V ). 
Curve B of fig u r e 11.6 i s a t y p i c a l p l o t of i 2 against f o r a given 
f i l m . Curve C, i s the f i l m r e s u l t i n g from B a f t e r running a discharge 
/ f i e l d f o r 55 mins with f u l l power u.h.f./and V = kO v o l t s . As expected t h i s 
2 
f i l m (C) has a higher e f f e c t i v e resistance than the o r i g i n a l f i l m (B), 
which may be interpreted as an increase i n thickness. The corresponding 
p l o t B of V against V are shown i n fig u r e 11.7. P a 
One interesting case which often occurred has properties t y p i f i e d 
by curves A of figures 11.6 and 11.7. Figure 11.6 shows that above a 
polar i z a t i o n voltage of some 30 v o l t s the current, i > rises steeply. 
2 
I f the applied voltage, V , (f i g u r e 11.7) i s raised above the value t o give 
2 
V p « 30 v o l t s , l i t t l e f u r t h e r increase i n occurs. This i s as expected 
i f the f i l m i t s e l f had broken down a t a value of V of 30 v o l t s . The 
P 
rapid r i s e of current before t h i s ( f i g u r e 11.6) suggests the onset of 
some ionization phenomena i n the f i l m i t s e l f . The f a c t that curves 
B and C do not show t h i s tendency t o a maximum value of V and a 'runaway' 
of i , suggests that these f i l m s are thicker than A and thus require a 2 
greater value of V t o break them down. Experiments t o t e s t t h i s have 
not yet been attempted, but would provide interesting data on the 
mechanism represented by curve A. 
I f t h i s were true, t h i s would provide a simple means of investiga-
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t i n g the breakdown of Jftrin- d i - e l e c t r i c f i l m s . Having completed 
such work, measurements of the f i l m breakdown stress might provide 
a very accurate means of measuring f i l m thickness. 
11.k. 1 Measurement of the rate of formation of a f i l m by a 
discharge i n Argon 
I n these experiments the f i l m was allowed t o b u i l d up under a 
u.h.f. discharge with an applied unidirection gap voltage of kQV(V ). 
a 
During t h i s process the thickness of the f i l m was monitored by periodic 
measurements Of i and V , the l a t t e r by periodic ^ measurements of the 
2 P 
u.h.f. breakdown stress. 
I n the p a r t i c u l a r experiment described below V remained a t 35.9 
v o l t s t o w i t h i n the accuracy to which i t could be measured («2#). On 
the other hand i showed a progressive decrease with time, as shown i n 
2 
f i g u r e 11.8. 
On switching on the discharge, with the f i l m s i n i t i a l l y discharged, 
1 rose t o a high value and then d r i f t e d back over the f i r s t 20 6ecs. 
2 
This can be Interpreted as the charging of the f i l m by 1 . As the f i l m 
2 
i s charged the voltage across the discharge decreases and hence 1 
2 
decreases towards i t s steady value. Once the f i l m has been charged, the 
whole of the gap current must flow through the f i l m leakage resistance. 
Since V i s essentially constant, t h i s implies that i can only change P 2 
i f the f i l m resistance changes, d u s the decrease of i with time must 
2 
correspond tQ an Increasing f i l m resistance. Assuming the r e s i s t i v i t y 
i s constant t h i s may be interpreted as an Increase of f i l m thickness, d . 
V F 
Thus remembering dj,<x -jE and V i s a constant, f i g u r e 11.8 may be 
2 
• 
: ! 
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replotted as ~ against time (f i g u r e 11*9) which i s essantially a p l o t 
sr.-
of the r e l a t i v e f i l m thickness against time. This suggests that there 
i s a slow b u i l d up of the f i l m t o twice the thickness i n about 10 mins. 
This rate of b u i l d up corresponds t o an increase of about 0.5 x 
10~ 4 cm i n f i l m thickness, and 10~* cm3 i n f i l m volume, during 10 mins. 
Assuming th a t one molecule has a volume of 10~ 2 a cms3, t h i s would suggest 
that 1 0 1 S molecules must be deposited i n ten minutes. On the other hand, 
i f the impurity responsible f o r t h i s f i l m occurred i n the gap a t a 
pressure of 1CT5 ram.Hg., the gap would only contain some I O 1 0 molecules. 
This suggests that the whole of the material diffuses i n t o the gap during 
t h i s ten minutes. 
Taking the d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t as being about.1. i n e.g.s. u n i t s , 
the rate of flow of vapour i n t o the gap can be estimated a t 10 9 molecules/ 
sec. Thus the time required t o b u i l d up the above f i l m would be of the 
order of 10 9 sees. This rate of flow i s c l e a r l y I n s u f f i c i e n t t o explain 
the observed rate of b u i l d up. 
I t i s u n l i k e l y that the impurities e x i s t t o any higher pressure, 
unless present i n the gas introduced i n t o the chamber. Cold traps would 
be expected t o trap any organic vapours which might be present and i t i s 
unlikely that any substance not trapped would be responsible f o r the 
fi l m s . 
There i s the p o s s i b i l i t y that the observed rate of b u i l d up i s 
f i c t i c i o u s . I f the r e s i s t i v i t y were t o increase steeply with f i l m 
thickness I n the region i n which t h i s experiment were performed, i t might 
be possible t o explain t h i s rapid increase i n f i l m resistance with a 
much smaller Increase i n f i l m thickness. As discussed i n the previous 
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section some v a r i a t i o n of t h i s form may be expected f o r f i l m s of 
approximately lCT 6 cmr, thick. I t i s therefore l i k e l y that vhat i s 
observed i s the deposition of a t h i n layer on a f i l m of about 1CT5 cmr 
th i c k t o give a greatly increased f i l m resistance. Thus t h i s does not 
rule out impurities as a source of f i l m material. 
The dip of fi g u r e 11.8, which occurs a t about 30 sees, does not 
always occur, and at present there i s i n s u f f i c i e n t information f o r an 
explanation t o be attempted. Consideration of the decrease i n the rate 
of b u i l d up of the f i l m at 1300 sees, likewise requires f u r t h e r informa-
t i o n before a d e f i n i t e explanation can be presented. However, possible 
explanations might be that the f i l m i s flaking:/ o f f the electrodes as 
rapidly as i t i s put on, or t h a t there i s a <&e$iL^ t'&:b&i of vapour round 
the gap, or that there i s some change i n r e s i s t i v i t y . There i s f u r t h e r 
evidence f o r the f i r s t of these i n th a t a white deposit slowly forms on 
the bottom of the chamber. Further such a flaking:; o f f of the f i l m would 
explain the observation that the resistance of a f i l m decreases on 
standing. Thus f i l m C could be reduced t o f i l m B by leaving overnight. 
The f a c t that such observations as these described above might be 
explained i n terms of some electron bombardment conductivity, emphasises 
the need t o repeat these experiments with f i l m s of known thickness and 
to obtain independent measurements of the r e s i s t i v i t y . Fundamentally 
such experiments are necessary f o r complete j u s t i f i c a t i o n of t h i s form 
of measurement of f i l m thickness. Nevertheless Becker (190k) and Ansbacfoer 
and Ehrenberg (1951) have shown that bombardment with electrons of energy 
of those present In the above experiments, i s u n l i k e l y t o produce a marked 
ef f e c t . Nevertheless t o c l a r i f y the mechanism of the above measurements 
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f u r t h e r controlled experiments using known impurities are desirable. 
11.5 Conclusions 
There appears t o be considerable evidence that the f i l m i s b u i l t 
up by the discharge. This i s indicated by the predominance of the 
f i l m over surfaces bounding the discharge and by the Increase i n 
resistance of a f i l m a f t e r subjection t o the presence of a discharge. 
I n general, the f i l m i s b u i l t up on both electrodes, but there i s 
a tendency f o r there t o be a thicker f i l m on the cathode, suggesting 
that some p o s i t i v e l y charged ion i s responsible f o r the b u i l d up of 
the f i l m * The f a c t that i t i s b u i l t up on both electrodes 1B t o be 
expected i n a system where the electron energy i s supplied predominantly 
by a u.h.f. f i e l d . Under such conditions a considerable flow of positive 
ions to the anode may be expected and thus a f i l m i s b u i l t up on the 
anode as w e l l as on the cathode. 
Possible origins of the f i l m 
Since the f i l m s are often v i s i b l e and sometimes cause a deposit 
a t the bottom of the enclosure, they cannot consist of adsorbed gas 
but must be of material s o l i d a t ordinary temperatures. Thus i t i s 
l i k e l y that the ions which eventually cause the b u i l d up, are derived 
from large impurity molecules. 
I t i s t o be expected t h a t these impurity moleculeB are co-valent. 
Thus they can only be ionized by the breaking of a co-valent bond so 
that a corresponding negative ion i s t o be expected. However, experi-
mental observation of the f i l m s suggest that t h i s negative ion plays 
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no major part I n the formation of f i l m s . 
A possible source of these Impurities i s the silicones employed 
i n the pump o i l and tap grease. As already mentioned Llewellyn Jones 
and Davies did not use silicone pump o i l and they apparently d i d not 
have f i l m formation. Another source could be glass decomposition 
products sputtered from the walls of the enclosure, but i f t h i s i s so 
i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o see why Llewellyn Jones and Davies d i d not have 
f i l m formation. 
Silicones 
Silicone greases and o i l s consist of polymers containing the 
fiiloxane r a d i c a l : — 
I I I SI 0 — Si 
I I I" 
Dibeler, Mohler and Reese (1953) have made mass spectrograph studies of 
the ions formed by electron bombardment of hexamethyl diailoxane, 
CH Si 0 Si CH 
3 3 
! I 
CH CH 
3 3 
and octamethyl trirsiloxane, 
CH CH CH 
3 3 3 
I. I. I-
CH SI 0 SI 0 — 6 1 CH 
3 3 
I I I . 
CH CH CH 
3 a 3 
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Table 11.1 Mass spectra of hexamethyl disiloxane (CH ) SI 0 
3 e a 
m 
e Ion Relative i n t e n s i t y a t 70 v o l t s Appearance nominal electron energy Potential eV 
66 (CH ) Si O"*"*" 12.U 25 
3 4 a 
73 (CH-)-Si + 11.8 15 3 a 
Ikf (CH ) S i 0+ 100 9.6 
3 5 2 
162 (CH- ) S i 0+ .03 
Table 11.2 Mass spectra of octamethyl t r i s i l o x a n e (CH ) S i 0 
3 S 3 ® 
m Ion Relative i n t e n s i t y Appearance e po t e n t i a l eV 
63.7 (CH ) Si 0 0*35 3's a a 
7.3 (CH- ) S i + 1*2.9 12 3 a 
103 (CH- ) Si 0 12.8 22, 13.6 
3 0 3 8 
221 (CH- ) Si-0 + 100 9.6 3 7 a a 
236 (CH- ) Si 0 + .02 3 8 a a 
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Th© r e l a t i v e i n t e u n i t i e s of tho ions and the io n i s i n g potentials 
(appearance potentials) are shown i n tables U.1 and 11.2. 
For both these compounds the most probable ion i s that formed 
by the loss of a methyl r a d i c l e , CH , with an ioni z a t i o n p o t e n t i a l 
3 
of 9.6 eV. 
Since these siloxanes contain the basic radicals l i k e l y t o 
occur i n silicone grease i t would appear reasonable t o assume that 
s i l i c o n s grease vapour may bo ionised i n a plasma i n a sim i l a r way t o these 
sil£xanes. The ionising p o t e n t i a l would thus appear t o be of tho order of 
10 eV. This l a below the minimum ionlaation potentials of both hydrogen, 
15»59 eV, and argon, 15.75 eV, (H -* H + end A A* respectively). I t i s 
thus t o be expected that the p r o b a b i l i t y of ionization of the grease 
molecule i s greater than t h a t f o r a gas molecule since many more 
electrons w i l l have an energy greater than $0 eV than w i l l have an 
energy greater than 13 or 15 eV. 
The vapour pressure of silicone i s approximately 10"*5 tum.gg. I t i s 
shown i n section 11.4 that the rate of b u i l d up of the f i l m suggested i n 
t h i s section (11.4) could not be accounted f o r with such a small vapour 
pressure of impurity. Nevertheless, the doubt a t t r i b u t e d t o the i n t e r -
pretation of these results i n the previous section, suggest t h a t 
silicone grease need not be ruled out on these grounds. 
Glass decomposition products 
B i l l and Bvett (1959) have obtained evidence that pyrox glass 
chemically sputters i n the presence of gaseous ions, l i b e r a t i n g 
impurities i n t o the system. They have suggested t h a t these decomposition 
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products can account f o r insulating f i l m s over metal electrodes, which 
polarize i n the way described above. Farnsvorth (1958) has suggested 
a process of electrode cleaning employing bombardment of the surface 
with argon ions. B i l l and Evett have suggested that the varying 
effectiveness of t h i s method, may be accounted f o r by the decomposi-
t i o n of glass during bombardment and bake out. 
I t would therefore appear l i k e l y that the present f i l m s are b u i l t 
up by glass decomposition products. B i l l and Evett have found l i t t l e 
sputtering of the glass by bombardment with neon ions. Thus i t would 
be in t e r e s t i n g t o see whether such f i l m s are b u i l t up i n neon. I f they 
are i t would appear that glass decomposition i s not responsible f o r the 
impurity involved. 
The material of the f i l m 
The material of the f i l m i t s e l f has not been investigated chemically. 
I t i s , however, of Interest t o see how the depende. cy of the nature of 
the f i l m on the gas used might be explained. 
I f the ions were formed by breaking of a co-valent bond; on 
neutralization by an electron on the electrode surface they would form 
radicals with free bonds. I t i s w e l l known that such radicals are 
unstable and thus they would be expected t o undergo some chemical 
change. Possible forms of change would be: 
a) Combination with other similar radicals t o form polymerisation 
products. This would appear t o be unlikely i n view of the small 
number of impurity ions s t r i k i n g the surface. 
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b) Combination with incident ions of the gas of the discharge. 
Hydrogen might form such bonds but not argon i n view.of i t s 
i n e r t nature. 
c) Some rearrangement t o give an unsaturated molecule* 
d) Decomposition i n t o two or more molecules. 
I n the case of hydrogen, there w i l l be a large f l u x of hydrogen 
ions t o the surface, so that hydrogenation of the impurity radical i s 
a l i k e l y process. I n the case of argon no such process can occur so 
that rearrangement or decomposition would be expected. The p a r t i c i -
pation of the gas i n t h i s way would account f o r the differences i n 
the type of f i l m observed i n the presence of the two gases. 
Conclusions 
There i s f i r m evidence f o r the b u i l d up of f i l m s by a u.h.f. di s -
charge. I t does not appear that these f i l m s can be accounted f o r i n 
terms of the electrode material or the nominal gas. Two possible 
sources of impurities are from silicones i n the tap grease and 
d i f f u s i o n pump o i l or from the chemical decomposition of glass. I n 
section 11*3 i t was suggested that the f i l m r e s u l t i n g from a prolonged 
discharge i n hydrogen was s i l i c a and that the material when silicones 
were used d i f f e r e d from that when Apiezon grease and o i l were used. 
This would suggest that glass, present i n both cases, was not predom-
inantly responsible. I t i s therefore thought th a t silicones are the 
most l i k e l y sources of f i l m material, although glass may also be a 
contributory factor. 
The methods of investigation developed here, are applicable to a 
more systematic study. Experiments of p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r e s t would include 
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a comparison of f i l m s b u i l t up i n various gas ( p a r t i c u l a r l y neon) 
and measurement of the e l e c t r i c a l properties of t h i n f i l m s . 
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CHAPTER 12 
COHCLUSIOMS 
Measurements of amplification of an electron stream crossing 
a region of u.h.f. f i e l d , have indicated the importance of diffusion 
in the transport mechanism. As the u.h.f. f i e l d i s increased, the 
d r i f t f i e l d has a slowly decreasing control over electron flow. 
Thus as breakdown is approached the discharge is largely diffusion 
controlled and is expected to exhibit similar properties. Two forms 
of discharge have been Identified theoretically, one occurring at 
low amplifications when the d r i f t f i e l d largely controls the flow 
and the predominant electron source is the emitting electrode; the 
other at high amplifications when diffusion largely controls the 
electron flow and the predominant source of electrons is collision 
ionization i n the gas. 
A theory of electron flow by a combination of d r i f t and difusionr. 
has been worked out for low amplifications. Calculations from this 
theory suggest that the ionization rates i n present case are larger 
than those determined from discharges in unidirectional fields. 
At higher gas amplification i n s t a b i l i t i e s were observed in the 
unidirectional gap current, which have been traced to the presence of 
pa r t i a l l y insulating surface films over the electrodes. I t has been 
shown experimentally that a unidirectional f i e l d cannot be maintained 
at i t s applied value when surface films are present. Further, 
experimental evidence suggests that this f i l m is b u i l t up by the 
presence of a discharge, probably from heavy impurity materials i n 
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the gap. 
These conclusions suggest that i n the basic experiment^ i n which 
amplifications are measured in conb'ined u.h.f. and d r i f t f i e l d s , there 
is considerable doubt as to the value of the d r i f t f i e l d . For a given 
applied gap voltage, V , and a given gap current, 1 , once the f i l m 
2 2 
is charged the polarization voltage is 2i H_ and the d r i f t f i e l d i s 
a e r • Thus measured values of R-, might be used to evaluate 
d 
the d r i f t f i e l d i n any experiment. However, since the f i l m i s thought 
in any case i s also i n doubt. 
I t has been suggested that Silicone vapours are largely responsible 
for the build up of the film* I f this is so, formation of films could 
be prevented by using a high-purity vacuum system, i n which a l l such 
impurity vapours were eliminated. However, such a system would s t i l l 
be contaminated with glass decomposition products, especially as the 
glass would have to be baked out, a process which B i l l and Evert 
claim to accelerate the decomposition of glass. Further i t appears 
l i k e l y that such decomposition products would form films over the 
electrodes even i n the absence of a discharge. I t , therefore, appears 
l i k e l y that i t is not possible to remove the surface films completely. 
Nevertheless i t has been shown that even with the present vacuum system, 
i t i s possible to reduce polarization to an acceptable level. However, 
amplification measurements may be made in the presence of films provided 
the uncertainty i n the value of i s reduced. This may be achieved by 
reduction of the impurity level so that the rate of SiftiM up of the 
2 
< V 2 W 
to be b u i l t up by the discharge so that Rp i s increased,-the value of R^  
lltO. 
f i l m Is reduced, or by the deliberate introduction of films of 
resistance large compared to that which w i l l be b u i l t up. The 
value of Rp may be measured by the methods already described and 
the d r i f t f i e l d at any instant calculated. 
When ins t a b i l i t i e s i n gap current arise there is a progressive 
increase i n amplification with time -which has been found to be the 
result of a progressive decrease in the d r i f t f i e l d due to charging 
of the films. Thus effectively, plots of amplification against 
time are to be regarded as plots of amplification against d r i f t f i e l d 
on Borne non-linear scale. Knowing Cp and Rp, which can be measured >by 
the methods developed, the d r i f t f i e l d at any instant may be calculated 
from equation 9.12, so that measurements of amplification as a function 
of d r i f t f i e l d at constant u.h.f. f i e l d are obtained. 
Thus i t is conceded that measurements of amplification and thus 
the ionization rate are possible in the presence of surface polariza-
tion, by applying a correction for the potential drop atesulting from 
the unidirectional current flow through the f i l m . Further measure-
ments of amplification would therefore appear profitable, even I f 
surface polarization cannot be completely removed. 
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APPENDIX 1 
The design of a Light-Sensitive Bistable Circuit 
A transistor bistable c i r c u i t of the type shown in figure A l . l 
has been treated by Wolfendale, 19571 who showed that the two stable 
states were both controlled by T l , one with T l taking maximum current 
(bottomed) and one with Tl taking negligible current (cut o f f ) . When 
Tl is a phototransistor, the treatment of Wolfendale requires modification 
to include the effect of l i g h t incident on the base of Tl. 
Light incident on the base w i l l , i f the quanta of energy are in excess 
of the band gap energy, produce hole-electron pairs. Since the minority 
carriers w i l l be swept over the collector base potential barrier on 
diffusing to i t , these w i l l be extracted by the Collector from the base 
region. Thus the incidence of l i g h t gives rise to an effective forward 
current injected into the base. A similar process occurs as a result of 
the thermal production of hole-electron pairs giving rise to a collector 
leakage current in the ordinary transistor. The effect of admitting 
l i g h t may- thus be considered as adding a further component to the 
collector leakage current, I • 
' co 
I t may be shown (Wolfendale) that the loop gain of this c i r c u i t 
R 
at low frequency is approximately ^ 9 The condition that .stable states 
a 
exist is that the loop gain may be reduced to less than unity. However, 
for triggering action i t is necessary that the gain rises above unity so 
that R must be greater than R . s s 
In the stable state i n which .rEL is bottomed, the gain is reduced 
to below unity by the following action. The bottomed condition may be 
regarded as a forward bias of the base-collector diode, sothat a 
Pig, A 1.2 
C i r e u i t conditions 
with T1 bottomed mn 
ngo A n5 
U2. 
current 1^ flows between collector and base. This diode effectively 
shunts R with R (figure A1.2) so that the value of the collector 
2 4 
load of Tl (R ) i s effectively reduced. Provided this current flow 
2 
is sufficient to reduce the effective collector resistor so that the 
loop gain drops to below unity, this state is stable. Any flow of 
collector leakage current, I c q , would mearly increase 1^ and thus 
decrease the loop gain further. Hence the incidence of l i g h t onto T l 
when i n this state, would have no tendency to trigger the c i r c u i t and 
would in fact increase the s t a b i l i t y of the state. Thus provided the 
c i r c u i t parameters controlling the s t a b i l i t y of this state are chosen 
neglecting the collector leakage current, there is no tendency for the 
c i r c u i t to be triggered from this state by either l i g h t or temperature 
variations. 
The s t a b i l i t y of the state when TL is cut off however, may be 
shown to be dependent on the collector leakage current. When Tl is 
cut o f f , the emitter-base diode may be regarded as being back-biased 
sufficiently for there to be negligible current flow across i t , so that 
only the collector leakage current flows in the base c i r c u i t (figure 
A1.J). 
Summing potentials in the emitter-base c i r c u i t of figure A1.3: 
R I = V. + I R + V , x e a b co « eb 
I f V ^ 0 is the emitter-base voltage required to back bias the emitter-
base diode sufficiently to reduce the loop gain to unity, the condition 
that this state be stable is that the diode be biased further back than 
H*5. 
this by the flow of the emitter current of T2 through R i.e. 
R I > V. + I R + V . 1 e a b co 4 ebo 
4 ^ a j 
the loop gain becomes greater than unity and the c i r c u i t switches to 
the states with Tl bottomed. This increase i n I may be arranged 
to be the result of illuminating TL when the c i r c u i t may be triggered 
from the state with T l cut off to that with T l bottomed. 
I f I ^ i s the value of the collector leakage current i n the co 
absence of illumination and I +A I is that with sufficient 
co co 
illumination to just trigger the c i r c u i t , A I c Q is the trigger 
sensitivity and is given by 
A I 4 i l R • V. - V. r - I • 
co [ 2 i b ebo J co 
I t may be seen from this equation that the level of Illumination at 
I R 
which the c i r c u i t triggers may be varied by adjustment of p * . In 
4 
a practical c i r c u i t this may be achieved by a variable resistor i n 
series with either R or R . 
1 4 
Any l i g h t signal will-be composed of a background illumination 
(noise) superimposed upon the signal i t s e l f . Should the general 
background illumination give variations i n excess of A I c o * the c i r c u i t 
w i l l be triggered by background alone. Thus i t is necessary that the 
trigger sensitivity, A I c Q , satisfies the condition: 
A 4 4 {\\ - ( Vb + Vebo> " hf) + A Jco 
2M. 
when the background illumination fluctuates so that I varies i n the 
range from I to I + A I ' • ^ co co co 
I t should be noted that changes in temperature also contribute to 
A I ' . Thus i t i s necessary to include in A I ' not only maximum co * co 
background fluctuates but also maximum temperature fluctuations. This 
limits the sensitivity of the c i r c u i t to small changesin illumination. 
Thus, i t may be concluded, that when Tl is cut off this c i r c u i t is 
triggered by l i g h t pulses of increasing illumination, whereas in the 
bottomed condition the state of the c i r c u i t may be made insensitive to 
illumination or temperature fluctuations. 
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APPENDIX 2 
The Analysis of a System with Positive Feedback 
Consider a simple loop containing an amplifier, with a gain, G, 
and an attenuator which feeds a fraction, P, of the output back to be 
added to the input without phase change round the loop (positive feed-
back). Assume some time constant, T, i n this feedback loop, which may, 
for simplicity, be represented as a series resistor and shunt capacitor. 
The complete c i r c u i t is shown in figure 8.7* 
Let the operational parameter of this c i r c u i t be 0* I t w i l l be 
assumed that 6 is applied to the loop time constant element as a voltage. 
Thus for positive going step inputs, the transfer function of the loop 
time constant element w i l l be ( l - e""*^1*). 
Thus, i t may be shown that i f a step function of amplitude, 8^ , is 
put into the loop at the input, the output w i l l be a time function given 
by: 
e„ = e, T 7 — A2.i 
° 1 (1 - 0.0(1 - <-VT)) 
with a maximum value ( t -» «) of 
9 / ^ • 6t G A2.2 
o(max) I 1 _ ^ 
From this equation two conditions of the loop may be recognized. I f 
0G(1 - €~t//'T) < 1, e Q w i l l have a f i n i t e value, but i f P G ( l - e"^1") = 1 
QQ becomes i n f i n i t e . In this l a t t e r case, once the loop is set up the 
output voltage is independent of the input voltage. 
Consider the case when a step Increase from unity to G^ is applied 
to the gain of the amplifier, G, where 00^ > 1. Teen before the applica-
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tion of the step, 6 B 1 BO that (3G < 1 and there Is a steady output 
given by: 
9o - 8 I T T 7 A 2-5 
On increasing G to a value 0 , 0G^  > 1. However, since t is small, 
(1 - is small so that pO (1 - c""^) < 1 and equation A2.1 shows 
that the output is controlled by the input i n i t i a l l y . 
Thus on applying the step function to G, t = 0 so that £9^(1 - e~ ) 
a 0 and there is no change i n the value of 8 presented by the feedback loop 
to the adder. Since 6 = 1 i n i t i a l l y , the output, 9 , is then the input to 
8 I ° the amplifier, ^ . p> (from equation A2.3) amplified by a factor G i.e. 
e T 9 J i n i t i a l ) =•=—±r .G A2.4 
o 1 - p x 
This rise i n 6 Q w i l l occur instantaneously. 
Subsequently, pG^(l - e"*^"5) w i l l increase with time allowing 
increased feedback so that 0^ slowly rises. Eventually G f j ( l - e~*^) 
approaching unity and 0 q then runs to i n f i n i t y . The time required to 
reach the condition when 6 Q -* eo after the application of the step, may 
be found by equating G p ( l - €""*^T) to unity, to give a time 
1 
T Jtrx 
l 
This shows that as G increases, the time to reach this condition 
x 
decreases. 
Thus, the time variation of QQ for the case of G^ 0 > 1 may be 
derived, for an increasing step applied to G , from equation A2J* 
as the curve of figure 8.8b, 
Repeating the above procedure with 0G^  < 1, gives the response 
of the stable system to a step increase of G. In this case the 
maximum value of dj w i l l be f i n i t e * On applying the step function to 
there 
G/will be the same instantaneous rise as described above, followed by 
a gradual rise of GQ> as defined by equation A2.1. This gradually 
approaches a maximum value of the input amplified by a factor of 
G . 
- J - j - (equation A2.2). This i s plotted in figure 8 .8c. 
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